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FLORIDA INFORMATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
P. O. Box 11144
Tallahassee, FL 32303
(904) 878-0188
FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

L90-069

SESSION LAW/SECTION NO(S).

83-38, Sections 30-33

AFFECTED STATUTE(S)

631.54, 631.60, 631.62,
631.70

PRIME BILL NO.

HB 1043

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

House Commerce Committee

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

SB 299 (Mann)

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:
This law amends 631.54 in Section 30, 631.60 in Section
31, 631.62 in Section 32, and 631.70 in Section 33. This law
originated as HB 1043 and similar SB 299. HB 1043, the bill
that ultimately passed, originated as House Commerce Committee
Proposed Committee Bill (PCB) 28. PCB 28 was heard by the
House Commerce Committee's Sub-committee on Property and
Casualty Insurance on 3/29/83 and by the full committee on
4/5/83. HB 1043 was not heard by any Senate committee, but SB
299 was heard by the Senate Commerce Committee on 4/12/83.
The staff analyses on these two bills (which are almost ident
ical) only mentions the amendment to 631.60 as being signifi
cant. All of the other amendments to the subject statutory
sections appear to be technical.
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Florida Information Associates
Session Law Abstract, LOF 83-38
DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST:
NOTE: All documentation obtained from the Florida State
Archives is cited by the series and box number, i.e.,
"FSA S,19/200," "na" indicates that either that particu
lar documentation does not apply or is non-existent.
* Laws of Florida: Chapter 83-38, Sections 30-33
* Florida Statutes:

(see statute/law comparison)

* History of Legislation: 1983; HB 1043, SB 299
* Prime Bill Version(s): na
* Identical/Similar Bills: na
* House Journal: na
* Senate Journal: na
* Committee Staff Analyses and Reports:
(1)

House Commerce Committee, Bill Analysis of HB 1043,
7/1/83. (FSA s. 19/1128).

(2)

Senate Commerce Committee, Staff Analysis of
SB 299, 7/7/83 (revised). (FSA S. 18/1280).

* Committee Meeting Tapes:
(1)

House Commerce Committee, Property & Casualty
Insurance Sub-Committee, 3/29/83; and full
committee 4/5/83 (tape 2). (FSA S. 414/433).

(2)

Senate Commerce Committee, 4/12/83.
(FSA S. 625/307),

• Floor Debate Tapes: na
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(904) 878-0188
FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

L88-089

SESSION LAW/SECTION NO(S).

83-38, Sections 30-33

AFFECTED STATUTE(S)

631.54, 631.60, 631.62,
631.70

PRIME BILL NO.

HB 1043

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

House Commerce Committee

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

SB 299 (Mann)

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:
This law amends 631.54 in Section 30, 631.60 in Section
31, 631.62 in Section 32, and 631.70 in Section 33. This law
originated as HB 1043 and similar SB 299. HB 1043, the bill
that ultimately passed, originated as House Commerce Committee
Proposed Committee Bill (PCB) 28, PCB 28 was heard by the
House Commerce Committee's Sub-committee on Property and
Casualty Insurance on 3/29/83 and by the full committee on
4/5/83, HB 1043 was not heard by any Senate committee, but SB
299 was heard by the Senate Commerce Committee on 4/12/83.
The staff analyses on these two bills (which are almost ident
ical) only mentions the amendment to 631.60 as being signifi
cant. All of the other amendments to the subject statutory
sections appear to be technical.
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DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST:
NOTE: All documentation obtained from the Florida State
Archives is cited by the series and box number, i.e.,
"FSA S,19/200." "na" indicates that either that particu
lar documentation does not apply or is non-existent.
* Laws of Florida: Chapter 83-38, Sections 30-33

***

Florida Statutes: (see statute/law comparison)
History of Legislation: 1983; HB 1043, SB 299

* Prime Bill Version(s): na
* Identical/Similar Bills: na
* House Journal: na
* Senate Journal: na
Committee Staff Analyses and Reports:
(1)

House Commerce Committee, Bill Analysis of HB 1043,
7/1/83. (FSA S. 19/1128).

(2)

Senate Commerce Committee, Staff Analysis of
SB 299, 7/7/83 (revised). (FSA s. 18/1280).
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(FSA S. 625/307).
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Denotes that material was sent to client on 9/7/80.
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Date:

relating to insurer insolvency

Became Law:

July 1, 1983

(as enacted by the Legislature)

Committee Consideration:

Mav 16, 1983

Ch. 83-38, Laws of Florida

House Commerce
Identical*/Similar Bills:

Effective Date: _______

SB 299

I.

May 16, 1983

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill substantially revises chapter 631, Florida
Statutes, Insurer Insolvency: Guaranty of Payment. The bill is
largely a technical rewrite intended to rearrange provisions in a
more logical manner in order to make the chapter more easily
understandable. Many substantive changes are also made,
primarily to conform to the model bill adopted by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC).
II,

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Chapter 631, Florida Statutes, is divided into three
parts. Part I, Insurer Insolvency; Rehabilitation and
Liquidation, establishes the procedures for the Department of
Insurance to detect potentially dangerous financial conditions of
insur�rs and to take corrective action. The powers of the
department, the priority of claims, and methods of enhancing
cooperation with other states are primary areas of concern. Part
II, Florida Insurance Guaranty of Payments, creates a guaranty
association to provide for the payment of claims by insureds of
insolvent property and casualty insurers. Providing for the
payment of claims by insureds of insolvent life and health
insurers is addressed in part III, Life and Health Insurance
Guaranty of Payments, which creates a guaranty association for
this purpose.
The specific aspects of the present law affected by this
bill are addressed below�
Wyut T Manin, Staff Diffflor
ll2 TIie C,,pltol, �. f'lerlda llJOI ("4) �7124
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B.

EFFECT OF CHANGES

Important changes made by this bill include the following:
1.
(Section 8) - Section 631.141 provides the Department
of Insurance with various powers and duties WhPn it is appointed
in a delinquen cy proceeding as a receiver for a domestic insurer,
such as the administration of all of the assets of the insurer.
The bill adds to these powers, including authorizing the
department to have all the powers of directors, officers, and
managers; to hire and discharge employees; and to prepare plans
for reorganization, merger, or other transformation of the
insurer, subject to the approval of the appointing court after
notice and hearing.
2.
(Sections 9 and 10) - Sections 631.161 and 631.171 are
revised, relating to the procedure for filing claims during a
delinquency proceeding. The rewrite of these sections is
primarily technical, except for the controverted claim notice
requirement. In the event a Florida claimant files a claim with
the department as ancillary receiver, the amendmPnt requires the
department to notify the domiciliary state of the claim and any
hearing, as opposed to present law which requires the claimant to
give such notice.
3. (Sections 11 and 12) - Section 631.181 is
substantially revised and 631.182 is created, providing
additional procedures for the filing anO proof of claims against
an insurer in a delinquency procPeding. Subsection (2) of
section 631.181 (from the NAIC uniform act) requires claims to
contain more specific information than present law requires.
subsection (1), also from the model law, provides grounds for the
court to permit the late filing of a claim after the time
provided in the POtice given by the receiver.
A significant change from present law is the provision for
a claim hearing only when a claimant objects to the
recommendation in the receiver's report. Presently, a hearing is
required for all claims. Other than these changes, the rewrite
is primarily technical, incorporating provisions from existing
ss. 631.181 and 631.301(2).
4. (Section 15) - Section 631.193 is created, {which is
actually an amendment of existing s. 631.291(2) (a)4). This
section relates to the release of liability of an insured when a
third party claimant files a claim in a delinquency proceeding.
The amendment specifies that the release from liability is only
to the extent of the policy limits provid�d by the insolvent
insurer, and is cona1tioned upon the insured's cooperation with
the receiver in the defense of the claim.
5.
(Section 16) - New section 631.205 is created
providing tht all reinsurance proceeds to which the insolvent
insurer is a party are to be paid directly to the domiciliary
receiver as general assets unless the reinsurance contract
specifically names the insolvent insurer's insured as a direct
beneficiary ..
6. (Section 19) - Section 631.252 is amended to provide
that upon liquidation, all insurance policies issued by the
insurer shall continue in force for 45 days, rather than 30, in
oraer to allow more time for replacement. New subsection (4) is
created to provide an exception for life or health policies
covered by the Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association,
which continue in force as provided in s. 631.717.
7.
(Section 21) - One of the most significant provisions
in this bill is the substantial revision of s. 631.271, setting
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forth the priority of distribution of claims from the insurer's
estate, which is in substantial conformity with the Uniform Act.
Eight classes of claims are established in the following order:
(1) receiver's expenses of administration and expenses of a
guaranty association; (2) wages to employees (with the $1,000 cap
per employee raised to $2,000 and the 90-day period increased to
6 months); (3) claims under policies; (4) claims for unearned
premium refunds; (5) governmental claims; (6) claims filed late;
(7) surplus or contribution notes; and (8) shareholder claims.
New subsection (2), providing equal protection for claims by
residents of reciprocal states, is adopted from existing s.
631.191 (1).

8.
(Section 24) - Presently, s. 631.341 requires the
receiver (department), immediately aftPr appointmf'nt in
delinquency proceedings, to give written notice of such
proceedings to Pach agf'nt of the insurer in Florida. As amended,
the receiver must give such notice only if the insurance policies
have been cancelled.
9.
(Section 26) - Section 631.391 is amended to provide
prompt access to the department to data processing facilities and
records of the insurer. In addition, the maximum fine is raised
from $5,000 to $10,000 for persons who control any segment of the
insurer's affairs who fail to cooperate in the conduct of
delinquency proceedings.
10.
(Section 28) - New section 631.398 is created
relating to the prev0ntion of insolvencies. The section is
primarily technical, incorporating provisions of ss. 631.62 and
631.723. Substantive changes include a provision that reports
and recommendations from certain persons on behalf of a guaranty
association to the department upon any matter germane to the
solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or conservation of an
insurer shall be confidential and exempt from the Public Records
law. Another substantive change is a requirement that the
department, rather than the guaranty association prepare a
summary report at the conclusion of an insolvency procPeding.
11.
(Section 29) - Section 631.732 is renumbered as
section 631.399 and amended, relating to the receiver's right to
recover distributions made to affiliate organizations. As
amended, the requirement is eliminated that an affiliate be a
"controlling" affiliate before the r�ceiver can recover pre
petition transfers that were ma0e in an unlawful ?nd unreasonable
manner. Also as amended, the affiliate has the burden of showing
that the transfers were lawful and reasonable.
12.
(Section 31) - Section 631.60 is amended to require
that any release of the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association
and its insured must clearly state whether it waives any claim
filed with the receiver in excess of FIGA's liability under s.
631. 57.

13. (Sections 33 and 34) - Presently, s. 631.68 provides
that claims against an insolvent insurer through FIGA are barred
unless instituted w ithin one year after the date of the deadline
for filing claims in the order for liquidation. As amended, this
limitation also applies to claims against the insured. The
statute of limitations section, s. 9 5.11, is also amended to
reflect this amendment.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

This bill is intended to increase the ability of the
Department of Insurance to detect financial problems of insurers,
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to incrPase the efficiency and predictability of settling claims
of insolvent insurers, and to increase cooperation with
reciprocal states. To these ends, policyholders in Florida and
in reciprocal states are afforded greater protection in the event
that they are insured by a company that incurs financial
problems.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial effect.
IV.

v.

COMMENTS
None.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
A.

ENACTED BILL

House Bill 1043 began as PCB 83-28 which was heard in the
Subcommittee on Property and Casualty Insurance of the Commerce
Committee on March 29, 1983. The subcommittee voted the PCB out
favorably with four technical amendments.
On April 5, 1983, the Commerce Committee a0opted the four
technical amendments to the PCB, approved the bill, and
introduced it as HB 1043.
On April 28, 1983, HB 1043 was read for the second time
without a�endments. On May 2, 1983, the bill was passed by the
House 115-0 (HJ 291).
The Senate substituted HB 1043 for its companion, SB 299,
and passed the House measure, 39-0 (SJ 210).
HB 1043 was approved by the Governor on May 16, 1983
(Chapter 83-38, Laws of Florida).
B.

DISPOSITION OF COMPANION

The companion measure, Senate Bill 299, was referred to
the committees on Commerce and Appropriations. It was reported
favorably by the CommPrce Committee with amendments on April 12,
1983, and was later withdrawn from Appropriations and placed on
the Calendar. On May 3, 1983, HB 1043 was substituted for SB 299
which was then laid on the table under the Rules.

Prepared by:

Staff Director:

SUMMARY OF HB 1043
INSURANCE INSOLVENCY

PDro,-Juc�rj bv
FLOR'8A �,T.'.\TE :\RC
HJVES
DEP•�,,Tt1iCNl OF ST,0.TE
R A uR,",'1 !3UILO::J,;

Talla�,��l 32399,,�]

THE BILL SUBSTANTIALLY REVISES CHAPTER 631, REL�'T'T

INSURANCE COMPANY INSOLVENCIES AND GUARANTY OF PAYMENT,

ca,ton

C.-

IN

ADDITION TO MANY TECHNICAL CHANGES, SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES ARE

ALSO MADE, PRIMARILY TO CONFORM TO 1HE MODEL BILL ADOPTED BY

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE COMMISiIONERS,

THIS BILL rs INTENDED TO INCREASE THE ABILITY OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO DETECT FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF INSURERS,

TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY AND PREDICTABILITY OF SETTLING CLAIMS,

AND TO INCREASE COOPERATION WITH OTHER STATES,
SPECIFICS OF MAJOR CHANGES:

1,

SECTION 631,41 PROVIDES THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE WITH

VARIOUS POWERS AND DUTIES WHEN IT IS APPOINTED IN A DELINQUENCY
PROCEEDING AS A RECEIVER FOR A DOMESTIC INSURER, SUCH AS THE

__ADMINISTRATION OF ALL OF THE ASSETS OF THE INSURER,

THE BILL

ADDS TO THESE POWERS, INCLUDING AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT TO

HAVE ALL THE POWERS OF DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AND MANAGERS; TO HIRE

AND DISCHARGE EMPLOYEES; AND TO PREPARE PLA�S FOR REORGANIZATION,
MERGER, OR OTHER TRANSFORMATION OF THE INSURER� SUBJECT TO THE

APPROVAL OF THE APPOINTING COURT AFTER NOTI-CE AND HEARING (PAGE

11, LINE 17).
2,

A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE FROM PRESENT LAW IS THE PROVISION FOR

A CLAIM HEARING ONLY WHEN A CLAIMANT OBJECTS TO THE RECOMMENDATION

IN THE RECEIVER'S REPORT,

PRESENTLY, A HEARING IS REQUIRED FOR

ALL CLAIMS (PAGE 19, LINE 27),

-23,

ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT PROVISIONS IN THIS BILL

IS THE SUBSTANTIAL REVISION OF S, 631,271, SETTING FORTH THE

PRIORITY OF DISTRIBUTION OF CLAIMS FROM THE INSURER'S ESTATE,
WHICH IS IN SUBSTANTIAL CONFORMITY WITH THE UNIFORM ACT,

CLASSES OF CLAIMS ARE ESTABLISHED IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:

EIGHT

,.

(1)

RECEIVER'S EXPENSES OF ADMINISTRATION AND EXPFNSES OF A GUARANTY
ASSOCIATION; (2) WAGES TO EMPLOYEES (WITH THE $1,000 CAP PER

EMPLOYEE RAISED TO $2,000 AND THE 90-DAY PERIOD INCREASED TO 6
MONTHS); (3) CLAIMS UNDER POLICIES;· (4) CLAIMS FOR UNEARNED

PREMIUM REFUNDS; (5) GOVERNMENTAL CLAIMS; (6) CLAIMS FILED LATE;
(7) SURPLUS OR CONTRIBUTION NOTES; AND (8) SHAREHOLDER CLAIMS
(PAGE 26, LINE 12),
4,

PRESENTLY, S, 631,68 PROVIDES THAT CLAIMS AGAINST AN

INSOLVENT INSURER THROUGH THE FLORIDA INSURANCE GUARANTY

ASSOCIATION (FIGA) ARE BARRED UNLESS INSTITUTED WITHIN ONE YEAR

AFTER THE DATE OF THE DEADLINE FOR FILING CLAIMS IN THE ORDER FOR
LIQUIDATION,

As AMENDED, THIS LIMITATION ALSO APPLIES TO CLAIMS

AGAINST THE INSURED,

THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS SECTION, S,

95,11, IS ALSO AMENDED TO REFLECT THIS AMENDMENT (PAGE 35, LINE 15),
� I,• , f

..
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 631, Florida Statutes, is divided into three parts.
Part I, Insurer Insolvency; Rehabilitation and Liquidation,
establishes the procedures for the Department of Insurance to
detect potential ly dangerous financial conditions of insurers
and to take corrective action. Primary areas of concern in
this part are the powers of the department, the priority of
claims, and methods of enhancing cooperation with other states.
Part II, Florida Insurance Guaranty of Payments, creates a
guaranty association to provide for the payment of claims of
insolvent property and casualty insurers.
Part III, Life and Health Insurance Guaranty of Payments,
creates a guaranty association for the payment of claims of
insolvent life and health insurers.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill substantially revises chapter 631, Florida Statutes.
The bill is largely a technical rewrite intended to rearrange
provisions in a more logical manner in order to make the
chapter more easily understandable. Many substantive changes
are also made, primarily to conform to the model bill adopted
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC).
The maJor substantive provisions are as follows:

1. Section 631.141, provides the department with various
powers and duties when 1t is appointed as a receiver in a
delinquency proceeding for a domestic insurer, such as the
administration of all of the insurer's assets. This bill adds
to these powers by authorizing the department to (1) have all
the powers of directors, officers, and managers� (2) hire and
discharge employees; and (3) prepare plans for reorganization,
merger, or other transformation of the insurer, subJect to the
approval of the appointing court after notice and hearing.

2. Sections 631.161 and 631.171, relating to the procedure for
filing claims during a delinquency proceeding are revised.
These revisions are largely technical except for the
controverted claim notice requirement. In the event a Florida
claimant files a claim with the department as ancillary
receiver, the amendment requires the department to notify the
domicillary state of the claim and any hearing, as opposed to
present law which requires the claimant to give such notice.
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3. section 631,181, is substantially revised and 631,182 is
created, providing additional procedures for the filing and
proof of claims against an insurer in a delinquency proceeding.
Section 631.181(2) requires claims to contain more specific
information than present law requires. Section 631.181{1)
provides the grounds for the court to permit the late filing of
a claim after the time provided in the notice given by the
receiver. These provisions are from the NAIC uniform act.
In addition, current law requires that a hearing is required
for all claims. This bill provides for a claim hearing only
when a claimant objects to the recommendation in the receiver's
report.
4. Section 631.193 is created relating to the release of
l1ab1lity of an insured when a third party claimant files a
claim in a delinquency proceeding. This section specifies that
the release from liability is only to the extent of the policy
limits provided by the insolvent insurer, and is conditioned
upon the insured's cooperation with the receiver in the defense
of the claim.
5. Section 631.220 is created providing that all reinsurance
proceeds to Which the insolvent insurer is a party are to be
paid directly to the domicillary receiver as general assets
unless the reinsurance contract specifically names the
insolvent insurer's insured as a direct beneficiary.
6. Section 631.252 is amended to provide that upon
liquidation, all insurance policies issued by the insurer shall
continue in force for 45 days, instead of the current 30 days,
in order to allow more time for replacement. However, there is
an exception created for life and health policies covered by
the Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association which continue
1n force as provided in section 631,717.
7. Section 631.271 sets forth the priority of distribution of
claims from the insurer's estate. This is in substantial
conformity with the NAIC Uniform Act. Eight classes of claims
are established in the following order:
(l} receiver's
expenses of administration and expenses of a guaranty
association; (2) certain wages to employees; (3) claims under
policies;
(4) claims for unearned premium refunds; (5)
governmental claims; {6) claims filed late:
(7) surplus or
contribution notes; and (8) shareholder claims. Equal
protection is provided for claims by residents of reciprocal
states.
8. Currently, section 631.341 requires the receiver
(department), immediately after appointment in delinquency
proceedings, to give written notice of such proceedings to each
agent of the insurer in Florida. This bill requires the
receiver to give such notice only if the insurance policies
have been cancelled.
9. Section 631.391 is amended to provide the department with
prompt access of the data processing facilities and records of
the insurer. Also, the maximum fine is raised from $5,000 to
$10,000 for persons who control any segment of the insurer's
affairs who fail to cooperate in the conduct of delinquency
proceedings.
10. Section 631.398 is created relating to the prevention of
insolvencies. Reports and recommendations from certain persons
on behalf of a guaranty association to the department upon any
matter germane to the solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or
conservation of an insurer shall be confidential and exempt the
Public Records Law. Also, the department rather than the
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guar anty association must prepare a summary report at the
conclusion of an insolvency proceeding.
11. Section 631.732 is renumbered as section 631.399 and
amended, relating to the receiver's right to recover
distributions made to affiliate organizations. The requirement
that an affiliate be a "controlling• affiliate before the
receiver can recover prepetition transfers that were made in an
unlawful and unreasonable manner is el1m1nated. Also, the
affiliate has the burden of showing that the transfers were
lawful and reasonable.
12. Section 631.60 is amended to require that any release of
the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association and its insured must
clearly state whether it waives any claim filed with the
receiver in excess of FIGA's liability under section 631.57.
13. Currently, section 631.68 provides that claims against an
insolvent insurer through FIGA are barred unless instituted
within one year after the date of the deadline for filing
claims in the order for liquidation. This bill also applies
the limitation to claims against the insured. This change is
also reflected in the statute of limitation section, section
95.11.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The provisions of this bill are intended to increase the
Department of Insurance's ability to detect financial problems
of insurers, to increase the efficiency and predictability of
settling claims of insolvent insurers, and to increase
cooperation with reciprocal states. As a result, the policy
holders in Florida and in reciprocal states are afforded
greater protection in the event they are insured by a company
that incurs financial problems.

s.

Government:
As stated above, the department's power and authority to deal
with financially troubled insurers is enhanced. A spokesman
from the department has indicated that there will be no
significant impact on the department as a result of this bill.

II I •
IV.

COMMENTS :
AMENDMENTS:
11 by Commerce

-

Technical amendment.

12 by Commerce - Techn ical amendment.
13 by Commerce - Technical amendment.

-

#4 by Commerce - Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.
corrects a cross reference.
15 by Commerce - Technical amendment

-

t6 by Commerce - Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.
Title amendmentw
t7 by Commerce
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SUbHlRGl:D LA.NOS OF STRUCTURES TO DRILL FOR, EXPLORE FOR, DK PRODUCE: OIL,
,.,AS, OR PETRIJLEUH PKODUCTS; PROH!b!TS SUCH S TRUCTURtS ON CeRTAIN UPLANDS
UNDER CERTAIN �IRCUHSTANCES; ESTA6LI SHES FLA. GEOL(Jl,ICAL SURVEY. AHrnos
377.Z42,.3l,.0#5. EFF��TlVc OATC: UPON 6ECOMINb LAW.
03/03/83 SEN ATE PREFILtD
03/18/83 SENATt RlFERRE� Ju NATURAL RESOURCES ANO CuNSE:RVATION,
ECO,,OHJC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUHtR AFFAIRS
04/05/83 SEN ATE lr,TRC,DUCtO, RcFERREO TO NATURAL RESuURCES ANO
CONSlRVAI IOr., tCONOH!C, COHHUN!lY ANO ClN,UMER AFFAIRS
-5J 000.:>l
0,,/18/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AbtNDA- NA TURAL RES. & CONS., 04/20/83,
Z:QQ PM, RH. H
04/20/83 SENATE COMM. REPUH: C/S BY NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
-�J 001 b9
04/25/83 SENATE NOW IN ECCNOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
-SJ 00169
05/03/83 Sl:NATE WlTHORA� FROM E:COOOHIC, C0"'4UNJTY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
-SJ OO20-H PLACtD aN CALENDA R; C/S READ FJRST TIME
-SJ 00196
06/02/83 SENA TE PLACElJ ON CON,ENT CALENDAR; AHENDHENT S ADOPTED
-SJ 00732; !OtN./SI H. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON
TAIILt UNOEcR RULE, IOEN./SIM./COHPARtc SILL PASSED, REFER
TO C/S HB 2�4 (CH. 83-17&1 -SJ 00733
S 0£99 GEr,ERAL BILL BY HA"" !SIMILAR H 1043, COMPARE H 1276, C,/S 10&51
INSU8f8 JNSIJU'.fllUU; PROVIDES FO\ DELINQUENCY PROCEEDINGS NOTICE;
PROVIDES GROUNDS & PROctDURES FOR LIWIDATION; SPECIFIES POWERS & DUTIES
OF INSURANCE DEP T.; PROVIDE, CLAIMS PROCEDURES, ETC. AMENDS CHS. 20,
031, 9�; REPtALS b31.2ll 1 .£91,.30l,.351. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
'03/03/83 SENATE PREFILED
03/18/63 SENATE RtFERREO TO COMMERCE, APPROPRIATIONS
04/05/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00031
Ut,/O7/83 SENATE 01'1 COHHITTH AGENDA- COMMERCE, O4/12/B3, 2 PH, RH. A
04/12183 SENA TE COMM• REPO\ f: FAVORABLE WITH AHENLJ. BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00099
04/13/83 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00099
04/21/83 SENATE WITHDRAi.N FRUM AP PROPRIATION S -SJ 00154; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
05/03/83 SENATE PLACEO ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED
-SJ 002091 lDEN./�IM. HOUSE BILL �UBSTITUTEO; LAID ON
TABLt UNuER RULE, IDtN./SIH./COMPARt BILL PASSED, REFER
TO HB 1043 tCH. 83-381 & C/S SB 1065 (CH. 83-2881
-SJ OOllO

=

� 0300 GENERAL BILL BY HANN t IOENT I CAL H 0�62)
kM!fAllill_flNANCJNG; PROVIDE� NEW LIMITATIONS ON CAMPAIGN CON TRJBUTIONS
BY PaLITICAL COHHITTEES & WHMITTEES uF CONTINUOUS EXISTENLE; PROVIDES
At,GREl,ATE LIMITS CANDIDATES MAY ACCEPT FROM SUCH ENTITIES; PROHIBITS
UNOPPOSED CANUIDATES FROM ALLEPTJNG CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS, tTC. AMENOS
lOb.O4, .08.
tFFECIIVE DAit: UPON BECOMI NG LAW.
03/03/83 SENATE PREFILEO
03/18/8) SENATE REFERRED TU JUOICIARY-C!VIL, RULES ANO CALENDAR
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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H]�TuRv Uf StNATE BILLS
llU.,!)'t-,.57, 2BoJUU.• EFFt:L.TlVt: OATE:: 10/01/83.
U�/lti/�.> �tNAlt: FlLtD
04/.!.l/&J �ENATf INTROOUC.Eu, REFERRED TO GD\IERNMENJ�L OPERAJJON.!),
JUOlClARY--ClVlL -SJ V0148
U::>/0.l/bj SENA H. UN CUMMITH.t "G&:NLJA- GOVE:RNHENTAL OPE:.RAT IONS t
Q:)/04/8.3, L :oO ilM, RM,. H
Oo/OV8J ;iENATt CO/Ill. RcPu-<T: FAVIJRABLE BY C,OVEcRNMEl'iTAL OPERATlONS
-5J 002-'tL
05/00/8.> S.E,�ATE NOW'I lN JUDll.lARY-Cl'wlL -SJ 00241; ON COHMITH:E AGtNDA-
JUDICIAKY"""\...!VlL, 05/10/&3, 2:0Q PM, RM. b
05/lll/1;U :;i.ENA lt COMM .. RE:Pl.JH.l: FAVORABLE, PLACt:D UN, CALENDAR tiY
JUDlCIARY4..lVll -SJ 0024b
Uo/OJ/8J �ENATE INUEF. PLJ;IPUNEO I. W/U ISCR 120�1; WAS ON CAL; !SC Bill
PA!)StlJ, �t-t. Hb .L.2!>1 ICH. 63-273)
� lUtd l,fNEKAL blLL bY FOX. I !,JKILAR lNG/H 1166)
.o..t£..f:NUfNT Ctill.U.B�i �LAR!flt� �URlSDlCTlON OF COUKT lN JUUlClAL REVlEWSi
CHANGES TIME KEQulREHENf!i. FUK �Ht.LTcR CAREi PROVIDE:S FOR. HCARINC.. ON
CuNTlNUt.U PLACEMENT AT RE:i.;ut.�T DF PARENT, GUARDIAN OR 4..LISTOOIAN OF
CHILD; PRuVIUES f-OR DETERMJ-.r ION OF PAKENTAL VIS! TATJuN, nc. AMENDS
C.H.>. :l9, 49, 409. EFFECT1Vt LlA.Tt.: 10/01/63.
U4/l8/83 SENATE FILED
u4/ll/8; SENAlt !NTROOUCEO, KcfERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE
SERVl�ES, aUUICIARV-CIVIL, APPRuPRIATIONS -SJ 00l4b
U5/o�,a� SENATE EXTENSIU< Ur TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE HEALTH AND
RtHABlLHAl lVt. $CR VICES
u�/lY/6� �ENA.TE tXTt.N�lON Uf TIHE GRANTED COMMITTEE Ht.ALTH AND
REHA8lLIIAIIVc SERVICES
0:>/.:11/8,; �l:NATE: tXTl:N�llft Uf llMt (:,RANTED COMMITTEE HcALTti Al>ID
RtHABILIIAIIVt SERVICES
00/03/63 SENA TE: lNUEFlNITt.L Y PUSTPUNED £ W/D (SCR 1209) i WA� IN
CDHHITTtt UN HtALTH ANO RtttABILITATIVE SERVICES
.> lOo� �ENERAL blLL BY bERSTEN llUtNTlCAL H 0886)
RE;:,Tlj\JTI[(j: REQUIRES COLl<l lU ORDER RESTITUTION FIJR CRIMES COMHITTEO ON
UR AFTER �PtClFlCU DAlt. AMt�US 775.089.
EFFECTl�E DATt: 10/0l/63.
04/lb/6.l SENA TE FILED
t,4/21/83 SENA Tc INTRODUCED, ki:FERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00149
u4/,!.9/d3 SENA!t ON CDMM!llH A�ENDA- JUOICIARY-{;RlHINAL, 05/04/83,
9:00 A.M, KM. l.
05/04/8; >ENA TE CU/Ill. RtPU\ T: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDIC.IARY-i.RlMlNAL -SJ 00222
Oo/03/83 SENAlE INDtF!NllHV POSTPONED f. W/0 (SCR 1209); NAS 011
CALENOAk
� 1065 GENEKAL £HLL/C.S BY COMH.E:Ri..t, THOMAS ICOHPARt H Ob12, H 09b0,
ENG/H 1020, H L043, ENG/H !110, H llt.O, H 1276, S 0299, C�/S 0492)
��; CRcATtS REHA8lLlTATION f. LIQUIDATION DIV. OF INS. uEPT.;
PROVHlES FOR WRITTEN NuTICE IN ADVANCE OF CIVIL ACTION; PRUH!BITS
AUTHORIZATION OF CcRTAIN lN,uRtR>; CHANGES SPECIAL SURPLUS REQUIREMENTS
FOR IN�URER=>, ETC. AMEND.> CHS. 20, 624, 625, 626, 027, 634.
EFFEUIVE DATE: 06/24/83.
04/16/83 SENA TE FILED
04/2</83 SENAIE INIRulJUCtD, RtFERREO TO COMMERCE, APPRUPRIAIIDNS
-SJ 00l49
05/05/8� >ENATt EXTENSIO'< Of TIME GRANTED COMMITTtE COMMERCE; ON
C.uMNITT!::t: Aut"-DA.-- C.OHHERCE, 05/09/d3, 2:UO PM, RM. A
05/U9/b,j �EN.ATC COMM. tHPLJKI: (./� bY CCJM14E:RCE. -SJ 00,4bt C/!) Rt.AO FIRST
TIMc 05/U/83 -SJ 00250
o;t ll/d3 SENA Tc NO• IN APPWPRIAT!uNS -SJ C,0246
u5/lo/8J SENA It EXltNSIO'i Ot- I!HE GRANTED COHMI THE APPROPRIATIONS
(I:,/ I 1/83 SENATt WlTHDRAl#I FRvM APPROPRIATIUNS -SJ u0.lb3; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
O:i/2 5/8; SENA IE PLACED uN SPELIAL ORDER CAL EN OAR
05/lo/SJ SENA TE PLACW uN SPtCIAL ORDER CALENDAR
0'.:>/;:,.7/8,j �ENATt PLACtO CJi ��tClAL ORDER CALENOAki C/S PASScD AS
AMtNUE:D; YEA.> ll NAYS
0 -SJ 00477
05n0/83 HOUSEc IN MtSSAUS
u5/>l/83 HOUSt �ECEIVEO, PLACtO UN CALENDAR -HJ 00847
CONT lNuEO ON NE;.T f-'A1.3oE
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HOUSE:

Ob/02/83 SENA TE
Ob/03/83 SENA TE
06/1',/83 SENA TE
Oo/24/83
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READ SE:CONO Tll'\c.i, AMtNOHENTS ADOPTE:D; Rt::AD ThlRO TlHt.;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 103 NAYS
2 -HJ OlulO
IN IIESSA(;1cS
(.QN(.URKED; C/S PA SSED AS AMENDED; YEAS .>o NAYS
o;
ORDERED tNbROSSED, THEN ENROLLEO -sJ 00b09
SIGNED BY uFF ICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVEU BY GUVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 83-2&8

S lOob uEN!oRAL BILL BY HAlR ICOIPAkc EN(,/H 0�721
Ji4l!Nl 5tlMtNJ; PROVIOcS FUR ISSUANCE OF wR ITS OF GARNISHHENT o EFDRE
JUO<,MEl'IT; PROVIDES FUR DISSOLUTION OF WRITS OF GARNISH><ENT • AHtcNOS
11.0,1,.01.
EFFECTlVc uAJc: 07/01/83.
u4/l8/83 SENATE FlLEO
04/,1/83 SENAlt INTRODUCto, RcFtRREO TO JUDICIARY-<;lVIL -SJ u0l49
04n5/83 SENATE ON C.OAAITTEE "GENOA- JUDICIARY-CIVIL, 04/27/83, 2:00
PH ,. RH. a
04/21/63 SENAlt COMII. Rt?ORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY--CIVlL -SJ 00182
05/0!>/b3 SENA It PLACED U>l !>Ptl.lAL UR.UtR CALENOARi AME:.NOKENT ADOPTED;
IuEN./SIH. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAlO ON TABLt UNDER
RULE, lotN./S IH./COl'll'ARE BILL PASSED, REHR TO H8 412
ICH. 63-911 -SJ 00225
� lOo1 GENtRAL ij)LL BY OUNN

I SIHlLAK S 09411 I
ll!Jl4ifT S[ASIJ..u&lllJtL..�U; �kcATES S•ID FUND; PkOVIDtS THIil CERTAIN
REVENUE ACCRUE TO 6UOGH STA61LllATlOH FUND; P RE:SCRlbES uSE UF SUCH FUND
• llHITATlON uN RATE OF GR'-"TH IN CERTAIN STATE EXPENulTUi<E>; SPECIFIES
REVENUE TO BE DEPOSITED IN SUCH FUND, ETC. AMENDS �H. ,lo, 215.32,
212.0dl. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/83.
04/ltl/83 SENA TE FILcD
04/ll/63 StNA TE lN TRuDUCEu, RtFERREO TO FINANCE, TAXATION Af,ID CLAIMS,
APPROPR lA TlCJNS - �J 00149
04/25/83 SENATc EXTE"4Sl0N OF TIHE (,RA"4TED COMHITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAiHS
05/0b/63 SENA TE EXTENSIU. OF TlHE GRANTED COMMITTEE F lNANCc, TAXA TluN
ANO CLAIMS
05/11/63 SENATE WlTHDRAlt'l FROM FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS,
APPROPRIATIONS; INOffINITELY POSTPONtD -SJ 00247

S 1060 GtNtRAL BILL ijy DUNN AND OTHtRS I SIMILAR H Ob351
El..USIPA LAW .£..ljll)WMfNI &LJ� �RtATES SAID ACTi CREATE� FLA. LAW ENOOWKtNl,
A �UASI-PUBLIC, NONPROFIT ,;.QRPORATION TO PROYIOE LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO THt
POOR; REQUIRES ENDOWMENT & CERTAIN OTHER NONPRuflT CORPORATIONS lo
ASSOCIATIONS TU APPLY FUR FtcUtR AL TU EXEMPTIONS, tTC. ErFECTlVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/18/83 SENATt FILED
04/21/63 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUOIC!ARY-CIV!L, RULES ANO
CALENDA R -SJ v0l49
05/02/63 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COHHITltE JUD ICIARY-CIVIL
05/lb/83 SENATE EXTENSION UF TlHE bRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
05/3fJ/83 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TlME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIAKY-CIVIL
Ob/03/8; SENATE I NOEFINITcLY POSTPONED & W/0 (SCR 1�09); WAS IN
COHlllTTEt ON JUDIClARY-CIVlL
S 1069 GtNtRAL BILL BY JOHNSTON IC.OMPARc H 1273, CS/S 04ol l
.:>lJj(}lAR5klP�; IBY REQUESTI PRO�IDES CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF SEMINOLE &
MIC.COSUl<.EE INDIAN SCHULARSHIP REC!PlcNTS; PRDVlOtS THAT SUCH
SlHULARSHlP S Bic lN All AIIIJUr.T O�ClOEO 8Y RESPECTlVE SEHINULt 1. IIICCOSUHE
INDIAN TRIBES. AMENDS z.. o.4U. EFFECTIVE DATE: uPON !IEClJHING LAM•
04/l!I/S:> SfNATc FILED
u.. /Zl/8l SENATE INTRODUCED, RtFERRED TO EDOCATlCH, APPROPRlATlONS
-SJ 00l49
05/03/63 SENATE ON COIINITTEE A<.ENDA- EDUCATION, 05/0>/83, ,:OO PII, RM.
A
u5/05/83 SENA Tc COMM. REPORT: F AVORIJILE WITH AIIENO. !I Y EOUC4T ION
-,J 00241
05/0b/o:> SENATE N □- IN APPROPRIATION!> -SJ 00241
D5/lb/6j SENATE ExTENSICN Of llME GRANTED COIIMITTE:E APPROPRIATlGN�
05/30/83 SENATE EHfNSION OF TIHE GRANTED COHHITTEE APPROPRIATION> •
CONTINUEu ON N�XT PAG�
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INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, Rl>LES AND
C.ALENl>AR -!>J 00031
04/18/83 SENATE EXTENSION Of TIME GRANTED COHMlTTEt JUDIClARV-ClVIL
05/02/83 SENA TE EXTENSlc.t; UF TIME GRANTED CO MMITTEE JUOICIARY--CIVIL
05/lb/83 SENATE EXTENSION Of TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
o,n0/63 SENA TE EXTENSlCfl Of TIME GRANHD COMMITltc JUOICIARV--ClVIL
06/03/83 \ENAH INDEFINIHLY POSTPONtD & W/D C;W\ IZ09); WA; IN
CD"41TTtE ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
04/05/83 SENATEc

S D301 &ENERAL BILL BY GRAIIT
l!A& DE?Dl.IT�; REQUIRES UtpOSlTARY BANK TO CREDIT A WSTOHER'S ACCOUNT
FOR AN IHM RECEIVED WITHIN � BUSINESS DAYS OF RECEIPT UNLESS NOT
COLLECTED FOR CREllll. C.REATE!> b74.l0bl. ffFECTIVE DATE: IO/Vl/63.
03/03/83 ;EIU TE PREF I LEU
U3/l8/B3 SENATE REFERRrn TO COMMERCE
04/0�/83 SENATE INTROUUCED, RtFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00U3l
04/20/83 SENATE EXTENSION Of TlME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
U5/0�/83 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMHITTcE COMMERCE
05/19/83 SENATE txTcNSIOI OF TIME (,RANTED COMM!THE COMMERCE
05/31/83 SENATE EXTENSIOI Of TIME GRANTED COIIMITTEE COM�ERCE
Ob/03/B3 SENATE lNDEFINlHLY PUSTPONEO t W/0 ISCR ll091; WAS IN
COHIIITTlc ON COMMERCE
S 0302 <,ENERAL SILL/C.S BY HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE �ERVILES, STUART
!SIMILAR CS/H 01101
�cS) PROEt SSI ONA.I REGLA AT ION: l SUNSE: r) PROVIOl:S Felt Rt(,ULA1 ION OF
HEARUIG AIDS DISPENSING OY PROFESSIONAL REGULATICN OEPT.; CREATES
HlARING AID SPECIALISTS BO. wlTHIN DEPT.; PROVIDES FOR APPT. Of BO.
MEMBERS; PROVIDES QUALIFlC.ATlUNS & PROCEDURE:5, FOR llCENSURt, ETC ..
RtPHlS 4b8.120-.U8.
EFFECTIVE DATE: C,7/01/63.
03/03/83 SENATE PREFILED
0;/16/83 SENATt REFERRED TO ELONOMI C, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMlR AFFAIRS,
HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS
04/05/83 SENATE I NTRODUCED, RcFERREO 10 ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CCNSUMtR AFFAIRS, HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,
APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00031
04/12/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- ECCA, TEMPORARILY POSTPONED
04/15/83 SENATE EXTENSICN OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECOtfJMIC, COIIHL'IITY
AND CONWHER AFFAIRS
04/Zo/B3 SENATE ON COHMlllH A(,ENDA- ECCA, TEMPDRARI LY PUS TPONED
04/29/83 SENA Tt EXTtNSllJN OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTtE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/02/83 SENATE DN COMMITTH AGENDA- ECCA, 05/04/83, 9:00 AM, RM. H
D5/04/a3 SENATE COMM. REPffiT: C/S BY fcCONOMIC, COHML'IITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS -SJ 00l42; C/S READ FIRST TJMc 05/10/83
-SJ 0023b
05/10/83 SENATE NOW IN HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -SJ 0024i.
05/19/63 SENA TE EXTcNSION OF TlME GRANTED COMMITTEE HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
05/23/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- HRS, NOT CONSIDERED
05/26/83 SENATE ON COMMilTEE AGENDA-- HRS, OS/30/63, ll:00 AM, RM. A
-SJ 00446
05/30/83 SENATE COMM. REPCJRT: C/S FOR C/S BY HEALTH ANO RlHABILITATIVE
SLRVJCcS -SJ 00578; C/5 READ FIRST TIME Ob/01/83
-SJ 00585
Ob/01/63 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00S78
Ob/02/83 SENA TE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -SJ OuoSl; PLACLO ON
CAUNDAR
D -SJ 00818
Oo/03/83 SENA TE C/S PASSED; YEAS 3b NAYS
Ob/03/83 HllUSc IN HESSAGtS; RE:CEIVl:O, PLACED Oti tALUtOAR; P.EAO SH.OND
4
TIIIE, READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 108 NAYS
--HJ 0114;
Ob/03/83 SENATE ORDERED ENROLLED -SJ 008b2
uo/09/83 SENA TE Sl<.NED bY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GUVERNOR CHAPTER NO, 8�~153
Ob/22/83
s 03u3 GENERAL BILL BY c.HllOERS, W. D. AND OTHERS

!COMPARE CS/H 01091
INSURANCE: AUTHORIZES INVESTIGATORS Of INS. FRAUD DIV. OF INSURANCE
DEPT. TU CARRY FIREARMS; PROVIOES THAT INVESTlGATOkS SHALL Be uEEMEO TU
CONTINUED O N NEXT P AGt
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the "Housing Authorities\.aw" shall be made in accordance with Insurance Trust Fund; reqwring the provision of rental value tn·
federal audit standards of public housing agencies; repealing s. surance to cover loss of income of certain state buildings; amending
166.241 (4), Florida Statutes, relating to municipal financial post s. 284.30, Flonda Statutes, designating the Florida Casualty In
aud1ts; repealing s. 218 34 (5), Florida Statutes, relating to finan surance Risk Management Trust Fund as a self-insurance fund;
amendmg s. 284.31, Florida Statutes, including volunteers under
cial postaud1ts of special districts; providing an effective date.
coverage of the insurance risk management trust fund; amendmg s.
Appropriations
on
Referred to the Committee
284.33, Flonda Statutes, providing for special accounts to pay drums
agamst the state; providing for the furnishing of health and mental
By the Committee on Corrections, Probation & Paroleservices or drugs as required by the Workers' Compensation Law
without written agreement; amending s. 284.41 (2), Florida Stat
HB 1087-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to the state cor utes, providmg for the admm1stratton of part m of chapter 284,
rectional system; amending s 944.47 (1) (a), Florida Statutes, 1982 Flonda Statutes, relating to safety programs, creating s. 284.411,
Supplement, providing that it 1s unlawful while upon the grounds Florida Statutes, establishing procedures for the reporting, han•
of any state correct1onal institution to attempt to send contraband dling and payment of certain claims; amending s. 284.50 (2), Flor
therefrom except as authorized by the officer in charge of such ida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, authorizmg the Interagency Advi•
institution; modtfymg the description of contraband with respect to sory Council on l,o55 Prevention to provide a program of recogmtion
controlled substances and certain other drugs; provubng an effec for employees, agents or volunteers who make exceptional contri
tive date
butions to the reduction and control of employment-related acci
dents; adding a subsection to s. 110.504, Flonda Statutes, providmg
Placed on the Calendar without reference.
for coverage for state volunteers for medical and funeral expenses
under the Workers' Compensation Law; providing an effective date
By the Committee on Governmental Operat1onsReferred to the Committee on Commerce.
HB 1038-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Secretary of
State; adding subsection (7) to s. 15.18, Florida Statutes, authoriz.
ing the Secretary of State to promulgate certain rules for the pur
By the Committee on Judiciary and Representatives Upchurch
pose of entering into contracts for promotional services and events; and R C. Johnsonprovidmg an effective date.
HB 1042-A bill to be entitled An act relating to medical exam
Referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
iners; amending s. 406.08 (3), Florida Statutes, and adding a sub
section, requinng the state to provide certain fundmg for medical
examiners; providing for the establishment of a funding distribu
By the Committee on Governmental Operationstion formula; providing an effective date.
HD 1039-A bill to be entitled An act relating to contractual
Referred to the Committees on Fmance & Taxation and Appropna•
services; amending s. 287.012 (3) and (5), Flonda Statutes, 1982
Supplement, and adding subsections (7) and (8) thereto, redefimng tions.
the term "contractual services"; defining the terms "physically or
mentally disabled person," "extension" and "renewal", amending
By the Committee on Commerces. 287 .042 (4) (a), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requiring no
tice of mvitation to bids to be mailed at least 10 days prior to the
HD 1043-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to insurance;
date of bid submittals; amending s. 287.057 (2), (3), (9), (11), (12), amending s. 631.001, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and trans(15), and (17), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and adding new ferring thereto and amending 8, 631.211, Florida Statutes, 1982
subsections (13) and (17) to said section, prov1dmg critena for bids Supplement; revising short title, purpose, and construction provifor contractual services; providing procedures for contract renewal; sions under part I of chapter 631, the Insurers Rehabihtation and
deleting an internal cross reference; requiring agency certification Liquulation Act; amending s. 631 011, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supof emergency situations that justify exceptions to bidding require plement; revising and clarifying definitionsj amending s 631 021 (4),
ments; allowing dollar increases with respect to contract exten Floruia Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing for notice to the Flor•
sions; providing renewal procedures; deleting a prohibition against ida Life and Health Guaranty Association of hearings relating to
agency fiscal employees servmg on contract selection committees; insolvency of a member insurer; amendmg ss. 631.041 (1), 631 061 (2),
providmg for a review and approval process for certain contractual 631,091 and 631.111 (1), Flomla Statutes, 1982 Supplement; clariservice contracts; amending s. 287 .058, Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup fying language; adding subsections (7) and (8) to s. 631 141, Florida
plement, providing additional provisions to be included in contract Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing powers of the Department of
documents; providing for signature of Mitten agreements by agency Insurance as domiciliary receiver with respect to the insurer; amendheads; providing an effective date.
ing ss. 631.161 and 631.171, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement;
providing for claims of nonresidents against insurers domiciled in
Placed on the Calendar without reference.
this state and claims of Florida residents against insurers domiciled in reciprocal states; amending s. 631,181, Florida Statutes,
By the Committee on Governmental Operations1982 Supplement; providing requirements for fihng proof of claim,
HD 1040-A bill to be entitled An act relating to other-personal providing for late filings; creating s. 631.182, Florida Statutes;
services employment, creating s. 110.131, Florida Statutes; defin providing for report by the receiver on claims to the court; providing ..agency"; prohibiting certain unapproved employment; provid mg for notice to claimants and for hearings on obJect1ons; amending
ing for the adoption of rules; providmg for the preparation and s. 631.191, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; clarifying language
distnbution of written material explaining terms and conditions of and providing for detenmnation of value of secunty held by a
other-personal-services employment; providing for an annual report; secured crechtor; creating s. 631.192, Florida Statutes; providing for
providing an exception; amending s. 216.011 (1) (o), Florida Stat allowance of certain claims; creating s. 631.193, Florida Statutes;
utes, modifying the definition of "other personal services"; provid providing that filing of a claim constitutes a release of the msured
from babiJity to the claimant; providing limits and cond1t1ons; creing an effective date.
ating 8. 631.205, Florida Statutes; providing for disposition of reinPlaced on the Calendar without reference.
surance proceeds; amending ss 631.221, 631.251, and 631.263 (4),
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; clarifying and correctmg language; amending s. 631.252, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement;
By the Committee on Governmental Operationsextending the coverage continuation period; providing for contmuHD 1O'1-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the state's risk ation with respect to policies as defined under the Florida Life and
management and safety programs; amendmg s 284.01 (1) and (2), Health Insurance Guaranty Association Act; amending s. 631.271,
Florida Statutes, extending the coverage under the Florida Fire Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing for priority of claims
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and limitations thereon, adding subsection (3) to s. 631.281, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing rights of an agent who pays
the unearned portion of premium to a policyholder with respect to
the policyholder's claim against the receiver; repealing ss. 631 ,291,
631.301, and 631.351, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, relating
to allowance of certain claims, time to file claims, and summary
proceedings; am.ending s. 631 341, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supple
ment; providing for notification by the receiver to agents of an
insurer of delinquency proceedlngs against the insurer where poli
cies have been canceled; revismg a penalty thereunder; amending
s. 631.391, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; revising provisions
relating to cooperation with the department of officers and employ
ees of an insurer; specifically including employees and independent
contractors; providing for access to data processing facilities and
records; increasing a penalty thereunder; amending s. 631.395, Flor
ida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; proV1ding for authorization for the
department to provide data processing services for any appropriate
guaranty fund, creating s. 631.398, Florida Statutes; providing du
ties of insurers, agents, employees, board members, and the de
partment with regard to prevention of insolvencies; renumbering
and amendmg s 631.732, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; re
vising provisions relating to receiver's right to recover distribu
tions made to affiliates; eliminating the requirement that the affil
iate be a controlling affiliate, amending s. 631.54 (9), Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement; revismg the definition of "expenses in handling
claims" under the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act;
amendmg s. 631.60 {4), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; requir•
ing that a release of the association must mclude a statement
regard.mg waiver of certain claims; repealing s. 631 62 (3) and (6),
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, relating to certain duties of the
department and board of directors regarding prevention of insol
vencies; amending s. 631.68, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
and addmg paragraph (d) to B. 95 11 (5), Florida Statutes; specifying
hm1tations on certam act1oru; agamst a guaranty aSBOC1at1on and
the msured; amendmg s. 631.718 (2) (a), Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup
plement; correcting a cross reference; amendmg s. 631.723, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement; deleting provisions relating to preven
tion of insolvencies; amending s 651.071 (1), Florida Statutes; cor
recting a cross reference; adding paragraph {g) to s. 20.13 {2), Flor•
ida Statutes; creating the DiviS1on of Rehabilitation and Liquidation
within the Department of Insurance; providing for review and re
peal under the Regulatory Sunset Act; providmg an effective date.
Placed on the Calendar without reference.
By the Committee on Judiciary and Representative Lehtinen
HD 1044-A bill to be entitled An act relating to higher education; amending ss. 240.209 (2) and 240.319 (3) (n), Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement; providing that activities of search committees for
selection of the Chancellor of the State University System and of
community college presidents shall be conducted in accordance with
public meeting and public records requirements; providing an effec
tive date.
Referred t.o t he Committee on Higher Education.
By the Committee on Corrections, Probation & ParoleHD 1045-A bill to be entitled An act relating to corrections;
amending s 922.051, Florida Statutes. requiring certain impris
onment in county Jails Jf the total cumulative sentences of a pris
oner are less than 1 year; amending s. 944 08, Florida Statutes,
deleting provisions reJating to commitment to custody of the De
partment of Corrections to conform to the act, amending a. 944,17,
Florida Statutes, restricting persons who may be committed to the
department; requiring the department to, refuse to accept certain
persons into the state correctional system; requiring the delivery of
certain documents and information to the department; amending s.
948.03 (3), Florida Statutes, restricting the duration and location of
periods of incarceration imposed as a condition of probation; requir
ing the return of certain 1runates, upon request, to the court for
appropriate disposition; repealing ss. 944.16 and 944.18, Florida
Statutes, relating to the receipt of prisoners by the department and
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transmittal of the indictment or information to the department, to
conform to the act; providing an effective date
keferred to the Committ.ee on Appropriations.
By the Committee on Judiciary and Representatives Upchurch,
Thomas, Silver, Drage, Dunbar, B. L. Johnson, Dudley, Simon,
Wallace, Peeples, Murphy, Easley, Lawson, Sample, Cosgrove,
R. M. Johnson, Grant, and DeratanyHB 1046-A bill to be entitled An act relating to real estate
tune-share plans; amending s. 721.02 (2), Flonda Statutes, and add
ing a new subsection (3), provtding that full and fair disclosure to
purchasers and prospective purchasers of time-share plans is one of
the purposes of chapter 721, Florida Statutes; amending s. 721.03,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, relating to the scope of the
chapter; amending s. 721.05, Florida Statutes, providing definitions;
amending s. 721.04, Florida Statutes. relating to certain time-share
plans; amending s. 721.06, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, re
lating to contracts for the purchase of time-share periods; prohibit.
mg attempts to obtain waivers of cancellation rights; providing
requirements for contracts; amending s 721.07, Florida Statutes,
providing procedures with respect to public offering statements;
am.ending s. 721.08, Florida Statutes, relating to escrow provisions;
amending s. 721.09 (2), (3), and (4), Florida Statutes; requiring es
crow agents to maintain escrow accounts in a specified manner;
providmg a penalty for sellers or escrow agents who intentionally
fail t.o comply with certain escrow deposit requirements, amending
s. 721.10, Florida Statutes, relatmg to the cancellation of purchase
transactions with respect to time-sharing; amending s. 721.ll, Flon<la
Statutes; defining advertising materials and providing restrictions;
providing penalties; requiring disclosure with respect to certain
advertising; creating s. 721.111, Florida Statutes, relating to prize
and gift promotional offers; providing requirements; prov1dmg penal
ties; amendmg s. 721.12 (!), Florida Statutes, relatmg to recordkeepmg
by the seller; amending s. 721.13 (3) (e), Florida Statutes, and add
ing a new subsection (4); requiring annual audits to be conducted in
a certain manner ; requiring purchasers to approve certain agree
ments; amending s. 721.14, Florida Statutes, providing for the ap
pointment of a receiver to run the affairs of the association under
certain circumstances; amending s. 721.15 (2), Florida Statutes, and
adding subsection (6) thereto, prohibiting excuse of time-share owners
from paying a share of common expenses; providing exceptions;
providing that assessments agamst time-share purchasers need not
be made more frequently than annually; amending s. 721.17, Flor
ida Statutes, providing for the transfer of interest in a time-share
plan; creating s. 721.175, Florida Statutes, providmg for supervi•
sory duties of developers; amending s. 721,18, Florida Statutes,
relating to exchange programs, modifying filing requirements and
procedures and providing an annual filing fee; amending s. 721.20,
Florida Statutes, prohibiting sellers or developers from employing
nonhcensed persons to sell time-share periods; amending s 721.21,
Florida Statutes, relating to purchasers' remedies; amending s.
721.22, Florida Statutes, relating to partition; amending s 721.26 (4)
and (5) (c) and (d), Florida Statutes, authorizing the division to
bring an action for appropriate relief in circuit court for violations
of the chapter; providing rulemaking authority; amending s. 721.27.
FlC>rida Statutes, increasing to $1 the annual fee for each time
share period; repealing s. 718.1065, Florida Statutes, relating to
condominium partition; providing application of the aCti providing
an effective date.
Referred to the Committoes on Finance & Taxation and Appropria
tions.
By Representatives Bankhead, Pajcic, Thomas, Ogden, Hazowi,
Crady, and C. BrownBB 1047-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Duval County;
providing for the issuance of a special alcoholic beverage license to
WJCT, Inc., a Florida corporation not-for-prc,fit by the Division of
Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco of the Department of Business
Regulation of the St.ate of Florida; authorizing only the sale of
alcoholic beverages by WJCT, Inc., for on premtses consumption
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill substantially revises chapter 631, Florida
Statutes, Insurer Insolvency; Guaranty of Payment. The bill is
largely a technical rewrite intended to rearrange provisions in a
more logical manner in order to make the chapter more easily
understandable. Many substantive changes are also made,
primarily to conform to the model bill adopted by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC}.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Chapter 631, Florida Statutes, is divided into three
parts. Part I, Insurer Insolvency; Rehabilitation and
Liquidation, establishes the procedures for the Department of
Insurance to detect potentially dangerous financial conditions of
insur�rs and to take corrective action. The powers of the
department, the priority of claims, and methods of enhancing
cooperation with other states are primary areas of concern. Part
II, Florida Insurance Guaranty of Payments, creates a guaranty
association to provide for the payment of claims by insureds of
insolvent property and casualty insurers. Providing for the
payment of claims by insureds of insolvent life and health
insurers is addressed in part III, Life and Health Insurance
Guaranty of Payments, which creates a guaranty association for
this purpose.
The specific aspects of the present law affected by this
bill are addressed below.
Wyatt T M.ni.11, Staff Dirtt1or
ll2 n. C.pjJO,, �. f1orlda JlJOJ CM4) 4111-70.U
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B.

EFFECT OF CHANGES

Important changes made by this bill include the following:
1.
(Section 8) - Section 631.141 provides the Department
of Insurance with various powers and duties whP.n it is appointed
in a delinquency proceeding as a receiver for a domestic insurer,
such as the administration of all of the assets of the insurer.
The bill adds to these powers, including authorizing the
department to have all the powers of directors, officers, and
managers; to hire and discharge employees; and to prepare plans
for reorganization, merger, or other transformation of the
insurer, subject to the approval of the appointing court after
notice and hearing.
2. (Sections 9 ana 10) - Sections 631.161 and 631.171 are
revised, relating to the procedure for filing claims during a
delinquency proceeding. The rewrite of these sections is
primarily technical, except for the controverted claim notice
requirement. In the event a Florida claimant files a claim with
the department as ancillary receiver, the arnendrnPnt requires the
department to notify the domiciliary state of the claim and any
hearing, as opposed to present law which requires the claimant to
give such notice.
3. (Sections 11 and 12) - Section 631.181 is
substantially revised and 631.182 is created, providing
additional procedures for the filing and proof of claims against
an insurer in a delinquency proc�eding. Subsection {2) of
section 631.181 (from the NAIC uniform act) requires claims to
contain more specific information than present law requires.
Subsection (l}, also from the model law, provides grounds for the
court to permit the late filing of a claim after the time
provided in the rotice given by the receiver.
A significant change from present law is the provision for
a claim hearing only when a claimant objects to the
recommendation in the receiver's report. Presently, a hearing is
required for all claims. Other than these changes, the rewrite
is primarily technical, incorporating provisions from existing
ss. 631.181 and 631.301(2).
4. (Section 15} - Section 631.193 is created, (which is
actually an amendment of existing s. 631.291(2) (a)4). This
section relates to the release of liability of an insured when a
third party claimant files a claim in a delinquency proceeding.
The amendment specifies that the release from liability is only
to the extent of the policy limits provid�d by the insolvent
insurer, and is conditioned upon the insured's cooperation with
the receiver in the defense of the claim.
5. (Section 16} - New section 631.205 is created
providing tht all reinsurance proceeds to which the insolvent
insurer is a party are to be paid directly to the domiciliary
receiver as general assets unless the reinsurance contract
specifically names the insolvent insurer's insured as a direct
beneficiary.
6. (Section 19} - Section 631.252 is amended to provide
that upon liquidation, all insurance policies issued by the
insurer shall continue in force for 45 days, rather than 30, in
oraer to allow more time for replacement. New subsection (4) is
created to provide an exception for life or health policies
covered by the Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association,
which continue in force as provided in s. 631.717.
7�
(Section 21) - One of the most significant provisions
in this bill is the substantial revision of s. 631.271, setting
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forth the priority of distribution of claims from the insurer's
estate, which is in substanti al conformity with the Uniform Act.
Eight classes of claims are established in the following order:
(1) receiver's expenses of administration and expenses of a
guaranty association; (2) wages to employees (with the $1,000 cap
per employee raised to $2,000 and the 90-day period increased to
6 months); (3) claims under policies; (4) claims for unearned
premium refunds; ( 5) governmental claims; (6) claims filed late;
(7) surplus or contribution notes; and (8) shareholder claims.
New subsection (2), providing equal protection for claims by
residents of reciprocal states, is adopted from existing s.
631.191 (l).
B. (Section 24) - Presently, s. 631.341 requires the
receiver (department), immediately after appointment in
delinquency proceedings, to give written notice of such
proceedings to Pach agent of the insurer in Florida. As amended,
the receiver must give such notice only if the insurance policies
have been cancelled.
9.
(Section 26) - Section 631.391 is amended to provide
prompt access to the department to data processing facilities and
records of the insurer. In addition, the maximum fine is raised
from $5,000 to $10,000 for persons who control any segment of the
insurer's affairs who fail to cooperate in the conduct of
delinquency proceedings.
10. (Section 28) - New section 631.398 is created
relating to the prev0ntion of insolvencies. The section is
primarily technical, incorporating provisions of ss. 631.62 and
631.723. Substantive changes include a provision that reports
and �ecommendations from certain persons on behalf of a guaranty
association to the department upon any matter germane to the
solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or conservation of an
insurer shall be confidential and exempt from the Public Records
law. Another substantive change is a requirement that the
department, rather than the guaranty association prepare a
summary report at the conclusion of an insolvency proceeding.
11.
{Section 29} - Section 631.732 is renumbered as
section 631�399 and amended, relating to the receiver's right to
recover distributions made to affiliate organizations. As
amended, the requirement is eliminated that nn affiliate be a
"controlling" affiliate before the receiver can recover pre
petition transfers that were made in an unlawful �nd unreasonable
manner. Also as amended, the affiliate has the burden of showing
that the transfers were lawful and reasonable.
12.
(Section 31) - Section 631.60 is amended to require
that any release of the Florida Insutance Guaranty Association
and its insured must clearly state whether it waives any claim
filed with the receiver in excess of FIGA's liability under s.
631.57.
13. (Sections 33 and 34) - Presently, s. 631.68 provides
that claims against an insolvent insurer through FIGA are barred
unless instituted within one year after the date of the deadline
for filing claims in the order for liquidation. As amended, this
limitation also applies to claims against the insured. The
statute of limitations section, s. 95.11, is also amended to
reflect this amendment.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

This bill is intended to increase the ability of the
Department of Insurance to detect financial problems of insurers,
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to increase the efficiency and predictabil ity of settling claims
of insolvent insurers, and to increase cooperation with
reciprocal states. To these ends, policyholders in Florida and
in reciprocal states are afforded greater protection in the event
that they are insured by a company that incurs financial
problems.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial effect.
IV.

v.

COMMENTS
None.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
A.

ENACTED BILL

House Bill 1043 began as PCB 83-28 which was heard in the
Subcommittee on Property and Casualty Insurance of the Commerce
Committee on March 29, 1983. The subcommittee voted the PCB out
favorably with four technical amendments.
On April 5, 1983, the Commerce Committee a�opted the four
technical amendments to the PCB, approved the bill, and
introduced it as HB 1043.

On April 28, 1983, HB 1043 was read for the second time
without amendments. On May 2, 1983, the bill was passed by the
House 115-0 (HJ 291).

The Senate substituted HB 1043 for its companion, SB 299,
and passed the House measure, 39-0 (SJ 210).
HB 1043 was approved by the Governor on May 16, 1983
(Chapter 83-38, Laws of Florida).
B.

DISPOSITION OF COMPANION

The companion measure, Senate Bill 299, was referred to
the committees on Commerce and Appropriations. It was reported
favorably by the Commerce Committee with amendments on April 12,
1983, and was later withdrawn from Appropriations and placed on
the Calendar. On May 3, 1983, HB 1043 was substituted for SB 299
which was then laid on the table under the Rules.
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 631, Florida statutes, is divided into three parts.
Part I, Insurer Insolvency: Rehabilitation and Liquidation,
establishes the procedures for the Department of Insurance to
detect potentially dangerous financial conditions of insurers
and to take corrective action. Primary areas of concern in
this part are the powers of the department, the priority of
claims, and methods of enhancing cooperation with other states.
Part II, Florida Insurance Gu aranty of Payments, creates a
guaranty association to provide for the payment of claims of
insolvent property and casualty insurers.
Part III, Life and Health Insurance Guaranty of Payments,
creates a guaranty association for the payment of claims of
insolvent life and health insurers.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially revises chapter 631, Florida Statutes.
The bill is largely a technical rewrite intended to rearrange
provisions in a more logical manner in order to make the
chapter more easily understandable� Many substantive changes
are also made, primarily to conform to the model bill adopted
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC).
The maJor substantive provisions are as follows:
1. Section 631.141, provides the department with various
powers and duties when it is appointed as a receiver in a
delinquency proceeding for a domestic insurer, such as the
adm1n1stration of all of the insurer's assets. This bill adds
to these powers by authorizing the department to (1) have all
the powers of directors, officers, and managers; (2} hire and
discharge employees; and (3) prepare plans for reorganization,
merger, or other transformation of the insurer, subJect to the
approval of the appointing court after notice and hearing.
2. Sections 631.161 and 631.171, relating to the procedure for
filing claims during a delinquency proceeding are revised.
These revisions are largely technical except for the
controverted claim notice requirement. In the event a Florida
claimant files a claim with the department as ancillary
receiver, the amendment requires the department to notify the
dom1c1llary state of the claim and any hearing, as opposed to
present law which requires the claimant to give such notice.
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3. Section 631.181, is substantially revised and 631.182 is
created, providing additional procedures for the filing and
proof of claims against an insurer in a delinquency proceeding.
Section 631.18112) requires claims to contain more specific
information than present law requires. Section 631.181(1)
provides the grounds for the court to permit the late filing of
a claim after the time provided in the notice given by the
receiver. These provisions are from the NAIC uniform act.
In addition, current law requires that a hearing is required
for all claims. This bill provides for a claim hearing only
when a claimant objects to the recommendation in the receiver's
report.
4. Section 631.193 is created relating to the release of
liability of an insured when a third party claimant files a
claim in a delinquency proceeding. This section specifies that
the release from liability is only to the extent of the policy
limits provided by the insolvent insurer, and is conditioned
upon the insured's cooperation with the receiver in the defense
of the claim.
5. Section 631.220 is created providing that all reinsurance
proceeds to which the insolvent insurer is a party are to be
paid directly to the domicillary receiver as general assets
unless the reinsurance contract specifically names the
insolvent insurer's insured as a direct beneficiary.
6. Section 631.252 is amended to provide that upon
liquidation, all insurance policies issued by the insurer shall
continue in force for 45 days, instead of the current 30 days,
in order to allow more time for replacement. However, there is
an exception created for life and health policies covered by
the Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association which continue
in force as provided in section 631.717.
7. Section 631.271 sets forth the priority of distcibution of
claims from the insurer's estate. This is in substantial
conformity with the N/\IC Uniform /\ct. Eight classes of claims
are established in the following order: (1) receiver's
expenses of administration and expenses of a guaranty
association; (2) certain wages to employees; (3) claims under
policies; (4) claims for unearned premium refunds; (5)
governmental claims; (6) claims filed late; (7) surplus or
contribution notes; and 18) shareholder claims. Equal
protection is provided for claims by residents of reciprocal
states.
8. Currently, section 631.341 requires the receiver
(department), immediately after appointment in delinquency
proceedings, to give written notice of such proceedings to each
agent of the insurer in Florida. This bill requires the
receiver to give such notice only if the insurance policies
have been cancelled.
9. Section 631.391 is amended to provide the department with
prom pt access of the data processing facilities and records of
the insurer. Also, the maximum fine is raised from $5,000 to
$10,000 for persons who control any segment of the insurer's
affaics who fail to cooperate in the conduct of delinquency
proceedings.
10. Section 631.398 is created relating to the prevention of
insolvencies. Reports and recommendations from certain persons
on behalf of a guaranty association to the department upon any
matter germane to the solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or
conservation of an insurer shall be confidential and exempt the
Public Records Law. Also, the department rather than the
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guaranty association must prepare a summary report at the
conclusion of an insolvency proceeding.
11. Section 631,732 is renumbered as section 631.399 and
amended, relating to the receiver's right to recover
distributions made to affiliate organizations. The requirement
that an affiliate be a "controlling" affiliate before the
receiver can recover prepetition transfers that were made in an
unlawful and unreasonable manner 1s eliminated. Also, the
affiliate has the burden of showing that the transfers were
lawful and reasonable.
12. Section 631.60 is amended to require that any release of
the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association and its insured must
clearly state whether it waives any claim filed with the
receiver in excess of FIGA's liability under section 631.57.
13. Currently, section 631.68 provides that claims against an
insolvent insurer through FIGA are barred unless instituted
w1th1n one year after the date of the deadline for filing
claims in the order for liquidation. This bill also applies
the limitation to claims against the insured. This change is
also reflected in the statute of limitation section, section
95.11.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPI\CT AND FISCI\L NOTE:
A.

Public:
The provisions of this bill are intended to increase the
Department of Insurance's ability to detect financial problems
of insurers, to increase the efficiency and predictability of
settling claims of insolvent insurers, and to increase
cooperation with reciprocal states. As a result, the policy
holders in Florida and in reciprocal states are afforded
greater protection in the event they are insured by a company
that incurs financial problems.

B.

Government:
As stated above, the department's power and authority to deal
with financially troubled insurers is enhanced. A spokesman
from the department has indicated that there will be no
signif icant impact on the department as a result of this bill.

II I.
IV.

COMMENTS :
AMENDMENTS :

n

by Commerce - Technical amendment.

- Technical amendment.

#2 by Commerce - Technical amendment.
43 by Commerce

by Commerce - Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.
#5 by Commerce - Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.

#6 by Commerce - Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.
#7 by Commerce - Title amendment.
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CHAPTER 83-37

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-37

This act hereby establishes minimum standards for the operation
funding of public employee retirement systems and plans
Subsection
Section 2
1s amended to read:
112 625

(7)

and

of section 112 625, Florida Statutes,

Definitions --As used 1n this act:

"Statement value" means the value of assets in accordance
{7)
with section 302(c)(2) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974, and as permitted under regulations prescribed by the
�ecretary of Treasur� ameP�teed vai�e e� bende and �he ffl&Pke� vaiMe
ef eteeke ae ef ft �ar�teMiftP re�erttn� da�e
Subsection (1) of section 112.63, Florida Statutes, is
Section 3
amended to read•
112 63
review

Actuarial

reports

and

statements

of

actuarial impact,

(1) Each retirement system or plan subJect to the provisions of
this act shall have regularly scheduled actuarial reports prepared
and certif i ed by an enrolled actuary. The actuarial report shall
consist of, but shall not be limited to, the following·
(a) Adequacy of employer and employee contribution rates 1n
meeting levels of employee benefits provided 1n the system and
changes, i f any, needed in such rates to achieve or preserve a level
of funding deemed adequate to enable payment through the indefinite
future of the benefit amounts prescribed by the system, which shall
include a valuation of present assets, based on statement value, and
prospective assets and liabilities of the system and the extent of
unfunded accrued liabilities, if any.
(b) A plan to amortize any unfunded liability pursuant to s.
112 64 and a description of actions taken to reduce the unfunded
l1ab1lity
(c)

A description and explanation of actuarial assumptions

schedule
(d) A
liab1l1t1es, 1f any

illustrat i ng

the

amortization

of

unfunded

(e) A comparative review illustrating the actual salary increases
granted and the rate of investment return realized over the 3-year
period preceding the actuarial report with the assumptions used 1n
both the preceding and current actuarial reports.
(f) A statement by the enrolled actuary that the report 1s
complete and accurate and that 1n his op1n1on the techniques and
assumptions used are reasonable and meet the requirements and i ntent
of this act.
The actuarial cost methods utilized for establishing the amount of
the annual actuarial normal cost to support the promised benefits
§b�l l only be those methods approved in the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, and as permitted under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury
Section 4

Section 112 658, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
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112 658 Auditor General
Retirement System --

to

CHAPTER 83-37

determine compli ance of the Florida

(1) The Auditor General shall determi ne, through the examination
of actuarial reviews, financial statements, and the practices and
procedures of the Division of Retirement, the compliance of the
Florida Retirement System with the prov i sions of this act

(2) The Auditor General shall te &Ml�erteed
te employ; ae
neeeeeary, an independent conslllting actuary who
actuary as defined ln th i s part to assist 1n the 1s an enrolled
determinat1on-----;l
compliance
(3) The Auditor General shall employ the same actuarial standards
to monitor the Division of Retirement as the Division of Retirement
uses to monitor local governments.
Section 5

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983

Approved by the Governor May 16, 1983.
Filed 1n Office Secretary of State May 16, 1983
CHAPTER 83-38

An

House B111 No

1043

act relating to insurance, amending s 631 001, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and transferring thereto
and
amending s
631 211, Florida Statutes, 1982 supplement
revising
short
title,
purpose,
and
constructio�
provisions under part I of chapter 631, the Insurers
Rehabilitation and L1qu1dation Act; amending s
631 011,
Florida
Statutes,
1982
Supplement;
rev1s1ng
and
clarifyi ng definitions; amending s
631 021(4), Florida
Statutes,
1982 Supplement,· providing for not1c-e to the
Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association of hearing
s
relating to i nsolvency of a member insurer, amending
ss
631 041(1), 631.061(2), 631 091 and 631 111(1), Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, clarifying languaqe, adding
s�bsect1ons (7) and (8) to s 631 141, Flor i da Statute
1.82 Supplement, prov1d1ng powers of the Department s,
of
Insurance as dom1c1liary receiver with respect to
the
insurer,
amend i ng ss
631 161 and 631 171, Florida
Statutes,
1982 Supplement, providing for claims
of
nonresidents against insurers domiciled 1n this state and
claims of Florida residents against insurers domicil
ed
reciprocal states; amending s 631 181 Florida Statute in
s
1982 Supplement, prov1d1ng requirement� for filing proof
of
claim; providing for late f1l1ngs; creating s
631 182, Florida Statutes; providing for report by
receiver on claims to the court, providing for notice the
to
�;aimants and for hearings on obJections; amending 5
1 191, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, clarify
language and prov i ding for determination of value ing
of
security held by a secured creditor; creating s 631
192,
Florida Statutes, prov1d1ng for allowance of certain
claims; creating s 631 193, Flor i da Statutes; providi
ng
that filing of a claim constitutes a release of
the
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insured from liability to the claimant; prov1ding limits
and conditions; creating s
631 205, Flor1da Statutes:
prov1d1ng
for
d1sposition of reinsurance proceeds;
amending ss. 631.221, 631 251, and 631 263(4), Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement; clar1fying and correcting
language; amending s. 631.252, Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement; extending the coverage continuation period,
providing for continuation with respect to policies as
defined under the Florida Life and Health Insurance
Guaranty Association Act; amending s
631 271, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing for priority of
claims and limitations thereon, adding subsection (3} to
s. 631,281, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing
rights of an agent who pays the unearned portion of
premium
to
a
policyholder
with
respect to the
policyholder's claim against the receiver, repealing ss
631 291, 631 301, and 631 351, Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, relating to allowance of certain claims, time
to file claims, and summary proceedings; amending s
631 341, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing for
notification by the receiver to agents of an insurer of
delinquency proceedings against
the
insurer
where
policies
have
been
canceled,
revising a penalty
thereunder, amending s 631 391, Florida Statutes,
1982
Supplement,
revising provisions relating to cooperation
with the department of officers and employees of an
insurer, specifically including employees and independent
contractors; providing for acces� to data processing
facilit1es and records, increasing a penalty thereunder,
amending s 631 395, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
prov1d1ng for authorization for the department to provide
data processing services for any appropriate guaranty
631 398, Florida Statutes; providing
fund; creating a
duties of 1nsurers 1 agents, employees, board members, and
the department with regard to prevention of insolvencies,
renumbering and amending s. 631 732, Florida Statutes,
1982
Supplement;
revising
provisions
relating to
receiver's right to recover distr1but1ons
made
to
affiliates,
eliminating
the
requirement
that the
affiliate be a controlling affiliate,
amending
s
631 54(9}, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, revising
the def i nition of "expenses in handling claims" under the
Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act, amending s
631.60(4), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; requiring
that
a release of the association must include a
statement regarding waiver of certain claims, repealing
s
631 62(3) and (6), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
relating to certain duties of the department and board of
directors regarding prevention of insolvencies, amending
s 631 68, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and adding
paragraph
(d)
to
s
95 11{5), Florida Statutes,
specifying limitations on certain actions against a
guaranty
association
and the insured, amending s
631 718{2}(a),
Florida
Statutes,
1982
Supplement,
correcting
a cross reference, amending s
631 723,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, deleting provisions
relating to prevention of insolvenc1es, amending s
651. 071 ( 1), Florida
Statutes;
correcting
a
cross
reference, adding paragraph (g} to s. 20.13(2), Florida
Statutes, creating the Division of Rehabilitation and
Liquidation within the Department of Insurance, providing
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for review and repeal under the
providing an effective date

Regulatory

CHA!:'J_E_R _8_�:_3_�
Sunset

Act;

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
Section 1
Sect1on 631 001, Flo�1da Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is
amended, and section 631 211, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is
transferred to said section and amended to read
631.001

Title, construction, and purpose --

(1) This part constitutes and
Rehabi 11 latlon and ticjUl.datlOn - AC-t"

i may be cited as the "Insurers

(2} Thie part shall not be interpreted to limit the powers
granted the Department of Insurance by other provisions of the law
(3) This part shall be libe_rally construed to effect the purpose
stated in subsection (4)
(4) The purpose of tlns part 1s the protection of the interests
of insureds, creditors, and the public generally, through
(a) Early detection of any potentially dangerous cnndit1on in an
insurer 11nd prompt application of appropriate corr<?ct1•,e measun:!s
which are neither unduly harsh nor subJect to unwarrflnted pub1ic1ty
needlessly damaging to the insurer,
{h�Eroved" methods for rehabi l.1 tat1n�nsurers, _ 1 nvol�g _ the
cooperation and management exper�1se of the 1nsu:;:anc.e_��ustr.Yl_
__{_£lf�t Enhanced effJc1ency and economy of l1q•-1idation through
clarification and spec1fication of the law to minimize
legal
uncertainty and litigation,
l.�fet

Equitable apportionment of any unavoidable loss, an�

1�Jf67 Lessening the problems of interstate rehabilitatton and
liquidation by facilitating cooperation between states 1n
the
liquidation process and by extension of the scope of personal
Jurisdiction over debtors of the insurer outside this state
fl1 F:ttL'leeeh•l"lftfl f21 le fl3� 1,1,_eltt!H,ve,- ef e- !i.3¼-9il,
w¼tH ee- 63!-93! ,- 631-94¼ ane 63l-l4l-63l-2ll eenet�lttte aR8
referree �e ae tHe llyn�ferll'I ine�rere h��tt¼9al�l"IR Aet-ll
.l?}f21 The Y,uferll'I Insurers Rel-!_§1__!:i_ilitation a_nd L1quidat,1.on Act
shall be so interpreted and construed as to effectuate its c.J'en,;-ral
purpose to make uniform the law of those states which in substance
and eKf�1::_t �kat enact the I�s��e���ehab!litat1on_and_Liqu�dat1on Act
½t
To the extent that the Insure.;:_�_hab1:),_!_tati.on and �'l,idclti0n
Act ¼�e provisions when applicable conflict with other piovislon�Of
this chapter, the provisions of such act shall control
Section 2
Section 631 011, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplem'c'nt, 1s
amended to read
631 011

Definitions --For the purpose of this part
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(1) "Assets" as used in subsections (3)-(5) means only allowed
assets as defined in chapter 625

insurance
or equivalent insurance
receiver of a delinquent insurer

(2) "Liabilities" as used in subsections (3)-(5) means all
liabilities, including those specifically required 1n s. 625 041.

( 13) "General assets" means al 1 property,
real, personal, or
otherwise, not specifically mortgaged, pledged,
deposited,
or
otherwise encumbered for the security or benefit of specified persons
or a limited class or classes of persons, and as to such specifically
encumbered property the term includes all such property or 1ts
proceeds in excess of the amount necessary to discharge the sum or
sums secured thereby Assets held 1n trust and assets held on depoo;it
for the security or benefit of all policyholders or all policyholders
and creditors 1n the United States shall be deemed general assets

(3) "Impairment of surplus" means that the surplus of a stock
insurer, the add1t1onal surplus of a mutual or reciprocal insurer, or
the additional net trust fund of a business trust insurer does not
comply with the requirements of s. 624 408(3)
( 4) "Impairment of capital" means that the m1n1rnum surplus
reqiJ1red to be ma1nta1ned 1n s 624 408(3) has been dis,;ipated and
the insurer 1s not possessed of assets at least equal to all its
l1abi�ities together with its total issued and outstanding capital
stock, if a stock insurer, or the minimum surplus or net trust fund
required by s
624 407, if a mutual, reciprocal, or business trust
.insurer.
(5) "Insolvency" means that all the assets of the insurer, if
made immediately available, would not be sufficient to discharge all
its liabilities, or that the insurer 1s unable to pay 1ts debts as
they become due in the usual course of business. When the context of
any provision of this code so indicates, insolvency shall also
include and be defined as "impairment of surplus" as defined in
subsection (3) and "impairment of c.apital'1 as defined in subsection
( 4).
(6) "Insurer," in add1t1on to persons so defined under s 624.03,
includes also persons purporting to be insurers or organizing, or
holding themselves out as organizing, in this state for the purpose
of becoming insurers and all insurer� who have insureds resident 1n
this state
(7) "Delinquency proceedings" means any proceeding commenced
against an insurer pursuant to this chapter for the purpose of
liquidating,
rehab1litat1ng,
reo�gan1zing,
or conserving such
insurer7 eRS any BH!MIBPY �reeeeS½ft� &H��er½2ed �y ee- 63!-35!63!-3:;t!
(8)

"State" is as defined in s

(9)

"Foreign country" means territory not in any state

624 08

(10) "Domiciliary state" means the state in which an insurer 1"1
incorporated or organized or, 1n the case of an insurer incorporated
or organized in a foreign country, the state 1n which such insurer,
having become authorized to do business 1n such state, has, at the
commencement of delinquency proceedings, the largest amount of its
assets held in trust and assets held on deposit for the benefit of
its policyholders or policyholders and creditors 1n the United
States, and any such insurer is deemed to be domiciled in such state.
(11)
state.

"Ancillary

slate"

means any state other than a domiciliary

supervisory

official

be

the

t¼4f Uppe£epre9 elB½fflll Mee�e e�y e!a½ffl W½�h reereet �e wh½eh �he
!8W 8f �he e�e�e er e£ �he Yn½teS 6�etee eeeerde �P½�r½ty �E reyffl�n�
£reffl the �e�ePel eeee�e ef the ½neMrer--'--l.!) _O,St "Special deposit claim" means any claim secured by a
depo�it made pursuant to statute for the secutity or benefit of a
limited class or classes of persons, but not including any general
assets
ill1t!6f "Secured claim" means any claim secured by mortgage,
trust deed, pledge, deposit as security, escrow, or otherwise, but
not including special deposit claim or claims against general assets
The term also includes claims which more than 4 months prior to the
commencement of delinquency proceedings in the state of the insurer's
domicile have become liens upon spec1f1c assets by reason of 3ud1c1al
process

L!__6J_ t•'lt "Receiver" means receiver, l1qu1dator, i--ehabi 1 J. ta tor, or
conservator, as the context may require
Section 3
Subsection (4) of section 631 021, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, is amended to read:
631 021 Jurisdiction of delinquency proceedings, venue, change of
venue, exclusiveness of remedy, appeal -(4) Delinquency
proceedings pursuant to this chapter shall
constitute the
sole
and
exclusive
method
of
liquidating,
rehab1l1tating, reorganizing, or conserving �n insurer, and no court
shall entertain a petition for the commencement of such proceedings
unless the same has been fJled in the name of the state on the
relation of the department.
The
Florida
Insurance
Guaranty
Association, Incorporated, and the Florida Life and Health Guaranty
Association, Incorporated, shall be given reasonable Wr1tten-notice
by the department of all hearings which pertain to an adJudication of
insolvency of a member insurer
Section 4. Subsection (1) of section 631 041, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, is amended to read:
631 041

InJunct1ons --

(12) "Reciprocal state" means any state other than this state 1n
which in substance and effect the provisions of the Yn½fepffl Insurers
Rehabil1tat1on and L1qu1dation Act7 ee dei½neS ½ft e- 63!-2!!7 are in
force,1ncluding the provisions requiring that the commissioner of

(1) Upon application by the department pursuant to this part for
eMeft an order to show cause, or at any time thereafter, the court may
without notice issue an 1nJunction restraining the insurer, its
officers, directors, stockholders, members, subscribers, agents and
all other persons from the transaction of its business or the waste
or disposition of 1ts property until the further order of the court
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Section 5
Subsection (2) of section 631 061, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read·
631 061 Grounds for l1qu1dat1on --The department may apply to the
court for an order ap pointing it as receiver (1£ its appointment as
receiver shall not be then 1n effect) and directing it to liquidate
the business of a domestic insurer or of the United States branch of
an alien insurer having trusteed assets 1n this state, regardless of
whether or not there has been a prior order directing it to
rehab1l1tate such insurer, upon any of the grounds spec1f1ed 1n s
631 051, or if such insurer·
(2)
Is
an
insolvent
insurer and has commenced velMft�ary
voluptary
'lJ1�ftat½&ft er a½eeel�t½eft; or attempts to commence
f1gt11dat1on or d1ssolut1on ep preeeeMte afty aet½eft er �reeee6½ft� te
l½�½�ete ½te �Metnese er af�a½Pe; er te &½eeelve ½te eerperete
eftarter7 e� te pre�Mre the a��e½nt�ent e€ a reee½vePT tr�etee7
�Meted½an7 er ee��eetrater Mftaer any law except under this code
Section 631 091, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, 1s
se�tion 6
amended to read
1
63} 091 Groundc; for ancillary l1qu1dation, foreign insurers --The
department may apply to the c1rcu1t court for an order appo1nt1ng 1t
as ancillary receiver of and directing 1t to l1qu1date the business
and assets of a foreign insurer having assets, business, or claims 1n
thls�-sta"t.e upon the appointment 1n the dom1c1liary state of such
insurer of a receiver,
l1qu1dator, conservator, rehabilitator, or
other officer by whatever name called for the purpose of l1qu1dat1ng
the business of such insurer

Se�t1on 7
Subsection (1) of section 631 111, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read,
631 111

Order of l1qu1dat1on, domest1c insurers --

OF -"FLORIDA________
CHAPTER,_-8,_,3-c_-:.,3c,Be_______�L
,-A"W"S
"---""-

CHA_f?-'�f-�3_-38

2.!:ll�r__tr_a_t_1sformatlon of_t_h� 1ns�r�_;:_!_s __ !PPropr_1a_�� 1t _ shal,__b_pr�pa! e
? p
_ .l,_
_ an :!:,o_ �(fee� su21!__s:J,.�ng�s _ __J,!£on -�ppl__.icat1_9n of the rece1 ver for
approyal of the plan, __and ai_�;-: suC:h notice �r._lc!_h��lng_s ��_ _!.h0oUit
�escr1be, the c2�rt m�y1tper apF_!3>ve or d1s�pJ:OVe __ the £±an
pro��e �_1_ __�_y-�9_Q!.iY....___�-- an d a pp_�y�_ _____!__!_ �� mod_�f_! _�d ___!',.nY._Eli!�
�prov�d under this section shall be, 1n t��d��r._lt of the court,
fair and eguitable to all parties cOrlcern-eo
--i-f-1::.he-pJ.an i�
approved, the receiver shall carry out the plan
Section 9. Section 631 161, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, 1s
amended to read:
of
631 161 Claims
�om1c1led in this state

nonresidents

aga.1nst

_
11...L In a liquidation pro_ceed1_�9.__Eegun -�1!_!- _h1§_�a._t '::_a9�12s!:_8:n
�l}sun�.i::. dom_1c1led 1n this state, cla1man��__E�sid_!_�g 1n fo_re1:9n
_
coun�r1es or in states which are not reciprocal must file claims 1n
this state, and claimants res1d1ng 1n reciprocal states
fiie
claims either with the ancillary rece1ver�, if � !________!_!}_!!lelr
respi::ct1ve states, or with the dom1.c1l1ary rece1� Claims mus_t be
��lee!..__ on or before the last dat_�i.!._xe d foF the _i.!_l_1ng__s,_f�_-!_�!.r:!
t_h�d�m_l-_<:,:_i ).1ary l1gu_idat1C?_!:!_P_Foceed..!!!9.._..

-may

_ l
_ ��m_§l_l}!:_s�s1d!!_!9_ _!�_ rec-_u_>roca.l s_tates
(;?_1 _ _ Claims__ _j,�_!��129__t_? 5
_ ed1ng_ 1_11 __ 1:._1_1�-�1:8: ti____::_j_S
�y �� _2;:-o v�d e1ther l.!_1_t_J:l��}:�_!:.ion p;:_Q��
12!-�vi_s!_�d 1n th�art,_or in anc1llar,t_proc_eed1ngAL 1f any,_1n___!b!'!
reciprocal states. If notice of t1le claJ_ms anc!___spp2_rt�::i!..!..Y__to
_ _ �P�S
_
and be heard 1s afforded the dom1c1liary receiver of this state as
��1ded 1n s 631.171(2) with respect to anc1�lary_E._����ed1_ri4s,_ the
f1nal______i!].lowance of claims by the courts in anc1lla�_y_f)�ocee��__!!g�__!_!:L
reciprocal states shall be conclusive as to amount and as to pr1or2:...!_y
of special deposit or secured claims arising 1n an ancillary state,
but_shal) not be conclusive with resJ)ect to pr19i1t1e_.:'! ___�_51a1nst
general assets under s 631.271.

(i) An order to liquidate the business of a domestic insurer
shall 'direct the department forthwith to take 1mrned1ate possession of
the property of the insurer, to mar�hal all assets of the 1nsurer, to
l1qu1date its business, to deal with the insurer's property and
bus1hess 1n its own name or 1n the name of the insurer, as the court
may direct, and to give notice to all creditors who may have claims
aga�nst the insurer to present such claims, as the court may direct.

flt in a del½n�Meney preeeed½ft� �e,ttn ½n th½e eEeEe a�a½ftet a
demeeE½e ½ftettrer; ele�mante ree½d½ftg ½ft ree½�r�eei etaEee may f½ie
eie½fflS e½tfter w½th the ane½liery re�e½vere 7 ½f afty; ½ft �he½r
ree�e�E½ve etetee 7 er W½th the dem½e½l½ery reee½ver- Ail etteft �;e½fflS
mttet ee £½led en er ee�ere the laet daEe f½Ked £er the £½1�"' e£
e¼e½ms ½fl tfte d&M½et¼tary del�n�Heftey �reeeed½a,e-

seCt1on 8
Subsections (7) and (8) are added to section 631 141,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read:

ela½ffle
f�t Sentreverte6
ree½preeal etatee may e½Efter-

631.141 Conduct
insurers --

of

delinquency

Ee

eie½fflftftEe

ree½ff½ft!

½ft

proceedings; domestic and alien

ill_The department as dom1cil1ary receiver may take such action
as 1t deems necessary or appropriate to reform and revitalize the
1nsurer
The department shall have all the powers of the directors,
officers, and managers, whose authority shall be suspended, except as
they are redelegated by the receiver. The receiver shall have full
power to direct and manage the affairs of the insurer, to hire and
d1scharge employees and to deal w1th the property and business of the
insurer
(8) If the department as dom1c1l1ary receiver determines that
reorganization, consol1dat1on, conversion, reinsurance, merger, or
112

eelen,½ftf

f81 ii
efte½¼iery
preeeed½nge fteve eeea eeMmeaee� ½ft etteh
ree½preeal etatee 7 may ee �reved ½ft these preeeeff½age- in the event a
ela½mant eleete te �reve ft½e ele½ffl ½ft ene½liary preeeed½nge 7 tf
net½ee e£ tfte ela½ffl eftd ep�ertttft½ty te ap�ear eftd ee heard ½S
a££erffe9 tfte 9em½e½l�ery reee�ver e£ th½e etate, ae preV½deff ½ft e
&31-i�l W½tft reepeet te ane½llary preeee6½n�e ½ft th½e eEate; tfte
f½ftel allewenee e£ eMeft eia½ffl ey tfte eettrte ½ft tfte ene½llery etate
efta¼l Be aeeepted ½ft tft½e state ae eefteltte½ve ae te ½te emeMftt eftd
shell e¼ee ee aeeepte9 ae eefteitte½ve ee te ½te �r½eP½�y, ½£ e"y7
ft�ft½ftet epee�ai depee½te er ether eeettP½ty leeated w½th½ft the
ane½,;!,lery state113
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Section
1s amended to read

631 171,

CHAPTER 83-38

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

631.171 Claims of res idents against fe�e��ft insurers dom1c1led in
reciprocal states.-(1) In a liquidation proceeding 1n a reciprocal state against an
insurer domiciled in that state, claimants against the insurer who
reside within this state may file claims either with the ancillary
receiver, if any, in this state, or with the domiciliary receiver
Glaims must be filed on or before the last date fixed for the filing
of claims in the domiciliary liquidation proceeding
{2) Claims belonging to claimants resid i ng in this state may be
proved either in the domiciliary state under the law of that sta�
or in ancillary proceedings, 1£ any, 1n this state
If a claimant
elects to prove his claim in this state, he shall file his claim with
the receiver 1n the manner rovided in s. 631.181 1 and 2 • The
anc1 -lary receiver shall make its recommendation to the court as
under s 631 181(3), arrange a date for hearing if necessary under s.
63��nd shall give notice to the l1gu1dator
1n
the
9-?mici_!iaQ_§_ta� either by certified ma i l or by personal service at
11!,ast _!Q___.si��_pnor to the date set for hearing
If the domic1h�..!:..Y
].�u1datot,
_
w i thin 30 days aft�__!:_t�g1v1ng of such notice,__ �_ves
notice 1n wx_1_t�_-!!_2.__t�!_he anc1lla�--£�ce1v��nd
to the claimant,
_ ona_l____!?_�vic�of his 1ntent_i�.!!__!:.Q.
�!_ther by certified mail or � r!§i
contest the claim, he shall be entitled to appear or to be
represented
in
any
proceeding
1n this state 1nvolv1ng the
ad1ud1cat1on of the claim
ill_____'!'_�e final allowance of the claim by the courts of this state
shall be accepted as conclusive as to amount and as to priority
against special deposits or other security located in this state
t¼ 1 in a ftei�n�eftey �reeeeS½n! �" a ree��reeai etate a,a½net an
�fte�rer fteffi�e½ieft tn tftat e�ate; eifttffiaft�e a,a�net e�eh �neHrer whe
ree�fte withtn th�e etate May f½ie eift½Me e��her w�th the ane�iiary
reee�ver; tf any; a��e�nteft !ft th�e etate; er w�th the fteM½e�i�ary
reeetverAii etteh ela½me Mttet ee ftleft en er eefere the iaet date
ftHeft fer the fti½ft! ef eia½Me �n tRe fteM�e�i�ary ftei�n�tteney
l"Peeeefttft1Jef21 6entreverteft
etat� May e�ther�

eia�Me

Beien,tn! te eia�Mante reetft�n, tft th�e

ta; Be ��eveft tn the fteM�eti�ary etate ae prevtfteft By the iaw ef
that etate; er
tB1 if aft��iiary l"Peeeeft�n,e have eeeft eeMMeneeft �ft th�e e�ate;
ee l"Peveft �ft theee l"Peeeefttft!e- ift the eve�t that any etteh ��a�Maftt
eieete te l"Peve h�e eia�ffl �ft th�e etate; he ehaii f�ie h�e eiatM w�th
the anetiiary reee�ver and ehaii !½Ve net�ee �" wr�ttft! te the
reeeiver �ft th� fteMtetitary etate, e�tfter ey re,�etereft Ma�i er By
l"ereeftai eerv½ee at ieaet 4Q Saye �r�er te the date eet fer hear�ft,�
fie ftettee ehaii eentain a eenetee etateMent ef the aMe�nt ef the
eiatM; the faete en wh�eh the eia�M �e Baeeft; and the �r�er�t�ee
aeeerteft; �f any- if the fteMte�i�ary reee�ver w�thtft 38 Saye afte�
the ,�v�n, ef etteh net�ee ehaii ,�ve net�ee �ft wr�t�n, te the
ane�iiary reee�ver aftft te the eia�Maftt7 e�ther ey re,tete�eft Ma�i er
ey l"ereenai eervtee, ef h�e tntent�eft te eeftteet e�eh eia�M; he ehaii
ee ent�tieft te ftl"l"ear er te Be rel"reeenteft tft afty �reeeeft�n, �ft th�e
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etate �nveiv�n, aft,Mftteat½eft ef t"e e¼a½M
t"e ela�M ey t"e eeHrte ef t"�e state eflaii
ae te tte ftffl��nt and effa¼l ale� Be eeee�te8
���er½ty; �f any; a,a½R�t e�ee½al 9el"ee�te
W½th�R th½e e�ate�
Section 11
Section
1s amended to read.

631 181,

---�

C�AP'J;'ER 83-38

The f½nel al¼ewanee ef
ee aeeepteft ae eeneiMe½ve
ae eeRe;Me�ve ee te tte
er ether eeeMr½ty ¼eeateft

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

_{_1)(a)_ f_Eoof_
o[___� c1ai)!l_ :_;]�al! be__f_!le<;!_�1tb__the, __1_ece!Vel_'_!.!! the
_
_f_?r�1�q1::!_!!"ed by sub?_ect���{2L��-i;?.!__ before____!_he ��-<;!<!Y fOr fll_1-ri9
sp �if i ed in the notice _r�qu1red under sub���t1on _lD__except _!_h_a�
_ _ c t�i_m_f_qt:_ E._a_ s!"!._�l �e1_1del
_ _'_�a !:_\!_e,s __9__E_�t_he,1_' �ves t_me� va_ !!J.eS
p;:_s, o!-'__Ef
1n life insurance and--annu1t1es
-- . . need not be filed- unless- the 1ece1ver
--- -- - - - - --�-�esSly_ SO �Ie9tllies
-�) __ The_ cour_-t may�rm_1 t_ a cla1m_a!1t mak!-n_g_a late _f_!__h!!.9�0_ s_!1_ar_-�
1n d1str1but1ons, whether past or future, as if he wete not late, to
p_reven�_ _!!lan1 fes_L�l}J_Ustis:::� t_Q___!_!t� �_!t�ent _!_!l�_:! � - _St!C_}:l- P�Y'!'e
_ n__!__!"ij}
!10t__p1eJud1c�he _?_rd_e,l_'l:_y a?m101:_;trat!-OQ_____Sl� --�he
----- - - _ l!£1.der
- -- _ _..!_iqui(jat!_on,
�l]-Y___ 9f the 1:�Po ','{ll_:19 _s:1_1e:urnst ��es_ _
a_

1
The__ existence
he filed h1s cla1m a5
after:__le,ain1ng of_ it- A

2

631-262----

transfer

to

of the c -la1m was not
- kno',,[_!1 _ to the cla1man_t cl.I]_?
prOmptly _tr1erea"[te r a_s 1 ea son ably po_ssi!:>].e
the cla1m�nt was a·vo1ded under s -� 261 and

;!_ _ _1J:ie,_�a_],_l!_a_�1on_ u
_n_9.e_l_' s__�_3 1_!_9_1 of ��s:::_ur::_!..!Y_�e,__1,_<!_ by_a _se,__��r�
.c::.!"ed_i_t-2_;:__�howc; _'!_��;"1:..£.!_ency,_wh�_ch 1s fl led wi_!:�_!:_:!__�_Q_da.Y.§_�ft�_i_:__ th�
yalualion
i.£] ___ The court sha�L__perm1_t_ _ _!a_� fl li!}_g____c_la_!__Il!�______!£__ __ i?_!l_a���
c;!_1str_�b!!_"t,_:l,_?_!l�_w_het h�pa �t_ o.£._fu_!:y..!:_�� __!_£___!):_l�wer� !1.9 __!__ 1§1.�E:, -.Jc.!:
sus;_l}___ c !§llffl_§_ai::�- �)al:_!!I_ S of__ a _g_��ra
_ _!!_l;.y �s�
- 0C!_?-t 1on o_;: _;ore1_g_!l _ g_l!_a�r:!_ty
assoc_iat1on for __ re i mbursement o f___covered c..laims _ Q_a1d or _ expen-s�s
!_�Urt::_!3d,_�r_l;>9�s!:1..!2.seg_'!_ent _!o
_ __the l_ast_� f-?..!:. [}-_ling where such
-�
�ef!_���;-e made and expen-se_§_______l_Ilcurr"ed as prov:i,_d�d _by l_a_�__lc;!_l__ The court may consider any cla1m filed late �h1ch 1s not
££�ere�y__paragraph _DD and_...E§_rmit i t to receive d�str19ut1ons which
��-s�_pseql,!ently declared on_�l_!Y cla1m-s of the_ §1'.(!�___.Q.__!:___l�� priority
if the �ment does not �Judice the ord�admin1stration of the
l i�ict8t1on
The late rii1ng-c1a.1mant sha� l:ece1Ve�--a�each
distrlbut1on, the same percentage of the amount allowed on his cla1m
Thu_>__ShalI
as 1� !:h�I] �'§!1ng__.2_a1.d to_ �fa1mants ?f any .J,_o��t priority
co_!lt 1 !!_� _ 'L!.!!._t_� l_____!:!__!_!;; _s:1 a 1�bas_ _beeIJ_pa :i,_.Q __l.!1 _!-'� 11 _
illJ_aJ __Proof__Q_:Lcla�m _ _§_l"!_al_l.5on�_!�
_ t of a_ __s_t at_e!!'�nt s1gn�c!_ by__the
cla1mant__�!3-t ins;�?�a__p of the follo_w1ng_wh1ch are a_p_pl_1�l�
_!_� The _p3lrt1culars of the claim 1nclud1ng t�e
_ __cc:ms1de;:__a_t1oz:i_ g1_��
_ n

f.2..!:_______!__!_
2

The _1dent1t_y__and amount. o f _the_secun!.Y__on t!:!_e �!a11!l

3_

T!:!_e _ p....!!}'men!__s_m a__ ste _on the _ debt_!___!_f__812:i...._
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e s,um co.,cl�•s>�m�•,d
_ J u,st!.Y______SIW1ng and that there 1s no
t _t,h
,&0.� __,T0h,a"-"
..,_�,,s
,_ , , ,__,
� "" �0 -,,,,_0
setoff, counterclaim
or defense to the
claim.
5
Any right of priority
asserted by the claimants
6, A copy
the claim.

of

of

payment

or other specific right

the written instrument which is the foundation of

7. The name and. address
represents him, if any.

of

the claimant and the attorney who

{b) No claim need be considered or allowed if 1t does not contain
all the information in paragrap_!!_.(a) which may be applicable
The
receiver may_ require that � prescribed form be used, that other
1nformation and documents be included, and that the proof of claim be
Verified by an affidavit of the claimant
(c) At any time the receiver may request the claimant to present
information or evidence supplementary to that
required
under
paragri!.P_�a�d may take testimo�Q..der oath, require _p.!:_qduction
of affidavits or depositior1�-2F_ otherwise
obta1n
adc_!itioJ!al
information or evidence.
�_J-1-2...__ J��ent or order ag�nn�--�l} insured or the insurer
�!?,_t_ered after tl:!_e date of f.11,.�_ng___ Q£__ !!__successful petition _ --£Qi=
!.!.Slu1dat�on _ and-rlo �gment or otder_____Mainst an insured or the
insurer entered at any time by default or by collusion need be
considered as evidence of liability or of quantum of damages
No
�dgrnent or order against an insured or _the insurer entered within 4
months before the filing of the petition need be considered as
evidence of liability or of the quantum of damages.
{e ) All claims of a guaranty association or foreign�aranty
association shall be in such form and contain such substantiation as
c 0>00"-"n'-'a'n"d..,_,th
may be agree 0d,_,t,o'-'b,,_y,__.t0h0es__e•ascseo0cc,>,at
0 0es__,r,e,ca•='cv,e0r�

_{ �
_ __L__�i__t�!:.__t}�_�__e:ntry of the order of liquidation regardless of <!!!Y
prior notice that may have been �en to creditors, the receiver
shall notify all persons who may have claims against the insur�r to
file such claims with it, at a place and within the time specified 1n
The time
the notice, or that such claims shall be forever barred
specified in the notice shall be as fixed by the court for filing of
claims and shall be not less than 6 months after the entry of the
order of 1nsolvencv. The notice shall be given in such manner and
for such reasonable period of time as may be ordered by the court.
flt Al½ elatme a�a½net an ½ftettPeP age½net wk½ek 8eitn�tteney
�Peeee8½nge ftave eeen eegHn eke½½ eet feptk ½ft reaeenaele aete½l tke
a�ettnt ef tke elatm7 er tke eae½e ttpen wk½ek ettek amettnt een Be
aeeePtB½fte8; tke feete ttpea wft½ek tfte ela½M te �eee87 afte tfte
�p\eP½ttee aeeepte8; ½f aay- All ettek e½atme ekali ee ver½f½e8 By
tke�eff½8av½t ef tke eia½meat; eP eemeene atttkert�e8 te aet en k½e
8ekelf ane kav½ag kaewle8ge ef tke faete; en8 ekall Be ettppePte8 By
ettek See�mente ae may ee mater�el tkepete-

c.,H�A�P�TcE�R'----'8�3�-�3�8'------ -�L
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f3t Ae eeen ae ke kee evel�ate8 elatffle ftl�d ½ft tke del½n�eney
�ree�e6½ng; �fte reee�veP eftal¼ pe��Pt tke elatme te tke etretttt
eettrt; e�eetfytng t" eMeh repePt kte reeemmen8ette"e wttk yeepeet te
tke aette"e te Be take" tkereen- HpeR reeetpt ef eMeft repePt; tke
eeMrt ekali ftH a ttme fer keftPtRg tke elatme ee re�erted aad 8tPeet
tkat the PeeetveP eke¼! �½ve ettek Rettee ae the eeMrt ekali 9etermtRe
te eMek pereene ae eha½l appear te tke eeMrt te Be tntepeeteS
tkeretR- All eMeh Retteee eka½l epee½fy tke t½ffle ane plaee ef tke
kear�ng an� eeRetee½y etate tke ameMnt an8 natttre ef tke elatm; tke
pPterttteB aeeerte8 7 tf aRy- aR6 tke reee!M'leRSetteR ef tke reeetver
wttk referenee tkeretef41 At tke keartRg; all pepeene tRtereetea eke¼l Be eRtttle9 te
appeeP aR� ,ne eeMrt ekall eRter an erder ellew½ng� al¼ewt"� tn rart;
eP �teallewt"� tke e¼etm- Any eMek erder �kel¼ Be Seeffl�9 te ee an
appealeB¼e erderSec-tion 12
read

Section

631 182,

Florida

Statutes,

created to

631 182 Receiver
P.roCec!_t,t_!"_e :__

( l) As soon as i 1:.__ba_s�"�J�at� 5:_lai_!fl__§_�! !�q _l__!!_�b_�__de 11 nguens;y
proceeding�the receiver shall report __the __ claims __ to __ the circ.uit
_ h � -��pect to
_ _h�_rep.9_;:_!__ 1:__� _r eco
�ourt, speci_fyir_19__i� _ !
- '!_lme_n q_<:l_tl:_?OS w.i�
theacii
- ons to be taken ther"°eon -�n rece.1pt _ of the_report, ·the
court shall enter an order approv�ng the claims so reported, unless
an ob1ection is filed thereto within a deadline set by the court
The court shall direct the receiver to provide notice to each
claimant of the amount recommended on the claim and the deadline for
fil�Jections _to the receiver s r�ort._
The'rec�ive�hall
schedule a hear�_ befo_!�_t��c:rnrt on ob1ection�_f1led ..!E._i�repor_!:
and provide reasonable written notice to each claimant
...{1_L_!,_��- hean__!!.9. 1.. all__E_�rsons interes\�_9.__ �hal !:_be__ ent! !:l��.....!.?
appear and th�ourt shall enter __an orde_r all_owin9...i______allow...l...!l9_ 1n part,
or disallow!-f!.q_ the cl cum
Any such order shall be deemed --�be an
appealable order
Section 13
Section
is amended to read
631 191

631 191,

Florida Statutes,

1982 Supplement,

Special deposit and secured PPtertty ef eertetn claims

fl 1 In e de¼½"�tteRey �reeee6t"g egatnet eR ½ReMrer 8emte½le6 tft
t�te etete7 ele½ffl� ewtng te ree½6eRte ef ene½l¼ery et�tee eke¼¼ ee
preferred elatme ½f ltke eletme are prefeppe9 �nSeP tfte ½awe ef tkte
eta�e- Al� eMek elatme ewtng te ree½8ente eP neftreet8eR�8 ekall be
gtVeft e�ttftl �P½ertty ef �eyment freffl gefteral aeeete re,aP8leee ef
wke�e ettek eeeete are leee�edf21 in a aeltn�tteney �reeee6tng e�at"et en tnettreP 6effl½etled ½ft e
ree�ppeeal etete; ela½fflft ew½ng te Pee½6eate ef tk½e state eka¼l be
preferre9 �f ltke elatme aPe �PefePPed By tke lewe ef tka� etete�

f�t All elatme f½le8 ½ft tk½e etete ekall ee f�le8 wttk tke
reee½ver; wketker 8emtetl½ary er ene½llaPy; tft tk½e etate; en er
8efere the laet 6ete fer f½i½ng ae e�ee½f½e8 u1 tlue ekaJ,'4!.eP-

ill_f3t The owners of special deposit claims against an insurer
for which a receiver is appointed in this or any other state shall be
given priority against their several special deposits in accordance
with the provisions of the statutes governing the creation and
maintenance of such deposits
If there is a deficiency 1n any such
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deposit so that the claims secured thereby are not fully discharged
therefrom,
the claimants may share 1n the general assets, but such
sharing shall be deferred until general creditors, and also claimants
against other special deposits Who have received smaller percentages
from their respective special deposits, have been paid percentages of
their claims equal to the percentage paid from the special deposit.

OF
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of a breach of contract �p entry of the order _ of _h�idation _
Recov�� any cla1m�.!!.!.._�nder this subsection shall be_limi__!:�d to
the actual damages suffered by virtue of a breach.
(3) Claims of a third party shall not be deemed contingent, but
shall be fairly evaluated even though liability has not been
established by the date set forth in subsection (1) 1f·

�f4½ The owner of a secured claim against an insurer for
which a receiver has been appointed 1n this or any other state may
surrender h1s security and file his claim as a general creditor, or
the claim may be discharged by resort to the security, 1n which case
the deficiency, 1f any, shall be treated as a claim against the
general assets of the insurer on the same basis as claims of
If the amount of the deficiency has been
unsecured creditors
adJud1cated 1n ancillary proceedings as provided in this chapter, or
if it has been adJudicated by a court of competent JUr1sd1ct1on in
proceedings 1n which the dom1c1l1ary receiver has had notice and
opportunity to be heard, such amounts shall be conclusive; otherwise
the amount shall be determined in the delinquency proceeding in the
domic1l1ary state

1!2..l__ ��e claimant shall__f_urnish suitable prooi_, unless_ the court
�2od_�_ause shown shall otherwise direct, that no further valid
claim_ against such insurer _<!_r1s1_ng out of h1s cause o�act.i�Othei=
than those already presented can be made

(b) The value of any security held by a secured creditor shall be
determined under superv1s1on of the court by·

Section 15
read

_!_ ..:__Convert�he same into mo_E��rding to the terms of the
�ement pursuant to wh i ch the security was delivered to such
�:ed1t.or, or

631 193 Releases --The filing of a claim shall constitute a
rele"aseOf the insured from l1ab1lity to the claimant to the extent
of the coverage or policy l1m1.ts provided by the insolvent insurer.
The release shall be cond1t1oned upon the insured's cooperation with
the receiver 1n defense of the claim.

�-h__�eement, arbitration, compromise, or 11 t1qation between
the Gred1tor and the receiver
SeCt1on 14
read
63i 192

Section

631 192,

Florida

Statutes,

1s

created to

Allowance of certain claims --

(1) No claim based upon a contract of 1nsuranGe, suret�h�
1ndemn1_!y shall_be allowe�.L._P.:a1d from the assets of an insurer 1n
piOcess of 11gu1dat1on unless the event causing the loss to or
c_i-ea��he 1labil1ty of, the obhgee of the contract shall have
Occurred prior to the order of l1guidat1on or pursuant to the
provisions of s. 631.252.
(i') (•a) Claims not covered by the provisions of subsection (1)
shall not be allowed or paid from the assets of an insurer 1n process
of liquidation unless
1
The eve_r:!_�hether an act or om1s_s_!_�I), occurred prior to the
date of the o�der of l1gu1dat1on,
• 2, The----9oods were delivered or services were rendered prior to
the ord�of liqludation, or
3.
The duty to
order of ligu1dat1on

perform

under

a contract matured prior to the

(b) Nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to extingU1sh or
l1m1t any right the receiver may otherwise have to cancel any
contract or part thereof by virtue of any contractual provision or
law of this state.
It shall be the dut_v___s:,f every claimant under this
supsect1on to m1t19ate and minimize any damage suffered as a result
118

It may be reasonably inferred from the pro��ented upon
( a)
such claim that such person would be able to obtain a Judgment upon
such cause of action against such insured; and

1._4) The total l1ab1l1ty of such insurer to all cla1mfants �ris1n9
out of the same act of its insured shall be no greater than 1ts
maximum liability would be were it not 1n ligu1dat1on

Section 16
read.

Section

Section

631 193,

631 205,

Florida

Florida

Statutes,

Statutes,

1s

1s

created to

created to

631.205 Reinsurance proceeds --All reinsurance proceeds payable
under contracts of reinsurance to which the insolvent insurer is a
party are to be paid directly to the dom1c1l1ary receiver as general
assets of the rece1versh1p estate unless the reinsurance contract
contains a clause which specifically names the insolvent insurer's
insured as a direct benef1c1ary of the reinsurance contract.
Section 17
Section
is amended to read•

631 221,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

631 221 Deposit of moneys collected --The moneys collected by the
department in a proceeding under this chapter shall be from time to
time deposited in one or more state or national banks, savings banks,
or trust companies, or savings and loan associations, and,
1n the
case of the insolvency or voluntary or involuntary l1quidat1on of any
such depository which 1s an inst1tut1on organized and supervised
under the laws of this state, such deposits shall be entitled to
pr1.or1ty of payment on an equality with any other priority given by
the financial 1nst1tut1ons codes eank�n� lewe of this state
The
department may 1n 1.ts d1scret1on deposit such moneys or any part
thereof in such a financial institution eank er trMe� e�M�any as a
trust fund
Section 18. Section
is amended to read•
ss

631.251,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

631 251 Date rights fixed on l1quidat1on.--Except as �rovided 1n
631.252 and 631 192 6dl-�9l, the rights and liabilities of the
119
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insurer and its creditors, policyholders,
stockholders, members�
subscribers and all other persons interested in 1ts estate shall,
unle�s otherwise directed by the court, be fixed as of the date on
which the order directing the liquidation of the insurer 1s filed 1n
the office of the clerk of the court which made the order, subJect to
the provisions of this cha�ter with respect to the rights of
claimants holding cont1ngent claims.
Section 19
Section
1s amended to read.
631 2s2

631 252,

Fl orida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

(1) All insurance policies or s i milar c ontracts of coverage L
fe>en0ed
a0n._,c00 0ve_se0r0 a,qe-;e,s._,de
,ot,
"-"
0 cc
0 �010n_c_0s_0603c_el 713 L issued by the insurer
0 q0e�r___,t0h
shall continue in force until the earliest to occur of the following·

(b)

date of entry of the

Normal expiration of the policy or contract coverage;

(c) Replacement of the coverage by the insured, or replacement of
the policy or contract of coverage, with a policy or contract
acceptable to the insured by the receiver with another insurer, or
(d)

Termination of the coverage by the insured

(2) A claim arising during such co n tinuation of coverage shall be
treated as 1f it arose immediately before the
petition
for
liquidation

(3) The 45-day 39-Say coverage continuation period provided in
paragraph (l)(a) shall in no event be extended; and failure of actual
notice to the policyholder of the insolvency of the insurer, of
cbmmencement of delinquency proceedings, or of expiration of the
extensio n period shall not affect such expiration
(4) Benefits under policies of l1fe or health insurance or
?�uu1ties and other cover����f1ned in s 631 713 shall
o,r___,an
, .
. _,y
1n force for such period as prov1,c'dsesd'-----'''ocr�----"boyc____,ss___c603cl<-27slc7,_,
applicable law governing a foreign guaran ty assoc i ation

-c:ont:inue

Section 20
Subsection (4) of section 631 263, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read·
631.263

Transfers after pet1t1on

.f.4) A person asserting the val1d1ty of a transfer under this
Except as elsewhere provided
sect10� shall have the burden of proof
Jn this section, any transfer by or in behalf of the insurer after
the date of the appointment of a receiver, as defined in s
631 01111.§lfl��, by any person other than the receiver shall not be
valid against the receiver
Section 21
Sect1on
1s amended to read

631.271,

631 271 Priority of claims
a81'12n2etra��ve eK�eneee --

Fl o rida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
fer
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(1) The pri ority o f distribution of claims from the insurer's
estate shall be in accordance with the order 1n which each class of
�� claim in each class shall be paid
claims 1s herein set forth
in full or adequate funds retained for such payment before the
members of the next class receive any payment. No subclasses shall
be established w1th1n any class
The order of distribution of claims
shall be
(a)

Class 1

eem�enea�½eH

ei em�ieyeee ans

£_ _All of the exP.!§: n ses ___of a_ guaranty assoc1at1on _or for�n
guaranty association 1n handling claims.
1E..L__Class 2.
Debts due to employees for services performed to
the extent that they do not exceed $2,000 for each ��oyee and
��presen_!._______E_ayment for services performed within 6 months before the
f_i_l1ng of the petition for liquidation
Officers and directors shall
!!_�t be entitled to the benefit of this priority _Such�!l...!.Y__shall
be 1n lieu of any other s i milar pri ority which may be authorized by
law as to wa9es or compensation �f employees
1.£1 __ Class 3 __A_�l claims _under_ pol1c1es fo� losses incurred,
1nclud1n9__:tlurd_part_y3½1m§-1 __?ll claims against the insurer for
a
l.!_ b_!_ ti �y______f_sn -���_!_!_y___1c_IU_Ur�;:___i2!"____!_!:Uy_I_y_ -t;,�destruction of
_!�ng!_�l�....£.!:.SPerty
_
which are not u,nder pol.1c1.es, and all" claims o��
guaranty association o r foreign guaranty assoc1at1on All claims
under life 1nsurance and annuity policies, whether for
death
proceeds, annuity proceeds, or investment values, shall be treated as
That portion of any loss, indemn1ficat1on for which is
loss claims
prov1d�d by other benefits or advantages recovered by the claimant,
shall not be included 1n this class, other than benefits or
or recoverable 1n discharge of familial
advan!Ages
recovered
pbl1g9t1ons of suppo�t or by way of succession at death or as
proce�ds of life insurance, or as gratu1t1es
No paym�D!_P.Y�
employer to his employee shall be treated as a gratuity
ls!)_ g_h.?ss 4
Claims U I'!si,er nonassessab��lic1es_for .!:111earned
premium or other premium refunds and claims of general cred1to1s
(tl___Class 5
Claims of the federal or any state or local
government
Claims, 1nclud.1ng those of any governmental body for a
�alty or forfe1tu�e,
shall be allowed 1n th1s class, but only to
�he ex�ent of the pecuniary loss sustained from the act, transaction,
2_;:__ _Eroce�!_ng out of which the penalty or for�e1 t�� aros�L__ �1 th
reasoni'\.ble _ and actual cost� occasioned _thereby____ The __ I emain9"er _ of
such claims shall be postponed to the class of claims unde��raph

1hl..-.

, ._06"--c-_�C=l,a0,0m0s ��f0,,l�•=dc.0a=fct,e0r�_-t'ch0e�--t' ,"m"e"-�s�pec.if 1 ed 1n s .
) ��C�la=
0(0f
c ss
c-!c
ii
631.181(3)
except when ordered otherwise by the
cour� to prevent
'=
f
e
00s t
m
a
n
'""'l
U
tc,,c,
e
=,
�
o
0r�,•o
n
,y�
c=la•,,,m=s_-o0t,h=•cr_t,h=a0n�c=l '!llrrisuricter par agiaJ?hs
s
L
0
0
0
,,_,
c
c
, '--c.--c
�nd (h)
7
Surplus
or
contr1but1on _notes2 or similar
and premium refunds on assessable pol1c1es____f.a.Y!!!.��s
_
to
members of domestic mutual insurance C-2!!Panies shall be l1m.1ted 1n
accor_9-ance with law
_i!1)

Class

o bl1gatio.!!_.s,

_f!,..l__Class 8
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_ __All of the receiver's costs and expenses of administration.

Cont1nuat1on of coverage,--

(a) Expiration of 45 3G days from the
l i quidation order, if the-order so specifies,

CHAPTER 83-38

The claims _of shareholders or other owners
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(2) In a liquidation proceeding involving one or more �ec1procal
states, the order of d1str1but1on of the dom1c1l1ary state shall
control as to all claims of residents of this and reciprocal states.
All claims of residents of reciprocal states shall be given equal
prio.r1ty of payment from general assets regardless of where such
assets are located.
fit SeMpefteatten aetttally ewtn! te efflpleyeee, ether than efft�ere
and d�reetere; ef an tftettrer fer eervteee renSered w�tk�n d fflentke
prter te the eeM111eneeMent ef a preeeedtnt atatnet the tne�rer ttnSer
tkte ekapter; 8ttt net eKeeedtnt $1; 989 £er eeeh eMpleyee; ekell be
patS prter te tfte peYJftent ef any etffer «e�t eP eiatM; ens �ft tke
Steeretten ef the departMent May be pate ae eeen ae preetteable after
the preeeedtnt hae 8een eel\UfteneeS� eNeept that at all ttMee tke
depertMent ekall reeerve ettek fttnae ae wtll tn �te eptnten be
ett££�etent £er the p&Ylftent ef all eHpeneee ef e!lMtftietretten, wktek
eHpeneee ekall have prtertty ever all ether Sebte and elatMefi➔ Stt'l"A prtertty ehall be tn ltett ef any ether etlfltler prtertty
wktek May be atttftertaed by law ae te wa,ee er eeMpeneetien ef ettek
eMpleyeee6ection 22
Subsection (3} is added to section 631 281, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read:
631.281

Offsets --

(3) An agent who voluntarily pays the unearned portion of premium
to a policyholder shall succeed to the interest of the policyholder
as an assignee of the policyholder's claim against the receiver for
the unearned portion of the premium as of the effective date of
cancellation of the policy
Section 23. Sections
hereby repealed
Section 24
Section
1s amended to read.

631.291

and 631 301, Florida Statutes, are

631,341,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

631.341 Notice of insolvency to poliGyholders by insurer, general
agent, or agent -(1) The receiver shall, immediately after appointment 1n �
delinquency proceeding preeeeStn�e against an insurer where the
policies have been canceled, give written notice of such proceeding
pFeeeed�n�e to each general agent and licensed agent of the insurer
1n Florida. Each general agent and licensed agent of the insurer 1n
Florida shall forthwith give written notice of such proceeding
�Peeee«tn�e to all subagents, producing agents, brokers, solicitors,
and service representatives wr1t1ng business through such general
agent or licensed agent, whether or not such subagents, producing
agents, brokers, solicitors, and servicing representatives
are
licensed or permitted by the insurer and whether or not operating
under a written agency contract.

known address of any policyholder a written notice of the
of the delinquent insurer.

insolvency

(3) The license, permit, or certificate of authority of any
person, firm, or corporation failing to comply with the provisions of
this section shall be subJect to revocation as otherwise provided by
law
(4) If such person, firm, or corporation is not licensed or
permitted or the holder of a certificate of authority under any
section of this code, then such person, firm, or cort:ioration, or the
officers and directors thereof, shallL upon failure to comply with
the provisions of this section, be guilty of a wisdemeanor of the
first degree, punishable as p�gvided
_
in s
775 082 or by________!J,
eenvt�tten�
be
ette,eet te fine of not more than $5, 000 eF
tMprteenMent ef ftet ffle�e t�an ¼ year �" the �ettnty ,a�l er e�th; ttpen
fa�½ttre te eeMp½y wtth the prev½etene ef tkte eeetten
Sect i on 25.
repealed

Section

Section 26
Section
1s amended to read•
631 391

Florida

631 351,
631 391,

Statutes,

,s

hereby

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

Cooperation of officers and employees

(1) Any off i cer, director, manager, trustee, agent, e� adJusterL
employee, or independent contractor of any insurer and any other
person who possesses any executive authority over, or who exercises
any control over, any segment of the insurer's affairs shall fully
cooperate with the department 1n any proGeeding under this chapter or
any 1nvestigat1on preliminary or incidental to the proceeding.
To
cooperate includes, but 1s not limited to the following
(a) To reply promptly in writing to
department requesting such a reply; or and;

any

1ngu1ry

from

the

(b) Promptly to make available and deliver to the department any
books, accounts, documents, other
records,
information,
data
pr0Gess1ng software, or property of or perta1n1ng to the insurer and
1n his possession, custody, or control_.r_.Q.E(c) To promptly provide access to all data processing records 1n
hard copy and electronic form, and to data processing facilities and
services
(2) No person shall obstruct or interfere with lhe department in
preliminary
the conduct of any delinquency proceeding or any
inve'stigat1on or incidental thereto.
(3) This section shall not prohibit any person from seeking legal
relief from a court when aggrieved by the petition for l1quidat1on or
other delinquency proceedings or other orders

(2) Unless, within 15 days subsequent to the date of such notice,
all agents referred to 1n subsection {l) shall have either replaced
or reinsured in a solvent authorized in�urer the insurance coverages
placed by or through such agent in the delinquent insurer, such
agents shall then, by registered or certified mail, send to the last

(4) Any person referred to 1n subsection (1) who fails to
cooperate with the department or any other person who obstructs or
interferes with the department in the conduct of any delinquency
proceedings or any 1nvest1gation preliminary or 1nc1dental thereto,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as
provided 1n s 775 082, or by fine of not more than $10 , 00 0 $5;989.
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Section 27
Section
1s amended to read

631 395,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

631 395 Guaranty fund, orders of court --Any order of liquidation
issued pursuant to s. 631.III or s. 631.131 shall authorize and
direct the department as receiver to coordinate the operation of the
receivership with the operation of any insurance guaranty fund
authorized to operate 1n this state, and may authorize the department
to provide data processing services for any appropriate guaranty
fund
Such authorization shall include, but not be limited to,
release of copies of any of the following·
(1) Claims files, records, or documents pertaining to claims on
file with the insolvent insurer; and
(2)

Insurance claims filed with the receiver.

Section 28
read

Section

631 398,

Florida

Statutes,

is

created to

631 398 Prevention of insolvencies --To aid in the detection and
preVention of insurer insolvencies or impairments:
D}_�ny member 1�surer, agent, emp�oyee or member of the board of
�_!�e�ors ot' representatJ. ve cf any__ !E,i�mrance guaranty assoc1a!:..!_���
make reports and__ recomme�dat1ons_to the_9�partment upon a_!:!y �at�er
germ3ne to_ t he=-�?lvency, lJ.g_uid"atJ.on, rehab1 lJ. tat1on, _ or _conse1 vatiq:�
of any member insurer or germane to the solvency of any_�_Q!!p�f!..Y
Seekiriq -to do an insurance business 1n tlu s state
Such reports and
recommendations shall be confidential and exempt from the provisions
of s 119 07(1)
(2)

The department shall:

iill_�rt to the board of directors of the appro�te insurance
9��an!Y as5ociat1on when it has reasonable cause to believe from any
���m1�<!t1on_, whether completed or in process, of any member insurer
_!!lat such insurer may be an impaired or insolvent insurer
_i__b�rnish to the board of directors of each insurance guaranty
association any available NAIC Early Warn1�est developed by the
The boards may use
tlat 1 0nal -Association of Insurance Comm1ss1oners
the-111folmation contained therein 1n carrying out their duties and
respons1b1l i t1es
under
this
chapter.
Such reports and the
information contained therein shall be kept confidential by the
boards until such time as they are made public by the department or
by-any other lawful authority.
(c) Seek the advice and recommendations of the board of directors
�f the appropriate insurance guaranty association concerning any
matter
affecting
the department's duties and responsibilities
regarding the financial condition of member companies and companies
seeking admission to transact insurance business 1n this state
(3) The department shall, no later than the conclusion of any
domestic insurer insolvency proceeding, prepare a summary report
C011ta1n1nq such information in its possession relating to the history
and causes of such insolvency, including a statement of the business
practices of such insurer which led to such insolvency.
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Section 29
Section 631 732, tlor1da Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
is renumbered as section 631 399 and amended to read
631 399 631-�32 Receiver's right to recover d1str1but1ons made to
eentrell½H� affiliate
(1) If an order for l1qu1dat1on or rehab1l1tat1on of an insurer
domiciled 1n this state has been entered, the receiver appointed
under such order shall have a right to recover on behalf of the
insurer, from any affiliate tkat ee�trelled ½t, the amount or value
of distributions, other than stock dividends paid by the insurer on
its capital stock, made at any time during the 5 years preceding the
petition
for
l1qu1dat1on
or
rehabilitation, subJect to the
llm1tat1ons of subsections (2), (3). and (4)
(2) The distributions Ne etteft 6½v½6en6 shall be recoverable
unless ½£ the affiliate ½Hettrer shows
that
w"en
�&½6
the
distributions were S½etr½ettt½en wae lawful and reasonable and that
the insurer did not know and could not reasonably have known that the
d1str1but1ons ff½etr½bttt½eH might adversely affect the ability of the
insurer to fulfill its contractual obligations
(3) Any pereen w"e wae e.n affiliate that eentrelled t"e ½Hettrer
at the time the distributions were made pe.½d shall be liable up to
the amount or value of d1str1but1ons it "e received. Any �ereen wfle
wae en e.ff½f½Bie-�he.t eeHtrelled ,to.Re ½Hettrel'" a" tfte hffle the
B½et!'"½bttt½ene were 6eelare6 e"al¼ be ¼½aele ttp te the amettl'!.t ef
d½et�½bttt½ene he wett¼d "ave reee½ved ½f they hee
��e"
�e.½6
½fflmed.½ate¼yif twe �ereeHe ere l½aB¼e w½th ree�e�t le t"e eaffle
Stetr½Bttt½el'!.e; they eflal¼ Be ,e½Htiy aH6 eeveraiiy l�aele(4) The maximum amount recoverable under this section shall be
the amount needed in excess of all other available assets of the
insolvent insurer to pay the contractual obligations of the insolvent
111.surer
(5) If any affiliate �e!'"een liable under subsection (3) 1s
insolvent, all 1t8affiiiites that eeHtreileS ½� a� t"e �½ffle t"e
6:1,v½d.el'!.6 wee �a½6 shall be Jointly and severally liable for any
resulting deficiency in the amount recovered from the insolvent
affiliate
Sect1on 30
Subsection (9) of section 631 54, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read.
631 54

Def1n1t1ons --As used in this part

(9) 11 Expenses in handling claims" means allocated and unallocated
expenses, 1nclud1ng, but not limited to, general adm1n1strat1ve
��penses and those expenses which relate to the 1nvest1gat1on,
adJustment, defense, or settlement of specific claims under, or
ar1s1ng out of, a specific policy
Section 31
Subsection (4) of section 631.60, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read:
631 60

Effect of paid claims --

(4) A
,0n,y 0r,e0l,eaa=•�•'-'o'-'
f t"h
'e 'F"l"o"r'-"1�d"a'cclcn,_,.,s0u0r 0a""nc'"e'-G""u"a0r0aen!!.-'tovLA"-"ss
e oocc,colSaat01co,n,,___,acn"d
!
"-c-c-'
'.its i nsured must clearly state whether or not it waives any claim
filed with the receiver 1n excess of the association's liability
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under s. 631.57 !ft tke eveftt eftapter �Q-29? bawe e£ Fier�da; �e heie
te �e eeftetttttt�eftftiT eeveree eia�ffle pa�e ttfteer ehapter �¼-9�9; bawe
ef Fier��a; eftaii ftet �e reeevera�le M�8er ehapter �Q-29.
S ection 32. Subsections (3)
Statutes, are hereby repealed.

and

(6) of section 631.62, Florida

Section 33. section 631.68, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is
amended to read•
631 68 Limitation, certain actions.--Hetw�thetane�n� afty ether
prev�e �en et ekapter �i-9�9T bawe ef Flert8a; A covered claim as
defined herein with respect to which settlement 1s not effected and
suit is not instituted against the insured of an insolvent insurer or
the association within 1 y ear after the deadline for filing claims,
or any extension thereof, with the receiver of the insolvent insurer
shall thenceforth be barred as a claim against the association and
the insured
Paragraph (d) is added to subsection (5) of section
Section 34
95 11, Florida Statutes, to read:
95 11 Limitations other than for the recovery of real prop erty.-
Actions other than for recovery of real property shall be commenced
as follows.
(S)

WITHIN ONE YEAR.--

(d) An action against any gt1aranty association and its insured
with the period running from the date of the deadline for filing
claims in the order of liquidation
Section 35
Paragraph {a) of subsection (2) of section 631.718,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is am ended to read:
631 718
(2)

Assessments --

There shall be three classes of assessments, as follows

(a) Class A assessments shall be made by the board of directors
for th e pu rpose of meeting administrative costs and other general
expenses and for examinations conducted under the authority of s.
631 723illfS7 which are not related to a particular impaired or
insolvent insurer.
Section 36. Section
is amended to read·

631 723,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

631 723 Prevention of insolvencies --To aid in the de tection and
prevention of insurer insolvencies or impairments•
f¼7

It ehall ee the dHty ei the eepartmeftt-

fa7 Te repert te the beard ei 9½Peetere wheft �t hae reaeeftaBle
eattee te bel½eve irem any eKaffl¼ftat�eft; whether eefflpietea er tft
pre�eee; ei afty Mel'IU'er taeHrer that eMeh �fteMrer fflftY be aft tfflpatre9
er taee¼veat �ftettrer4
f87 Te fMPftteh te the �eard et a�reetere afty ava�iabie HAIB Early
WaPfttftg Teete 9evelepe9 by tke Natteftai Aeeeetatteft ei lftSHP&ftee
Tke eeara fflay Mee the �ft£erfflatteft eefttfttfted tkere�ft
BefflM�ee�enere126
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½ft earry�ft� ettt tte 6ttttee aft9 reepeaetbtitttee MR6er thte eeetteft6Heh repert aftd tke �ft£erfflatteft eeRtatfted tkeretn ekail be kept
eeft£t9enttai �y the Beare e£ 6treetere Hfttti ettek ttffle ae �t te ffla6e
pHbi�e �y the ee�artffleftt er by afty ether law£tti atttherttyf2 7 The 6epaPtffleftt Mat eeek the aevtee aft9 reeemffleRdattene e£ the
beard e£ 8treetere eeReerntftg afty matter a££eettftg the 6e�artffleat!e
dMttee and reepenet�tltttee re�ar�tftg tffe ftftanetai eeR8ttteft ef
mefflaer eempafttee and eefflpftRtee eeektng adffl�eeten
te
traneeet
�fteHraftee btte�fteee tn thte etate..l!lf37 The board of directors may, upon maJor1ty vote, make
reports and recommendations to the department upon any matter germane
to the solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or conservation of any
member ins�ret or germane to the solv ency of any company seeking to
do
an
insurance
business in this state.
Such reports and
recommendations shall be c.onfidential and exempt from the provisions
of s. 119.07(1)
illf47 It shall be the duty of the board of directors, upon a
maJority vote, to notify the departm ent of any information indicating
any member insurer may be an impaired or insolvent insurer
il lf57 The board of dir e ctors may, upon maJority vote, request
that the department order an examination of any h\emb e r insur er which
the board in good faith believes may be an impaired or insolvent
insurer
Within 30 days of the receipt of such request,
the
department shall begin such examination.
The examination may be
conducted as a National Assoc1at1on of Insurance Commissioners
examination or may be conducted by such persons as the Insurance
Commissioner designates
The cost of such examination shall be paid
by the association, and the examination r eport shall be treated in a
manner similar to other examination reports. In no ev ent shall such
examination report be released to the board of directors prior to its
release to the public, but this shall not preclude the department
from complying w1th s.
631 398(ll ettBeeetteft f�7- The department
shall notif y the board of directors when the examination
is
completed
The request for an examination shall be kept on file by
�he department, but it shall not be open to public insp ection prior
to the release of the examination report to the public
1�f67 The board of directors may, upon maJority vote, make
recommendations to the department for the detection and prevention of
insurer insolvencies.
f�7 Ike Beare e£ 9�reetere eha!i; at tfte eefteitteteft ef any
tne�rer tneeiveney preeeedtng �ft wh�eh tke aeeeetatteft wae ebltgated
te pay eevered e!stffle; prepare a repert te the departffleftt eefttatfttng
eHeft �nfermatten th t�e peeeeeete� reiattng te tfte fl½etery ana eetteee
ef etteh tneelveney�he beard ekai! eeeperate wttk the bearde ef
Streetere e£ gtterahty eeeee½attefte �ft ether etatee tft pre�artng a
reper� eft the htetery and �atteee fer �neelveney ef a parttett!ar
tnettrer aftd fflftY eee�t By refereftee afty repert prepared By etteh ether
e.eeee�a+.teneSection 37
Subsection
1s amended to read•
651 071

(1) of section 651.071, Florida Statutes,

Agreements as preferred claims on liquidation -127
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(1)
In the event 0£ liquidation of the provider, all care
agreements executed by a provider shall be deemed preferred claims
against all assets owned by the provider, however, such claims shall
be subordinate to those priority claims set forth 1n s
631,271 and
any secured claim as defined 1n s. 631.0111llifl61
Section 38
Paragraph (g) is added to subsection (2) of section
20 13, Florida Statutes, to read·
20 13 Department
Insurance
The following
(2)
established.

• {g)

of Insurance --There is created a Department of
divisions

of the Department of Insurance are

Div1s1on of Rehabilitation and Liquidation.

Section 39
Each section which 1s added to chapter 631, Florida
Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1991, and shall be
reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s 11 61, Florida Statutes.
.section 40.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law

to a conspicuous place on the property described 1n the complaint
summons

(2) If a landlord causes or anticipates cau�__!_!!9_ �defe!)._9ant_!s, be
served with a summons and com£1.a1nt solel� l2_y_ attac� same to some
�Ofl�P-��- __pJ�� '2._n_ the p��� _gesS7X_!_q_e� __ _l.n the -cOlllplaint or
summons....,_______!__h�n the landlord shall prov1de--the clerk oftile- c0urt--w1-th
an __ �ds_ h tion�!____�Q,Qy__ o f_ !_:he __ _ C�J!l_rJ:lairit_.a�� _p_r_:e-s1]i_E1ped �-nveio!)e
addre_ssed to the defen<?_ant __ at the premises involved
in
the
proceeding
The clerk of the court shall immediatel__y mail_the Copy
of the summons and complaint _by first cla�s m�.!..!...t.._�ote the fact of
ma1l1ng in the docket, and file a cert1f1cate in the court file of
the fact and date of mailing
Service shall be effective on the date
_Q_f_ _mai !�. and at least 5 days _from the date _2.f__ma1 llngyhal L ha;,,:e
��sed b�fore a Judgm_ent for_ final _ removal of_§efendant _ may ___ b_e
entered
Section 2,

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law

Approved by the Governor May 19, 1983
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 19, 1983

Approved by the Governor May 16, 1983.
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Filed in Office Secretary of State May 16, 1983
CHAPTER 83-39
House Bill No
An

498

act relating to service of process, amending s 48 183,
Florida Statutes, allowing service of process on persons
15 years of age or older residing at the usual place of
residence of a tenant in an action for possession of
residential premises, authorizing summons to be served by
attaching a copy to a conspicuous place on the propetty
after at least two attempts to obtain personal service,
requ1r1ng the landlord to provide the clerk of the court
with an add1t1onal copy of the summons and complaint
together with a prestamped envelope 1n certain actions
for possession of res1dent1al premises, requiring the
clerk to mail the copy to the defendant at the premises
involved, requ1r1ng the clerk to keep certain records
with respect to such actions, providing an effective
date

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
Section 1

Section

4B 183, Flor1da Statutes, 1s amended to read·

4B 183 Service of process 1n action for possession of residential
p�mises _.,.

ill

In an act1on for possession of residential premises under s
as 59, if neither the tenant nor a person residing therein who 1s ef
�fte �eftaftt!� £am½iy 15 years of age or older can be found at the
uSual place of residence of the tenant, after at least two attempts
to obtain personal service, summons may be served by attach1ng a copy
128

or

Hot1se Bill No
An

78

act relating to homestead exemption, amending ss 222 01
and 222 02, Florida Statutes, author1z1ng any person,
rather than the head of a family, to designate property
as exempt from levy by forced sale, repealing s
222 19,
Florida Statutes, removing provisions relating to the
surv1v1ng spouse as head of a family for purposes of such
exemption, providing an effective date

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
Section 1

Section

222 01, Florida Statutes, 1s amended to read

222 01 Des1gnat1on of homestead by owner before levy --Whene\'er
any person; ee½ft� �ke fteaa ef a fam½¼y; residing in this state
desires to avail himself of the benefit of the provisions of the
constitution and Jaws exempting property as a homestead from forced
sale under any process of law, he may make a statement, in writing,
containing a description of the real property, mobile home, or
modular home claimed to be exempt and declaring that the same is the
homestead of the party in whose behalf such claim shall be made
Such statement shall be signed by the person making the same and
recorded 1n the c1rcu1t court
Section 2

Section

222 02, Florida Statutes, 1s am�nded to 1ead

222 02 Designation of homestead after the levy.�-Whenever a levy
1s made upon the lands, tenements, mobile home, or modular home of
such person ftead ef a fam½¼y whose homestead has not been set apart
and se)ected, such person, his agent or attorney, may in wr1t1ng
notify the officer making such levy, by notice under oath made before
any officer of this state duly authorized to adm1n1ster the same, at
any time before the day appointed for the sale thereof, of what he
129
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SUMMARY OF HB 1043
INSURANCE INSOLVENCY
THE BILL SUBSTANTIALLY REVISES CHAPTER 631,

INSURANCE COMPANY INSOLVENCIES AND GUARANTY OF PAYMENT,

IN

ADDITION TO MANY TECHNICAL CHANGES, SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES ARE

ALSO MADE, PRIMARILY TO CONFORM TO l�E MODEL BILL ADOPTED BY

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS,

THIS BILL IS INTENDED TO INCREASE THE ABILITY OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO DETECT FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF INSURERS,

TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY AND PREDICTABILITY OF SETTLING CLAIMS,
AND TO INCREASE COOPERATION WITH OTHER STATES,
SPECIFICS OF MAJOR CHANGES:

1,

SECTION 631,41 PROVIDES THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE WITH

VARIOUS POWERS AND DUTIES WHEN IT IS APPOINTED IN A DELINQUENCY

PROCEEDING AS A RECEIVER FOR A DOMESTIC INSURER, SUCH AS THE

ADMINISTRATION OF ALL OF THE ASSETS OF THE INSURER,

THE BILL

ADDS TO THESE POWERS, INCLUDING AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT TO

HAVE ALL THE POWERS OF DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AND MANAGERS; TO HIRE

AND DISCHARGE EMPLOYEES; AND TO PREPARE PLAN� FOR REORGANIZATION,
MERGER, OR OTHER TRANSFORMATION OF THE INSURER� SUBJECT TO THE

APPROVAL OF THE APPOINTING COURT AFTER NOTICE AND HEARING (PAGE

11, LINE 17),
2,

A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE FROM PRESENT LAW IS THE PROVISION FOR

A CLAIM HEARING ONLY WHEN A CLAIMANJ OBJECTS TO THE RECOMMENDATION
IN THE RECEIVER'S REPORT,

PRESENTLY, A HEARING IS REQUIRED FOR

ALL CLAIMS (PAGE 19, LINE 27),

-2-

3,

ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT PROVISIONS IN THIS BILL

IS THE SUBSTANTIAL REVISION OF S, 631,271, SETTING FORTH THE

PRIORITY OF DISTRIBUTION OF CLAIMS FROM THE INSURER'S ESTATE,

WHICH IS IN SUBSTANTIAL CONFORMITY WITH THE UNIFORM ACT,

CLASSES OF CLAIMS ARE ESTABLISHED IN 1HE FOLLOWING ORDER:

EIGHT

,,

(1)

RECEIVER'S EXPENSES OF ADMINISTRATION AND EXPFNSES OF A GUARANTY
ASSOCIATION; (2) WAGES TO EMPLOYEES (WITH THE $1,000 CAP PER

EMPLOYEE RAISED TO $2,000 AND THE 90-DAY PERIOD INCREASED TO 6
MONTHS);

(3)

CLAIMS UNDER POLICIES;

(4)

CLAIMS FOR UNEARNED

PREMIUM REFUNDS; (5) GOVERNMENTAL CLAIMS; (6) CLAIMS FILED LATE;
(7) SURPLUS OR CONTRIBUTION NOTES; AND (8) SHAREHOLDER CLAIMS

(PAGE 26, LINE 12),

4,

PRESENTLY, S. 631,68 PROVIDES THAT CLAIMS AGAINST AN

INSOLVENT INSURER THROUGH THE FLORIDA INSURANCE GUARANTY

ASSOCIATION (FIGA) ARE BARRED UNLESS INSTITUTED WITHIN ONE YEAR

AFTER THE DATE OF THE DEADLINE FOR FILING CLAIMS IN THE ORDER FOR
LIQUIDATION,

As AMENDED, THIS LIMITATION ALSO APPLIES TO CLAIMS

AGAINST THE INSURED.

THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS SECTION, S,

95,11, IS ALSO AMENDED TO REFLECT THIS AMENDMENT (PAGE 35, LINE 15),
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I.

SUMMARY:

A.

'" _.../_J_ Cacton I

Present Situation:
Chapter 631, Florida Statutes, is divided into three parts.
Part I, Insurer Insolvency; Rehabilitation and Li quidation,
establishes the procedures for the Department of Insurance to
detect potentially dangerous financial conditions of insurers
and to take corrective action. Primary areas of concern in
this part are the powers of the department, the priority of
claims, and methods of enhancing cooperation with other states.
Part II, Florida Insurance Guaranty of Payments, creates a
guaranty association to provide for the payment of claims of
1nsolvent property and casualty insurers.
Part III, Life and Health Insurance Guaranty of Payments,
creates a guaranty association for the payment of claims of
insolvent life and health insurers.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially revi ses chapter 631, Florida statutes.
The bill is largely a technical rewrite intended to rearrange
provi sions in a more logical manner in order to make the
chapter more easily understandable. Many substantive changes
are also made, primarily to conform to the model bill adopted
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC).
The major substantive provisions are as follows:
l. Section 631.141, provides the department with various
powers and duties when it is appointed as a receiver in a
delinquency proceeding for a domestic insurer, such as the
administration of all of the insurer's assets. This bill adds
to these powers by authorizing the department to (1) have all
the powers of directors, officers, and managers; (2) hire and
discharge employeeSJ and (3) prepare plans for reorgan1zat1on,
merger, or other transformation of the insurer, subJect to the
approval of the appointing court after notice and hearing.
2. Sections 631.161 and 631.171, relating to the procedure for
filing claims during a delinquency proceeding are revi sed.
These revisions are largely technical except for the
controverted claim notice requirement. In the event a Florida
claimant f i les a claim with the department as ancillary
receiver, the amendment requires the department to notify the
domicillary state of the claim and any hearing, as opposed to
present law which requi res the claimant to give such notice.
3. Section 631.181, is substantially revised and 631.182 is
created, providing additional procedures for the filing and
proof of claims against an insurer in a delinquency proceeding.
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Section 631.181(2) requires claims to contain more specific
information than present law requires. Section 631.181(1)
provides the grounds for the court to permit the late filing of
a claim after the time provided in the notice given by the
receiver. These provisions are from the NAIC uniform act.
In addition, c urrent law requires that a hearing is required
for all claims. This bill provides for a claim hearing only
when a claimant objects to the recommendation in the receiver's
report.
4. Section 631.193 is created relating to the release of
liability of an insured when a third party claimant files a
claim in a delinquency proceeding. This section specifies that
the release from liability is only to the extent of the policy
l imits provided by the insolvent insurer, and is conditioned
upon the insured's cooperation with the receiver in the defense
of the claim.

s. Section 631.220 is created providing that all reinsurance
proceeds to which the insolvent insurer is a party are to be
paid directly to the domicillary receiver as general assets
unless the reinsurance contract specifically names the
insolvent insurer's insured as a direct beneficiary.

6. Section 631.252 is amended to provide that upon
liquidation, all insurance policies issued by the insurer shall
continue in force for 45 days, instead of the current 30 days,
in order to al low more time for replacement. However, there is
an exception created for life and health policies covered by
the Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association which continue
in force as provided in section 631.717.
7, Section 631.271 sets forth the priority of distribution of
claims from the insurer's estate. This is in substantial
conformity with the NAIC Uniform Act. Eight classes of claims
(1) receiver's
are established in the following order:
expenses of administration and expenses of a guaranty
association; (2) certain wages to employees; (3) claims under
(4) claims for unearned premium refunds; (5)
policies;
governmental claims; {6) claims filed late1 (7) surplus or
contribution notes; and (8) shareholder claims. Equal
protection is provided for claims by residents of reciprocal
states.
8. Currently, section 631.341 requires the receiver
(department), immediately after appointment in delinquency
proceedings, to give written notice of such proceedings to each
agent of the insurer in Florida. This bill requires the
receiver to give such notice only if the insurance policies
have been cancelled.
9. Section 631.391 is amended to provide the department with
prompt access of the data processing facilities and records of
the insurer. Also, the maximum fine is raised from $5,000 to
$10,000 for persons who control any segment of the insurer's
affairs who fail to cooperate in the conduct of delinquency
proceedings.
10. Section 631.398 is created relating to the prevention of
insolvencies. Reports and recommendations from certain persons
on behalf of a guaranty association to the department upon any
matter germane to the solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or
conservation of an insurer shall be conf idential and exempt the
Public Records Law. Also, the department rather than the
guaranty association must prepare a summary report at the
conclusion of an insolvency proceeding.
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11. Section 631.732 is renumbered as section 631.399 and
amended, rel ating to the receiver's right to recover
distributions made to affiliate organizations. The requirement
that an affiliate be a "controlling" affiliate before the
receiver can recover prepetition transfers that were made in an
unlawful and unreasonable manner is eliminated. Also, the
affiliate has the burden of showing that the transfers were
lawful and reasonable.
12. Section 631.60 is amended to require that any release of
the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association and its insured must
clearly state whether it waives any claim filed with the
receiver in excess of FIGA's liability under section 631.57.
13. Currently, section 631.68 provides that claims against an
insolvent insurer through FIGA are barred unless instituted
within one year after the date of the deadline for filing
claims in the order for liquidation. This bill also applies
the limitation to claims against the insured. This change is
also ref lected in the statute of limitation section, section
95 .11.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The provisions of this bill are intended to increase the
Department of Insurance's ability to detect financial problems
of insurers, to increase the ef ficiency and predictability of
settling claims of insolvent insurers, and to increase
cooperation with reciprocal states. As a result, the policy
holders in Florida and in reciprocal states are afforded
greater protection in the event they are insured by a company
that incurs financial problems.

B.

Government:
As stated above, the department's power and authority to deal
with financially troubled insurers is enhanced. A spokesman
from the department has indicated that there wil l be no
significant impact on the department as a result of this bill.

II I.
IV .
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 631, Florida Statutes, is divided into three parts.
Part I, Insurer Insolvency: Rehabilitation and Liquidation,
establishes the procedures for the Department of Insurance to
detect potentially dangerous f inancial conditions of insurers
and to take corrective action. Primary areas of concern in
this part are the powers of the department, the priority of
claims, and methods of enhancing cooperation with other states.
Part II, Florida Insurance Guaranty of Payments, creates a
guaranty association to provide for the paym�nt of claims of
insolvent property and casualty insurers.
Part III, Life and Health Insurance G uaranty of Payments,
creates a guaranty association for the payment of claims of
insolvent life and health insurers.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially revises chapter 631, Florida Statutes.
The bill is largely a technical rewrite intended to rearrange
provisions in a more logical manner in order to make the
chapter more easily understandable. Many substantive changes
are also made, primarily to conform to the model bill adopted
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC).
The major substantive provisions are as follows:
1. Section 631.141, provides the department with various
powers and duties when it is appointed as a receiver in a
delinquency proceeding for a domestic insurer, such as the
administration of all of the insurer's assets. This bill adds
to these powers by authorizing the department to (1) have all
the powers of directors, officers, and managers; (2) hire and
discharge employees; and (3) prepare plans for reorganization,
merger, or other transformation of the insurer, subject to the
approval of the appointing court after notice and hearing.
2. Sections 631.161 and 631.171, relating to the procedure for
filing claims during a delinquency proceeding are revised.
These revisions are largely technical except for the
controverted claim notice requirement. In the event a Florida
claimant files a claim with the department as ancil lary
receiver, the amendment requires the department to notify the
domicillary state of the claim and any hearing, as opposed to
present law which requires the claimant to give such notice.
3. Section 631.181, is substantially re vised and 631.182 is
created, providing additional procedures for the filing and
proof of claims against an insurer in a delinquency proceeding.
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Section 631.181(2) requires claims to contain more specific
information than present law requires. Section 631.181(1)
provides the grounds for the court to permit the late filing of
a claim after the time provided in the notice given by the
receiver. These provisions are from the NAIC uniform act.
In addition, current law requires that a hearing is required
for all claims. This bill provides for a claim hearing only
when a claimant objects to the recommendation in the receiver's
report.
4. Section 631.193 is created relating to the release of
liability of an insured when a third party claimant files a
claim in a delinquency proceeding. This section specifies that
the release from liability is only to the extent of the policy
limits provided by the insolvent insurer, and is conditioned
upon the insured's cooperation with the receiver in the defense
of the claim.
5. Section 631.220 is created providing that all reinsurance
proceeds to which the insolvent insurer is a party are to be
paid directly to the domicillary receiver as general assets
unless the reinsurance contract specifically names the
insolvent insurer's insured as a direct beneficiary.
6. Section 631.252 is amended to provide that upon
liquidation, all insurance policies issued by the insurer shall
continue in force for 45 days, instead of the current 30 days,
in order to allow more time for replacement. However, there is
an exception created for life and health policies covered by
the Florida Life and Health Guaranty Association which continue
1n force as provided in section 631.717.
7. Section 631.271 sets forth the priority of distribution of
claims from the insurer's estate. This is in substantial
conformity with the NAIC Uniform Act. Eight classes of claims
are established in the following order: (1) receiver's
expenses of administration and expenses of a guaranty
association; (2} certain wages to employees; (3) claims under
policies;
(4) claims for unearned premium refunds; (5}
governmental claims;
(6) claims filed late;
(7) surplus or
contribution notes; and (8) shareholder claims. Equal
protection is provided for claims by residents of reciprocal
states.
8. Currently, section 631.341 requires the receiver
(department), immediately after appointment in delinquency
proceedings, to give written notice of such proceedings to each
agent of the insurer in Florida. This bill requires the
receiver to give such notice only if the insurance policies
have been cancelled.
9. Section 631.391 is amended to provide the department with
prompt access of the data processing facilities and records of
the insurer. Also, the maximum fine is raised from $5,000 to
$10,000 for persons who control any segment of the insurer's
affairs who fail to cooperate in the conduct of delinquency
proceedings.
10. Section 631.398 is created relating to the prevention of
insolvencies. Reports and recommendations from certain persons
on behalf of a guaranty association to the department upon any
matter germane to the solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation, or
conservation of an insurer shall be confidential and exempt the
Public Records Law. Also, the department rather than the
guaranty association must prepare a summary report at the
conclusion of an insolvency proceeding.
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11. Section 631.732 is renumbered as section 631.399 and
amended, relating to the receiver's right to recover
distributions made to affiliate organizations. The requirement
that an affiliate be a controlling" affiliate before the
receiver can recover prepetition transfers that were made in an
unlawful and unreasonable manner is eliminated. Also, the
affiliate has the burden of showing that the transfers were
lawful and reasonable.
11

12. Section 631.60 is amended to require that any release of
the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association and its insured must
clearl y state whether it waives any claim filed with the
receiver in excess of FIGA's liability under section 631.57.
13. Currently, section 631.68 provides that claims against an
insolvent insurer through FIGA are barred unless instituted
within one year after the date of the deadline for filing
claims in the order for liquidation. This bill also applies
the limitation to claims against the insured. This change is
also reflected in the statute of limitation section, section
95, ll.
II,

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

B.

Public:
The provisions of this bill are intended to increase the
Department of Insurance's ability to detect financial problems
of insurers, to increase the efficiency and predictability of
settling claims of insolvent insurers, and to increase
cooperation with reciprocal states. As a result, the policy
holders in Florida and i n reciprocal states are afforded
greater protection in the event they are insured by a company
that incurs financial problems.
Government:
As stated above, the department's power and authority to deal
with financially troubled insurers is enhanced. A spokesman
from the department has indicated that there will be no
significant impact on the department as a result of this bill.

III.

IV,

COMMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

u

by Commerce - Technical amendment.

#2 by Commerce - Technical amendment.

#3 by
#4 by
#5 by
#6 by
by

Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce

-

- Technical amendment.
corrects a cross reference.
- Technical amendment
- Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.
- Technical amendment - corrects a cross reference.
- Title amendment.

Full Commerce Committee

1:41 PM

Mee t·ing, 1 : 30 PM, Apri·1 5 , 1983 , 21 HOB:
2:28 PM

Meeting opens.

Commissioner Bill Gunter
speaks in support of PCB 83-21

PCB 83-21 taken un.
Rep. Gustafson ex
plans Bill.
1:45 PM

Bill Bell, Fla. Hos�
pital Ass'n. speaks
on PCB 83-21.

t1 ., . ll3o/

Susan Reynolds, Univ.
of Miami, Jackson
Memorial Hospital,
speaks on PCB 83-21.
1:52 PM

TAPE l - SIDE B

George S. Palmer,
Fla. Medical Ass'n.
introduces Dr. Bernard
L. Morgan, Jacksonville,
FMA (he is a Plastic
Surgeon). Dr. Morgan
spoke in opposition to
PCB 83-21.

2:40 PM

Rep. Simon offers an amendment
(#1) -- it fails.
Vote taken on PCB 83-21 -
Bill passes.
PCS/HB 145 taken un -
presented by Ren. Hawkins
Vote taken on PCB/HB 145
Bill passes unanimously.

2:44 PM

PCB 83-1 taken up.
Amendment #1 offered by Rep.
Meffert -- adopted.
Amendment #2 offered by Rep.
Hazouri on behalf of Rep.
Pajcic -- adopted.

1:56 PM

Dr. Richard Glatzer,
Dade Co. Medical Ass'n.,
spoke to PCB 83-21.

2:07 PM

Dr. Pat r1cCann, Dade Co.
Medical Ass'n., speaks
to PCB 83-21.

Amendment #1 to Amendment #2
offered -- adopted.

Daniel Miller, repre
senting Florida AFL-CIO
spoke to PCB 83-21.

Amendment #2 to Amendment #2
offered by Rep. Gallagher
adopted.

Joe Martin, Fla. Bldg.
Trades Council, spoke
to PCB 83-21.

Title amendment offered -
adopten without objection.

Jack Herzog, DOI, speaks
on PCB 83-21.
Rep. Silver questions
Jack Herzog on PCB 83-21.
2:25 PM

Mary Ann Stiles re�re
senting: Medical Ass'n.
as General Counsel &
Associated Industries of
Fla. as GC, spoke to PCB
83-21. She stated that
there has been a Statewide
Fee Schedule since 1935.

Rep. Gustafson questions
Rep. Meffert. Ren. Ogden
questions Rep. Meffert.

Vote taken on PCB 83-1 -
Bill passes unanimously.
2:55 PM

PCB 83-26 taken un -- pre
sentation by Mr. Meffert.
Amendment #1 offered by
Mr. Unchurch -- adopted
without objection.
Vote taken on PCB 83-26
Bill passes unanimously.
PCB 83-27 taken UP.
Vote taken on PCB 83-27
Bill passes unanimously.

i1·commerce Committee Meetin , 1:30 PM, Aoril 5, 1983, 21 HOB:
PCB 83-11 taken up.

Jack Herzog, D.O.I., spoke
to bill. He also had a hand
out to Committee.

Amendments Nos. 1, 2,
3, & 4 offered by Mr.
Lehtinen -- all are
adooted without objection.
Titie amendments to be
prepared by Commerce Staff.

Rep. Ogden questions Chairman
and Mr. Jones.

Vote taken on PCB 83-11 -
Bill passes unanimously.

Jim Wade, American Mortgage
Ins. Co. & Mortgage Ins. Cos.
of America, spoke regarding
"contingency reserve".

PCB 83-12 taken up.

Rep. Ogden questions Mr. Wade.

Amendments Nos. 1, 2, 3,
& 4 offered -- all adopted
without objection.

Rep. Simon questions Mr. Jones.
3:40 PM

Vote on PCB 83-12 taken
Bill passes unanimously.

Rep. Danson questions.
Gustafson speaks.

PCB 83-13 taken up.

Amendments 1-5 offered and
adopted.

Amendments Nos. 1 & 2
offered by Mr. Lehtinen
both adopted without
objection.

PCB 83-17 taken up.

Reo.

Vote taken on PCB 83-23 -
bill passes with 5 amendments.

Vote taken on PCB 83-13
Bill passes unanimously.
3:02 PM

PCB 83-23 taken up (Rep, Gardnei

vote taken -- bill passes.
3:50 PM

PCB 83-29 taken up.

4:00 PM

TAPE 2 - SIDE B BEGAN.

Vote on PCB 83-17 taken
Bill passes unanimously.
3:05 PM

HB 213 taken up.
Vote taken -- bill passes.

PCB 83-29 discussion continued.

PCB 83-4 taken up.
Amendments 1-4 offered
-- passed.

Vote taken -- bill passes
with 1 amendment.
PCB 83-6 taken up.

Vote taken -- bill passes
with 4 amendments.
3:12 PM

PCB 83-6 -- TP'd.

c:§;;E 2 - SIDE A BEGAN

::>

PCB 83-8 taken up.
The following spoke to the
bill:
Wilbur Jones, Lobbyist,
spoke as a proponent for
the bill.

Vote taken on PCB 83-6
bill passes with 2 amendments,
4:10 PM
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Do.r
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Chapter 6 ll

CIII\PTE/1 (,J 1
INSURANCE CUDE: LNSUHER [NSOLVENCY. GUARAl'ITY OF PAYMENT
PART I lNSURElt INSOLVENCY; REHAOlLIT,\TION AND LIQUIDATION
(ss. 6ll.001-6J1.J97J
PART 11 t'LORlOA INSURANCE GUARANTY OF PAYMENTS
(ss. 6JJ.S0-6Jt.70J
PART I I[ LIFE AUD IIEALTH INSURANCE GUARANTY OF PAYMENTS
(s s. 631.711-6J1.7l5)
PART I

·---..
UA s. 1
(SIMIL!\R)

UA s. 3
(SIMILAR)

*UA

INSURER INSOLVENCX;
REHABILITATION AND LIQUIDATION
631.001 Title constcuction and ur ose.
(1) Part I of c hapter 631.-Y ue c1....._... as __ e "Insurers
Rehab1.litation and L.l.quidat.ion Act ."
nus part shall not be interpreted to limit the
(2 )
powers granted the Depart111ent of Insurance
by
other
prov1.s1.ons of the law,
(3) Th1.s part sball be Ubec-ally construed to effect the
purpose stated in subsection (QJ.
(Q) The purpose of this part is the protect1.on of the
interests of 1.nsureds, tcred itors r and tbe public genera1ly,
through:
(a)
Early detection of any potentially dangerous
condition 1.n an 1.nsurer
and
prompt
application of
appropriate corrective measures which are neither unduly
harsh nor subJect to unwarranted publicity
needlessly
damaging to the insurer;
n ance
e 1.c1.encv am� economv Oi;
ati.on
through clarification and spec ificati.on of the ..aw to
nu.nimize legal uncerta1.nty and litigation;
ori:::1.on n1. 01. any unavou1a
.._oss;
�1.essen.1.ng the problems of interstate retjabihtatlon
and liquidat1.on by facilitating coopea.t1.on between states
in the liqu1.dation process and by extension of the scope of
personal Jur1.sdi�tion over debtors of the insurer outside
th1.s state.
fiustory. -s, 1, ch, 10-21; s. 1, en. 10631.011 Definitions,-For th e pucpose of this pact:
(1)
"Assets" as used in subsections (3)-(SJ means only
allowed assets as defined in chapter 625,
(2) "L1.ab1.l1.ties" as used 1.n sllbsect.1.ons (3)-(SJ means
all liab1.lities, including those spe<:ifically requiced in s.
625.0111,
(3) "Impa1.cment of surplus" means that the surplus of a
stock insurer, the additional sucplus of a mutual or
recipcacal 1.nsurer, or the add itional net tcust fund of a
business trust insucer does not comply w1.th the cequicements
of s. b.!4.IIOd(JJ,
"Impairment of c apital" aieans that the minimwa
(Ill
sucplus cequ1.red to be maintained ins. 6.!ll.1108(J1 has been
d1.ssipatcd and the 1.nsurer .1.s not possessed of assets at
least equal to all 1.ts l1.ab1.l1.t1.eG to9ether Y1th its total

Insurers Rehabilitation and Liquidation Uniform Act

I

l(LJ\..il.>1l1l1Ltu11

lfld

Li..u1,',

198) Legislature Proposed /1.mendmer�s
October 18, 1982
constitutes �nd
Reason:

See 631 00115)

.:la11Mnts
Reason:
To recognize existence of t.h1rd party claimants under current law
(Un1forM Act). Not a �ubstant1ve change.
(bl

Im roved methods for rehabilitatin insurers, 1nvolv1n
the cooperation and management expertise o the insurance
industry;

Reason.
Not

To emphas1.ze the rehab1l1tat1on provisions of the chapter.
a substantive change. (Unifo�m Act)
1£!_

ffi
1tl

tlt--Stthseet�ens-t2t-te-tl3t-½neltts½ve,-e£-s--63l�9ll;
te9ether-w½th-ss--631�93l;-631�84l-and-63lol4l-
�3l,2ll-eenst½tttte-and-fflay-be-re£erred-te-as-the
•an½ferffl-lnsttrers-L½qtt½dat½en-Aet�•-and
(5) �he-0n½£erm-i.Asttrers-L½qtt½dat½en-Aet The In
iurers Rehabihtation and L1gu1dat1.on Act shall be
so interpreted and construed as to effectuate 1.ts
general,.,.eJ.l� §.4r...._tq_f!,;<!�0£!11 the law of tncse

.....

nnra

t

appl1.cable �onfi1ct �1th other provisions of this
chapter, the provisions of such act shall control.
Reason:
Section 6Jl.2ll was redesignated subsection {5) of section
631.001 for editorial purposes. no substantive changes were
1ntenC:ed.
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l.lH.: ...t:,:,U<.,J.JLJ.Ull <Jl 4ll l-''-'••-.llll<J 1,,.JU,_.,_., UL ,,ct..1011 ..... tu ...tllY
covccell cla1.ms; pcovi.ded that such stay 111ay be extended foe
proper
a pQc-tod of t1me grca tec- than 6 months upon
appl1cat.1-on to a couct. of comp�tent 1ur1.sd1.ct.1.on. Tbe
assoc1at1.on, e1t.hec on 1ts own behalf oc on behalf of such
1.nsuced, may apply to have any Judgment., ot:der, dec1.sion,
ven11ct, oc f.1.ndin•J UdSCU on the dtf.:wlt of the 1.nsolvent
1.nsucer oc 1ts faLluce to defend an 1nsured set as1.de by the
same court or adm1n1stratoc- that wade such Judgment, order,
dec1.s1on, verd.1.ct, or f1-nd1.n9 and shall be pcrmLtted to
defend aga1.nst such cla.1.111 on the mer.1.ts. If request 1.s made
by the assoc1.at1.on, the stay of proceedings aiay be shortened
or wa1.ved.
History.-s. 18, ch. 70-20; s. 18, ch. 71-970; s. 5, ch.
77-227; s. 2, ch. 80 -26.
6J1.68 L1.mLtat1.on; certa1n act1.ons. --Ne�w�Ut.s�aad.ia�-�RY
g��e�-pl,Q-V�G�eR--&�--elWp�eE--��-��0 7 --� •<c;;_:;o�v;e;r;e;a;,::"cSICa�iCm�:,;:a�s--�--------
def1.ned herein w1.th respect to wh1.ch s ettlement 1.s not
effected and su1.t 1s not 1nsti.tuted agai.nst the insured of
an insolvent insurer oc the associ.ati.on wi.thtn 1 year after
the dea dline for ftlLng ctai.ms, or dRY ertens1.on thereof,
with the rece1.ver of the 1.nsolvent i.nsurer shall thenceforth
be b.lrred as a cla..1m aga1.nst the assoc1.a t1.on.Htstory.-s. 19, ch. 71-970; s. 6, ch. 77-2 7.
631. 70 Attornev' s fee .-The provisions of s. 627 .lf28
pc-ov.1.d1.ng for an attorney•s fee shall not be applicable to
any claim presiented to the assoc.1.at1.on under the provisions
of th1.s part, except when the association denies
by
aftirma.tive action, other than delay, a covered claim or a
poc-tl.on thereof.
H.1.story,-s. 7, ch. 77-227.
PART III
LIFE AND HEALTH INSURAHCE
GUARANTY OF PAYMENTS
6)1.711 Short t1.tle.-'l'hl.S pac-t may be c1.ted as the
"f'lori.da Li.Ee and Health [nsuranee Guaranty Association
Act."
H1.story,-s. 1, en. 79-189.
631,712 Purpose: constc-uction.-The purpose of th1.s part
is to protect
pol1.cyowners,
.insureds,
benefic,1.aries,,
annuitants,
payees,
¾nd
ass1.9nees ot 11.fe insurance
pol1.cies, heal.th 1.nsur.i.nce pol1.cies, a1mui.ty contracts, a nd
supplemental contracts, subJect to c ertain lirutati ons,
agai.nst the fa1lure of an 1.nsurer l.$Su1.ng such policies oc
contracts tu perfocm 1.ts contractual obl1.yat1.ons due to its
.impairment or 1.nsolvenc}', and this part shall he liberally
construed to carry out 1ts pucpose,
H.1.story.-s. 2, <:h, 79-189,

A

Reason:
Editor1.al

and the 1.nsured.
Reason:
The associ.ati.on as successor to the insurer has an obl1.gation to
defend the i.nsured agai.nst any su1.t relati.ng to a covered claim
The change bars su1.t aga1.nst the i.nsured after the one year
period.
Paragraph (d) i.s ad ded to subsect1.on (5) of section 95.11, Flori.da
Statutes, to t:ead:
95.11 Li.mitati.ons other than for the recovery of real
property. -- Actions other than for recovery of real property shall
be commenced as follows:
(5)

WITHIN ONE YEAR

uarant associat1on and i.ts
{d} An action a ainst an
1.nsured with the period runn1.ny from t e date o the dea 1ne or
f1ling cla1.ms 1n the order of igu1.dati.on
R eason:
To place the provisi.on of 631.68 1.n Chapter 95, li.mi.tat1.on of
action, to clearly set out the shorter.s:i 11.mitation per1.0d for
su1t insolvency the guaranty fund and 1.ts 1.nsureds.
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Florida House of Representatives - 1983

HB 1043

By Co1m11ttee on Commerce

A bill to be entitled
An act relat1ng to insurance; amending s.
631.001, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and
trans£err1ng thereto and amending s. 631.211,

u

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; revising

'

short title, purpose, and construct1on
provisions under part I of chapter 631, the
Insurers Rehabilitation and Liquidation Act;

8

amending s. 631.011, Florida Statutes, 1982
to

Supplement; revising and clarifying

11

definitions; amending s. 631.021 (4), Florida

12

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing for notice

lJ

to the Florida Life and Health Guaranty

14

Assoc1at1on of hearings relating to insolvency

"

of a member insurer; amending ss. 631.041(1),

16

631.061(2}, 631.091 and 631.lll(l), Florida

"

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; clarifying language;

II

adding subsections (7) and {8) to s. 631.141,

19

�.,.

��
��

=>-- �
e •

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing

20

powers of the Department of Insurance as

"

domiciliary receiver with respect to the

22

insurer; amending ss. 631.161 and 631.171,

23

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing
for claims of nonresidents against insurers

C

25

dom1ctled in this state and claims of Florida

26

residents against insurers dom1ciled in

27

reciprocal states; amending s. 631.181, Florida

28

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing

19

\

'° I
I

31 I

requirements for f1l1ng proof of claim;
providing for late f1.l1ngs; creating s.
631.182, Florida Statutes; providing for report

COOING Words ,n � � lyp& ore do,l•t,on• from u,st,ng low, w,:ird� underhned o,e ,;,dd,t,ons

170-420A-3-3
by the rece1veL on claims to the court;

I

hear1�9s on objections; am�nding s. 631.191,

11.19

prov1<l1ng for notice to claimants and for

Jo'lotida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; clar1l7,rng
languag� and providing for detetm1nat1on of

/I

"'

value of security held by a sec�red cred1t�r;
creating s. 63L.l92, Flot1da Statutes;

11.18

1. 20

i
I

I

1. 21

I

pr0v1d1ng for allowance of certain claims;
creat1ng s� 031.193, Florida Statutes;

1. 22

pro•J1d1n9 that f1l1ng of a cl.:nm constitutes a
releas� of the insured from l1-:161.l1t:r to the

I)'
I

claimant, providing l1m1ts and conditions;

,1.23

prov1d1ng for d1spos1t1on of re1nsurance

! 1. 24

creating s. 631.205, Flor1da Statutes;

pr�c�eds; amendirg s5. 631.221, 631.251, and

1. ,25

631.263/4), Flor1da Statute�, 1982 Supplement;

clar1fy1ng and cortect1ng language; amending s.
631.252, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement;

I 1. 2•
'

�Atending the coverage cont1nuat1on period,
prov1<ltn':J for continuat1on with respect to
Health Ine>uranc<P Guaran1:y Associat.1on Act;

amend1ri,1 s. 631.271, Florida Statutes, 1982

Suppl�ment; providing for pr1ot1ty of claims

and l.1.�1tat1ono thereon; adding subsection (3)

1

j

1.27
1.28

i 1. 29

to s. 031.281, Florida Statules, 1982

1o

Sup9leme11t; pro;,1d1ng rights of an agent who

,11.30

pul.1.cynuld<.>r with r,:,spect to the pol1cyho]der 1 s

11. 31

pays the u11e0.rned p0rtion of premlum to a
cla1m aqau1st the rece.1ve-r; repealing ss,
63�.291, 611.301, and 631.351, Florida
2

1. 32

170-420A-3-3
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, relating to
3

allowance of certain claims, time to f1le

1.33

631.341, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement;

1.34

claims, and summary proceed1ngs; amending s.

providing for notificat1on by the receiver to
6

'

agents of an insurer of delinquency proceedings

1.35

against the insurer where policies have been

1.36

canceled; revising a penalty thereunder;

amending s. 631,391, Florida Statutes, 1982

JO

Supplement; revising provisions relating to

11

cooperation with the department of officers and

12

employees of an insurer; specifically including

13

employees and independent contractors;

14

1.37

1.38

prov1d1ng for access to data processing

1.39

1l

facilities and records; increasing a penalty

16

thereunder; amending s. 631.395, Florida

1.40

authorization for the department to provide

1.41

17

"

19
20

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing for

data processing services for any appropriate
guaranty fund; creating s. 631.398, Flo!lda

Statutes; providing duties of insurers, agents,

1.42

22

employees, board members, and the department

23

with regard to prevention of 1nsolvencies1

1.43

24

renumbering and amending s. 631.732, Florida

25

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; revising provisions

21

,.

1.44

relating to receiver's right to recover

27

d1sttibutions made to affiliates; eliminating

28

the requirement that the affiliate be a

29

controll1ng affiliate: amend�ng a. 631.54{9},

1.46

defin1t1on of •expenses in handling claims w

1.47

10
JI

1.45

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; revising the
3

17O-42OA-3-3

A.J50C13:tion Act; amend1ng 5. 631.60(4), I'lvrida
St3.tutes, 1982 Supple�0nl; requirinJ that 3.

,I

statement r t:'garduv� wa.1

1ei

of certain cl ·um:-;

I 1 .,a

I
, 1. 49

repealin� s. 631.6213) and {6), Flor1Ja
11. 50
,' 1. 51
'1.53

Flor1d:;1. .3tatute;:;, ;:;µ"'r::if/inq li,n1t3.t1on .., on
, ].'l4
!

', 1. 55
, 1. 56

1L

S7

'
,l.58

'
1,

59
!L

)4

'1. 60
Be rt Enacted

tne Le9L;;,l"'lture of lhe Stat� ot r1or1da:

'

1:enc

, l. 62
Supplem8nt, Jc, amende,l, anJ -3e:"tl:::i'1 631.211, Plcn1dc1 Sta.tut0:o,
Jli

4

1

1.61

l 70-420A-3-3

1982 Supplement, is transferred to said section and amended to

1.63

read:
631.001
(!}

Title, construction, and purpose.--

This part constitutes and� may be cited as the

nznsurers Rehabilitation and Liquidation Act.•
(2)

This part shall not be interpreted to limit the

powers granted the Department of Insurance by other provisions
a

11

12
13.

14

1.67
l:qq
1.69

1.70

of the law.
(3)

10

1.64

This part shall be liberally construed to effect

the purpose stated in subsection (4).
(4)

The purpose of this part is the protect1.on of the

interests of insureds, creditors, and the public generally,

l.71
1.72
1.73

1.74

through:
(a)

Early detect1.on of any potentially dangerous

1.75

condition in an insurer and prompt application of appropriate

1. 76

10

corrective measures which are neither unduly harsh nor subject

l.77

17

to unwarranted publicity needlessly damaging to the insu,er;

1.78

15

18

(b)

Improved methods for rehabilitating insurers,

19

involving the coooerat1on and management expert1se of the

20

insurance industry;

21
22

23
24
25

�

J.£lfbT

l:hu
1.80

Enhanced efficiency and economy of l1quidat1on

through clar1ficat1on and specification of the law to minimize

1.82

legal uncP-rta1nty and litigation;

1.83

filter Equitable apportionment of any unavoidable

2.1

loss; and
filfdT

1 :lus

Lessening the problems of interstate

l :lus

rehab1l1tat1on and liquidation by facilitating cooperation

2-3

28

between states 1n the l1qu1dation process and by extension of

2.4

30

outside this st�te.

27
29

31

the scope of personal jurisd1ct1on over debtors of the insurer
6�t�2i¼--BM�fo�m-fn�ttr�re-b��ttid���eft-Ae�T-5

2.5
l:los

�¼+- __i:,,._. "'f" e "'Jt,;. 'c\R-. -+;;!1"-.-e- ..q,, � t,- 1o!'le±:tta'l:: ,..,;,,,. -ef-!'IT- 6-3-!... G,!¾ 7
21 �a�e �HP-t

2.8

-l•M= tn-5<sT-.s.:p .,.,.g.:i4 ..,. -� H ... 1J-4l-ef'i"t-6,H-d:<ti-� :1±-.2.+ !

2.9
l:los
L1..3u1•·

2.13

- ,or, �.rt "hBll be so 1.nterpreted and cO'lSttuod as to

'1 eft�ctu0Te its general purpost' to male:.(> un1fo1·m the law of
2.14
1

'' :

2..16
th?t 1-.ne_In.:nu1;rs_R("h<.1i.ll.l:ttdt•.. on and_L1�'_.11d.::i.�1-on i\ct +�s

l:los

1\' p.cov-;.., ,cr,:c. wt r, 3Ff.- l.1..:-abl•� :unfl1ct witb 0th.el prDv2..s1ons of

2.18

L

2.19

i

th-'-s �b<e<f-<•t:

t�,e s,r

-'I',-

1,:,rs ,_)f suc..h 1,:-t shctl1- control.

2.20

Ce�t10n 631.011, Florida Stat,1t�s, 1982

I

( LJ

nl\s3.ets� ;}S used lll subsect1or,s (3)-(5) !lle.ln'> only

1

2. 21
2.22

I 2. 23

:2.24
,2.26
"l:nra1r,ne'1t <.>i surplus" mt:ans thd.t ttie
2L

,,

a stoc\... 1-n.;;1,.n-,r, tne addi ttonal sutplus oJ

3

urplus of

mut.<Jod or

12.
27
I

2.28

n, fP .. 1-pi:0c.ll ,n..:;ur2.-. c:rr the ar:ld2t1ondl r.iet trust funil of a

:2.29

-

:2.30

','

bu-:..1.nesL' trJst 1nsure-r does not comply with th� r,:,qu1rements
\4 1

"Impa.uro(>nt of capital ft means that the m1.nrn1urn

2', surplua cequued to be ma1.nta1nE.>d 1.n s. 624.408{3} has been
291 eqi...a.1 tn a:lJ 11·.:; liab.1l1t:ies together wH.h its total issued
JI
6

:2.31

!2.32
I2

."

2.14

170-420A-3-3
m1.n1.mum surplus or net trust fund required bys.

624.407, 1£

2.36

a mutual, reciprocal, or business trust insurer.
(5)
4

"Insolvency" means that all the assets of the

insurer, 1.f made immediately available, would not be
suff1cient to discharge all 1.ts liabilities; or that the
insurer is unable to pa y 1.ts debts as they become due in the

'
10

2.37
2.38
2.39
2.40

usual course of business. When the context of any provision of
this code so indicates, insolvency shall also include and be

2. 41

defined as "impairment of surplus" as defined in subsection

l :q q

(3) and "impairment of capital" as defined 1n subsection {4).

11

{6)

"Insurer," in addition to persons so defined under

l , qq
2.44

12

s. 624.03, includes also persons purporting to be insurers or

2.45

13

organizing, or holding themselves out as organizing, in th1s

2.46

14

state for the purpose of becoming insurers and all insurers

15

who have insureds resident in this state.
{7)

16

17
JS
19

"Delinquency proceedings" means any proceeding

2.47
2.49

commenced against an insurer pursuant to this chapter for the

2.50

purpose of liquidating, rehab1litatin9, reorganizing, or

2.51

20

21

{8)

n
23
24

25
26
27

(9)

"State" 1.s as defl.ned l.n s. 624.08.

"Fore'ign country" means territory not in any

state.
(10)

"Domiciliary state" means the state 1.n �hi.ch an

2.56
2.57

insurer incorporated or organized in a foreign country, the

2.58

state in which such insurer, having become authorized to do
business in such state, has, at the commencement of

29

delinquency proceedings, the largest amount of 1 ts assets held

31

2.55

insurer 1s incorporated or organized or, in the case of an

W

'°I

2.53

in trust and assets held on deposit for the benefit of its
policyholders or poll.cyholders and cred1toi:s in the United
7
CODING Words ,n �
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2.59
2. 60
2.61

2.62

:i
1!

States,
state.

1,.6,

this stat<:: .Lr. whicn tn _;1..ltC>l .J.ncs- an(1 effect the prov1:J1un•� of

12.66
:2.68

/ J • lus

9/ requit1n,J ':.hat tne :nm111'�,_,1,,r,<"r '.)f 1,·,c.u1;:,nf"'r or ,�qLJ17c,J�nt

1u', 1ns11 >·dn,:e su!;e11.1::-0r/ of[l<::L3.l be th"' 1,_,7 e1v0r 0£
1naurcr.

:i

'::.. 70

i?. 71

1ellnq11r:nt '2.72
: 2. 73
I 2. 74

2. 7 5

,i
I

I

I
I

I

2. 76

2.82

2.63

J• 3

3.4

'3. 6

8

170-420A-3-J
Otherwise, but not including special deposit claim or claims

3.8

more than 4 months prior to the commencement of delinquency

3.10

against general assets. The term also includes claims which

proceedings 1n the state of the insurer's domic1le have become
liens upon specific assets by reason of Judicial process.

rehabilitator, or conservator, as the context may requ1re.
Section 3.

Subsection (4) of section 631.021, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read:

10

631.021

Jurisdiction of delinquency proceedings;

11

venue; change of venue; exclustveness of remedy; appeal.--

13

shall constitute the sole and exclusive method of liquidating,

12

(4}

Delinquency proceedings pursuant to this chapter

3.9

3.11

3.13
3.14

3.15

3.16

3.11

3 .18

3.20

rehab1l1 ta ting, ceorgani.zi.ng, or conserving an insurer; and no

3, 21

16

proceedings unless the same has been filed in the name of the

3.23

18

Insurance Guaranty Association, Incorporated, ana the Florida

1�

court shall entertain a petition for the commencement of such

15

state on the relation of the department.

17

The Florida

3.22

3.25

\9 1 Life and Health Guaranty Association, Incorporated, shall be

3.26

hearings which pertain to an adJudication of insolvency of a

3.28

10 I given reasonable written notice by the department of all
21

22

membe1 ins11rer.

1�

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read:

23

Section 4.

25 !
2bi

63-1.041
(1)

Subsection (1) of section 631.041, Florida

lnJunctions.--

Upon application by the department pursuant to

271 this part for s�eh an order to show cause, or at any time

nl thereafter, the court may without notice issue an lnJunction
I

291 restraining the 1nsurer, 1ts officers, d1rectors,

stockholders, members, subscribers, agents and all other

persons from the transaction of 1ts business or the waste or
9

COD1HG· Words ,n ��type ore d•let,ons from el<,st,ng low, word5 11nderf1ned ore odd,110.,5.

3. 21

3. 29
3.30

3.31

l:lus
3.34

3.35

3.36

3.37

l70-420A-3-J

1

).38

3.39
) Statutes, .L'J8�

3.40
, L41

13.43
�. 4 4
3. 4')
1

t, 1 l \J _, 1 . ;r
{ 2)

3.46
L41
·1. l 3
1.49
{. '1

:1.s:.
'3.B
,J.54
, 3. S5
:
3. 56

6.-11.'J'clt

Gn.. nnn=-:: ,1-

3. 57
1. 5tl

,I ). 5)
,).&l
uppcitnt,n�nt 111 ttJ.e jorn1.c1l1ar".t .�tat..=> of s11cl-t t>1c:11tt>r of a
29' rec�1ver, l1.q1.ndator, com:,ervattn:-, cehab.1.l.1t.'lt'.'..lr, oc othe1
3G

;3.61
I 3. 63

o(f1cei: by w"ldtev1:r nam� calJeri for the purpo5e uf l.1qu.:.dat.1ng /3.04

�', the ou.&1ncsi, of su.cn tn<;urer.

10

Section 7.

Subsection (1) of section 631.111, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read:
631.111
(!)

Order of l1qu1dat1on; domestic insurers.-

An order to l1qu1date the business of a domestic

3.E

l:e
3.6
3.6

insurer shall direct the department forthwith to take

3.6

1rnmed1ate possession of the property of the insurer, to

3.7

marshal all assets of the insurer, to liquidate 1ts business,

3.1

to deal with the insurer's property and business 1n its own

8

name or 1n the name of the insurer, as the court may direct,

3.7

10

and to give notice to all credi.tors who may have claims

3.7

Ii

against the insurer to present such claims, as the court may

3.7

12

daect.

Section 8.

13

14

subsections (7) and (8) are added to

section 631.141, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read:

3.7

Conduct of delinquency proceedings; domestic

3.7

15

631.141

16

and alien :i.nsurers,--

(7)

l)

3.7

The department as dom1c1l1ary receiver may take

18

such action as it deems necessary or appropriate to reform and

19

rev1tal1.ze the insurer.

20

powers of the directors, officers, and managers, whose

21

j

3.J

The department shall have all the

authority shall be suspended, except as they are redeleqated

by the cece1.ver.

The receiver shall nave full power to direct

and manage the affairs of the insurer, to hire and discharge

1,1
3.a
3.8
3 .,

3. e
3. a

employees and to deal with the property and business of the
4. l

insurer.
26
27

(8)

If the department as dom1c1l1ary receiver

determines that reorqan1zat1on, consol1dat1on, conversion,
reinsurance, merger, or other transformation of the insurer 1s

291 appropriate, it shall prepare a plan to effect such chanqes .

Upon applLcation of the receiver for approval of the plan, and

after such notice and hearings as the court may prescribe, the
11

1:1

1 1 court may e1ther approve or d1aappro_ye the plan prr>posed, or
I

21 ma/ mod1fy it <tn,i approve it as mqd1f1f>d.

3, under th1� 3ect1.on shall bf>

4

!

.\ny plan approved

I 4. 7

If the pla�

4,9

in thP 7u,1gment of the court,

fa1r and equitable to all parties conc�rned.

5: approved, the receiver '�hall carry out the pla.n.
SeC't1on 9.

4.10

Section 611.161, Fl,,r1da Statutes, 1982

7/ Supplement ? 1s amended to read:

d!

11
12

63L.lol
11)

/

l'.'

4.11

Claim$ of nonresidents 3ga1'1st d:effl�St!'i:e

In a 11qu1dat1on procee£.!...:l9._ begun 1n tn1s state

against an insurer dom1c1l�d in this state, claimants res1d1nq

1'i': receivers, 1f 3.0V, in their tespect1.ve states, or w1lh the
dom1.cil1ary receiver.

Claim::: must be f1le.J on or before the

n: last date fi...:ed for the f1.l1.nq of claims 1n the domw1l11.ry
1
1s I l.1gu1dat1on proceed.ul:!..!.
(2)

Clc11ms belonq1.nq to claimant.::; resid1n3 .1.n

�0! rec1.pr0<..J.l 5t;1.tes f!l_��oved e1.ther 1n the l1gu1dation
,� 1 ancillary procF-ed1.ngs, 1.f any, in thP rec.1procal states.
'

��

[ 1 ,lus
4.14

1.n foreign countr1e'> or: in c;t .:i.t,,.s wh1-cli ar0 not_r�t:'Vc31

j must file claims in this suite, anJ ql:,:imart.<o res1d2ng 2:-,
lJ reciprocal st3te'3 may file cJaims ei_ther with the ancillary
1�

, l: lus

i 4.15
/•. 16
1 •• 17
'

14.18
1

1:lus

(<.19

4.20

If

notice of �he claim3 an� 0pportu�o appear und be heard 1s
s. 631,171(2) with respect to ancillar·/ proceedings, the final

allowance of Cld1m$ by the courts 1n anc1llar? proceedl'29..§____:U::

i 4. 21
4.22
:4.23

rec1orocal 3tates shall be conclusive as to amount and as to

)4.24

ancillary state, but shall not be conclusive with respect to

l,.2s

priority of special deposit or secuted claJms at1s1nq in an
pr10L1t1es a9a1nst ..g"!neral nssi:t.s under s. 631.271.
12
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a,a¼Re�-a-8effleee¼e-¼Rs�Ee�r-ela¼fflaH�s-�eS¼9±n�-¼n-�ee±p�ee�l

4.2

s�a�es-fflay-£i±e-e±a¼ffls-e¼�ke�-w¼�h-�he-aRe¼lla�y-�eee±Ye�s7-�£

4.2
4.2
4.3

8elin��eAey-�Eeeee6±��s�

4.3

��t--ee���eve�te6-ela�me-ee�eftg±ng-�e-ela¼fflants

1:1

10
11
12

1

1,
14
15
I
16 I

17

1

18
19
20

4.4

11 I
I
11

4.4
Section 10.

2J

24

2 5'

26

1

Section 631.171, Florida Statutes, 1982

4.4

Supplement, is amended to read:
631.171

Claims of residents against £e�e±�ft insurers

4.4

domiciled in reciprocal stdtes.--

27 ;

(11

28 ' against an 1.nsurec dom1.ciled 1n that state, claimants against
,

14.4
4.4

the insurer who reside w1th1n th1s state may file claims

either with the ancillary receiver, if any, in this state, or

4.4

with the domiciliary rece1ver.

4.S

Claims must be filed on or
13

(ODlt-lG

Words ,n � � ffpe o,e delel,ons lrom l'Jt1St1n9 law, words vnderl,n ..d o, .. odJ,t,ons

1

1

_t-�t?'__

I 4. 51

I

: l: lus

14-52
:4.':>3

14.54

;, _§__t2.._t_'::.,:_,ti_� :hJll_fLlt> n1,3 cl;:iim w1tr, the _r-0ce1,1er 1n the manner )4.55

4.56

1

in
1:

1

031. L;Hitl, att _.r�_l ri:ite f.or
63L UJ 1_l 1

,

hear:1ng___1f ne,:;ec...s�r,_ •inc'l,...i:- 3.

-�:1_•}__3f,,!.tL.S..!'H' notice to the l-!S_l:l��_!:_?�1_!]__!')l�

I4.57

14,58

I

14_59

/4.60

61
14.
14.62

14.63

I

14.64

11:lu'l
14.65

,4.68
I
:-4.69
I
14.70

/S

i •- 71

-,o

14.72

l4

14.73
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���--�eR�Eeve£�e&-e!a½me-BeleR,�n,-�e-e�aiMa"ts
Ees�4¼R�-�R-�hie-sta�e-may-e½the��
�aT--Be-pEeved-in-the-dem½e½l½a�y-state-as-pre¥½8e8-by
4Bt--ii-aAe½�lary-preeee9±n,s-have-heen-eeftlflleneed-½ft

'

•

4.75
l:lo
4.77

tke-law-e€-that-s�ateT-er
6

4.74

l:lo

tR�a-s�ateT-ee-preve8-±n-these-preeee6½n�sT--in-the-e•ent-that

4.80

aay-eaeA-ela±mant-e�eets-te-preve-h±s-ela±m-±n-this-stateT-he

4.81

shall-f±le-Ais-ela±m-w±th-the-ane±liary-reeeiver-and-shall

4.82

g�Ye-net±ee-±n-w�±t±n,-te-the-�eee±ver-±H-the-eem±eil±arr

4.83

10

atateT-e±thef-by-reg±stefed-ma±l-er-hy-persenal-serv½ee-a�

11

leaat-49-days-pr½er-�e-�fte-Sa�e-se�-ier-hea�±ft�T--�he-fte�tee

5.2

12

skall-eeAtaiA-a-eeAe±se-staeemen�-ef-�he-dll\ett�t-of-�he-e!atmT

5.3

13

ehe-iae�s-en-wh±eh-�ke-e¼aim-ts-8aseST-anS-�he-p�½e�½�tes

5.4

14

aseeEteST-±f-aRy�--ii-�ke-Semtetlta�y-reeeiYe�-wt�hin-�Q-days

5.5

15

afteE-tke-,½V¼A,-eE-s�ek-Re�iee-skal¼-,tYe-ne�tee-tn-w�t�tn,

5.6

16

-e-eke-aRet�la�y-reeetver-anS-�e-�he-eia½man�T-ei�fte�-ey

5.7

J7

ee,ie�ere8-�at¼-er-ey-pe�e-ef\a¼-se�¥te�-e�-ht�-tn�en�½en-�e

5.8

18

eeR�es�-s�eR-e!at�T-he-sfta�¼-ee-en�t�¼ea-�e-appear-M-�e-ee

5.9

J9

Eep�eeen%ed-¼ft-afty-p�eeeed½A!-tn-th�s-s�ate-±ft¥el¥±flg

5.1(

20

a8jadiea�te�-ei-�fte-e¼a±�T--�he-itnal-a¼!ewenee-of-the-e½a½m

5.1:

11

by-�he-ee���s-e�-�h½s-s�ate-sha¼¼-ee-aeeep�eft-es-eene¼as�•e-as

5.1

�e-t�s-a�e�ft�-aftd-s8a¼�-a¼se-Be-aeeepeed-as-eenelust¥e-as-�e

5.1,

n

"

14
25

26

"

��s-���e�:�y 7 -�i-anyT-a,a±ns�-spee:ai-eepes�t�-e�-etfter
aeeYr¼�y-leea�e6-w½tft¼n-�h½s-e�s�e�
Section 11.

Section 631.181, Florida Statutes, 1982

631.181

F1l1ng and proof Fe�ffl of cla1m�-fte�±ee�

5.1

Proof of a cla1m shall be fl led w:ith the

1:1

,.

JO

receiver 1n the form required by subsection (2) on or before

31

5.1

Supplement, 1s amended to read:
heat±r'l',!•--

28

5.1

(1) {al

the l�st day for filing specified 1n the notice required under
15

5.1
5.1
S.�

l 70-420A-1-J
1I subJ(->Cl:t0n_(l\ \:>..CP!,lt_that .Jroof nf c.la1m foc__cac;h ':'utrPnder

�1

5.21

vaJuo:..•.5 0i- 0trier 1nvest-ment ;alu 0 9 1n L1.f1; 1n;:ourc1.nC'P ancJ

S.l2

'l:lus

I
, S.�24

s. 2s

I

cl, f>XtE.nt that ,rn;.'.__ �':.c� -�m_cn..!:__w_1_1c,l_!]S'!::__ll}_'' Jud1u• ln_£.___Q�,'.l<;'E1:L

,!

11

a,1min1 .., trat1on ,,f t'J,=, �1,_u1d,n10n, 11nd,...r_ ,,� <)f the: f".)L!._cJwtnJ_
l -:.._ 'I';'1c._•0S:l"t0n<...P ot tli•�_r,L:nm_was not tl"\O\/n t-:i _th0

Clalllt"'lnt --<nr:I ',,_� f1l•�d 'L. rlc1L'Tl ,1, ['n1rr'::.!J l'1<'1e0.ft,,1_ !�

11, reasonc1O�•�-=1Dl,· 'Iflc:'r l"'<.1rn1n1' Jf ,t.

'5.26

(l:lus
I c;. 28

, l: lus

! 5. 30

, l: lus

•

'5. 37

I 1 � l us

!15-H

5. 3';,

5.36

; 'i. J 7
I l � lus

I 5. 1G
I

the .=,,m_ nt_\,1,.;-,,,�_j)l 1or_1t,• 1[ Lhr'...J2_,� 1�n.,nt cl,Jtc'-> 'l()t ore�i::..ce
tbe ord-2r�dl'll11-,,i::.rat10n nf _tJ- 1 0 �.1,.L;t1,111.

Tl",:. J'¼Le

"j • 40
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percentage of the amount allowed on his claim as 1s then being 5.43
paid to claimants of any lower priority.

This shall continue

5.44

until his claim has been paid 1.n full.
(2) (a)

Proof of claim shall consist of a statement

l:lus

signed by the claimant that includes all of the follow1n9

5.46

which are applicable:
1.

The particulars of the claim including the

5.47

consideration given for it.
2.

The identity and amount of the security on the

l:lus

1\

3.

The payments made on the debt, if any.

l:lus

12

4.

That the sum claimed 1.s Justly owinq and that there

l:lus

10

13
14

15
16
17

18
19

claim.

5.51

1.s no setoff, counterclaim, or defense to the claim,
5.

Any right of priority of payment or other specific

right asserted by the claimants.
6�

5.53

1:lus

A COpY of the written instrument which is the

5.55

foundation ot the claim.
7.

l:lus

The name and address of the claimant and the

5.57

attorney who represents him, if any.
(bJ

No claim need be considered or allowed if it does

21 I not contain all the information in paragraph (a} which may be

"I

applicable,

The receiver may require that a prescribed form

23

be used, that other 1nformation and documents be included

24

that the proof of claim be verified by an affidavit of the

25

claimant.
(c)

l:lus

and

At any time the receiver may request the claimant

to present information or evidence supplementary to that

l:lus
s.59
5.60

5.61

l:lus
5.63

required under paragraph (a) and may take testimony under
29

oath, require production of affidavits or deeositions, or

30

otherwise obtain additional information or evidence.

31

17
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170-420A-3-3
6.S

eflatt�ef'T
�Jt--As-seeft-as-ke-kas-e¥a¼�a�e8-eia�ms-f��e�-�ft-�he

6. l
6. l

6 •.
6.

6.
6.
6.
Section 12.

Section 631.182, Floc1da Statutes, is

6.

created to cead:
631.182

Receiver claims ceport and claimants
6.

ob7ections procedure.-(1}

As soon as it has evaluated claims filed in the

delinquency proceeding, the receiver shall report the claims

6.

to the circuit court, spec1fy1nq in the report its
recommendations with respect to the actions to be taken

6.

thereon.

6.

upon receipt of the report, the court shall enter an

lS
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170-420A-1-3
1 1 order a.porov1nq the cl�1ms so re�ctedL.E.!l-L��P<:.:t1on 1s : 6. 36
I
filed Lhereto w1.th1n a deadl.Ln-e set -�_t0n0e�0�000u=tct0•__01'0b0e�c0o=u,,�t
'I
i 6. J 7
!
J shall dirQct the teceiv,�r to provt:3.e notice _to each claimant:
of the amount recommended on the claim and the deadl1n� for

shall �ched11le a hearing beEo.c!.! the court on object1ons £1 l<c:!'1
to its report <'l.nd provide reasonatle wr1�ten not� �to e::1ch

8 claimant.
/
0I
( 2)
I

entitled to appear and the court �hull enter an ord�r

allowing, �llow111q in vart, oi: disullow1nq lhe o..::laim.

16

,,

lo

n

i

1

1

, 6. 40

: 6. 41

1: lus

631.lYl

6.42

6.43

Anv

Section 13. Section 631.191, Flor1.du Statute5, 1982
131
TJ Supplement, 1s amended to i:eaJ:
JS

, 6. 39

r.t the heaJ 1ng, �ll OE_r<:on;; 1nttorested .,h,:i.11 be

1�' such aider .3bal 1 b.;, de,.,.me•l �o b_<t_�3'1one,J able �q_rj�
'

'

16. 38
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Is. 44
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6. 45

, 6. 47

11:los
,6.49
6 50

I 6.s2

I

o

6.54

/ 6. 53

"

I

I
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: 6. 56

Is. s,

17

�ke-law"l-ef-tl'l.a-t-s�e-tt:>-.-

:''I

insurer for wf'1ch a rece1ver 1.::; -1ppo1nted 1n th1s or i'tn\' other '6. 60

y;

ill i·H

The owners. of spP.eial deposit cla.Lms a3cnnst an i6.59

state shall be given priority a'):Un<;t thQ:ir se,,ern.l spPc1al

J1! deposits in accordance with the prov13ions of th� statut�s
20

17O-42OA-3-3
governing the creation and maintenance of such deposits.

If

there 1s a deficiency in any such deposit so that the claims
secured thereby are not fully discharged therefrom, the

against other special deposits who have received smaller

6.

paid percentag es of their claims equal to the percentage paid

6.

from the special deposit.
.QLJ.&f4t

The owner of a secured claim against an

insurer for which a receiver has been appointed 1.n this or any

12

other state may surrender his security and file his claim as a

14

the security, HI. which case the deficiency, 1.f any, shall be

general cred1tor, or the claim may be discharged by resort to

13

treated as a claim against the general assets of the insurer
If the

16

on the same bas1s as claims of unsecured creditors •

18

pr oceedings as provided 1.n this chapter, or 1.f it has been

amount of the deficiency has been adJudicated 1n ancillary

17

adJud1cated by a court of competent Jurisdiction in

19

20

6,
6,

percentages from their respective special deposits, have been

l1

6.

claimants may share in the general assets, but such sharing

1hall be deferred until general creditors, and also claimants

10

6,

proceedings 1.n which the domiciliary receiver has had notice

27 \ and oppor:tunity to be neard, such amounts shall be conclusive;
221 otherwise the amount shall be determined 1n the delinquency
I

23, proceed1ng in the domiciliary state.
24
(b) The value of any security held by a secured
j
251 cred1tor shall be determined under super:v1.s1.on of the court
1.

Conver:ting the same into money according to the

terms of the agreement pursuant to which the security was

29 i delivered to such creditor; or
2.

By agreement, arbitration, comprom1se, or

litigation between the cred1tor and the receiver.
21

6.

6,

6.

6.
6.
6.

6.

6.
6.
6.
6.
6.

l,
6,

7.
7•

1,

7.

h.6
l
I 7. 7

.J 1

l

7.8

l:lu�

(_J_l_ --'�J.2 cJ ·urn t,,s.,_d upon a _,.:-n11tr:ict of inc,ucrnce,

7.9

��.£_\.�:.?!.... a____:::__<:_1:1..�S-t:t 1n ricoces.3 of l_!<]udatv:,n unl l.'!�2 the

7.10

���1-� :_��!l].J.._J::.�':-'__l_:2..:,:-! _��-'--!?!,. crearrn:, thf� }2:.§-!2__!:_�_ty nf I the

7 .11

I

i n1

of .:_,_3_1.1::_:}1r _u, ,,r_�._.u,:mt to_th� .2!'l:i:...1ons ot s. 631 .252.

7.12

J._)_l(:,) ___ '::'l n'1)�- 'J◊t covered_by__ U1�rov-:.s.1J)ns of

1: liJ$

11: c:.'=1!:2..'"'.:::t.1._c:..'.:l_......'_�L -�tt_?_:\:.�...I'Ot 00 GlJow�d ,)r_pa1d fu..,n the .;1s3ets of I 7 .14
t:

I

an 1n,urer __ 1n J?l -.),,r�s-, of 1.._...::1,Jch1tJ0n uril,:,:c;s;

!

il:lus

11.16

1,tus
1
j 7 .18
11:lus
I

:7.20

I 1:) US

j1.22
7.24
7.25

7. 26

�-L'_i

0

-,

_dl1�'l.'..le, _ �,1tf,1r<:!d _EY v1rtuf' _of il. br_PaC"h,

.L_l) �_Cl.cu m':c _of _a thir<!._ ya_;:ty___shall_ not be dePmed

:1.21

l1,1us

:7.29
'

17.30
22

170-420A-3-3
It may be reasonably inferred from the proof

(a)

presented upon such claim that such person would be able to
obtain a Judgment upon such cause of action against such

7.3

the court for good cause shown shall othe:cwise direct, that no

7.3

cause of action other than those already presented can be

7.3

The claimant shall furntsh suitable proof, unless

further valid claim against such insurer arising out of his
made.
I\

13
1J

(4)

The total liability of such insurer to all

claimants arising out of the same act of 1ts insured shall be

12

no greater than its maximum liab1.l1ty would be were it not in
I

15
16

7.3

insured; and
{b)

10

1,1

liquidation.

Section 15.

created to read:
631.193

Section 631.193, Florida Statutes, is

Releases.--The filing of a claim shall

17 1 constitute a release of the insured from liability to the

181 claimant to the e>:tent of the coverage or pol1.cy l1.m1.ts

1:1

1:1

7. 3

7.'
7.'
l: 1
7.'

19

provided by the insolvent insurer.

21

in defense of the claim.

7.'

created to read:

1.,

10
21

23

24

The release shall be

condit1oned upon the insured's cooperation with the receiver
Section 16.
631.205

Section 631.205, Florida Statutes, is

Reinsurance proceeds.--All reinsurance

25 1 proceeds payable under contracts of reinsurance to which the

26

insolvent insurer is a party are to be paid directly to the

27

domiciliary receiver as general assets of the receivership

29

specifically names the insolvent insurer's insured as a direct

28

estate unless the reinsurance contract contains a clause which

30 I beneficiary of the reinsurance contract.
31 !

23
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Jcct1nn 17.

Sert10n 631.221, Florida St3.tutea, 1982

Supplement, 1s amended to re�J:
h3l.221

Deposit of 'lloneys collected.--The moneys

17, S2

l 7. s3

collected by the department 1n a proceeding under this chapter

7.54

nat1o�al banhs, savings ban�s, ur trust comp:i.n1es, or savings

7.56

shall he lrc-,rr1 t1m<::- to time deposited 1n 008 or mor� sta te or

7.55

+, .'l-Hd l-o-r;1n- a"'-so,):1:ati-on�;- and, 1-n -the c-ase, of the 3;nso-lvency -or
voluntdCJ or in,,oluntaL/ l1qu1dat1on of any such dPpos1torf
which 11 3.n 1n:::titut1on organ1z-::d and ,,up,c:..cv1sed under the

7.59

1l

priority of pa1-rnent on an equality with any other priority

7.61

l�

state.

7.60

ni laN3 0f th1.::- .,tate, S'Jlb r1epv'�tt> '>hdll lw f;ntitlt;>d t-::>

l.'

<jiven o 1 Lie f1n:i.nc1.al 1.nst1tut1ons codes bc1.t'IIH:l'l.9-3:aw� of this
The d�partment <1a] in 1.ts discr':ctlon deposit such

,7.64

trust fund.

7, 66

11 1 mone.1s or an; :=ia1 l th3reof in su�t1 a E1nanc13l 1nstitut1.on

,,I

Sect1un :.8.

7.65
7.67

Section 631.2Sl, Florida Stitutes, 1982

17, Sup;?le,nent, is a.ll,c,nded to read:
I?

631.251

7.68

Date r13hts fixed on l1.qu1dat10n.--Exce?t as

p ron.ded in c;s. 631.252 and 631.192 6"3-l::,2':H,, the rights and
st.:ic > !Jol,:kr:., membet3, subc;;-:-r1.bcrs anj 3.ll other persons

7.69

, 7.70

7.71

7.72

the court, bl:" fi.-.e,1 o, of the ,iatc> on wh1.i::h the or-:ler

/7.73

off1,.;,c;, flf tJ-w ci->-:crk oE the ,:,ourt wh::.ch made the order, 3UbJect : 1• 74

7.75

to th"' r.,r,_,v1 :;ion:, of th13 chaptl:'r Nith re,;pect to t11e rights
Se�t1on fi31.2�2, Florida Statutes, 1982

3upple<1ent, 10 am,c,nded to re�d
63i.2J2

C.:)r,l1nu..it1on of coverage.--

'
!

24
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7. 76
7. 77
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(l}

All insurance policies or s1m1lar contracts of

coverage, other than coverages def1ned in s. 631.713, issued

7.
7.

by the insurer shall continue in force until the earliest to
occur of the following:
(a)

7•

Exp1rat1on of _!i 38 days from the date of entry of

the liquidation order, if the order so specifies;
{b}

7.
7.

Normal exp1rat1on of the policy or contract

8.

Replacement of the coverage by the insured, or

8.

coverage;
(c)
10

replacement of the policy or contract of coverage, with a

8.

11

policy or contract acceptable to the insured by the receiver

8.

12

with another insurer; or

13

(d)

Termination of the coverage by the insured.

8.

14

(2)

A claim arising during such continuation of

8.

15

coverage shall be treated as if it arose immediately before

16

the petition for liquidation.

17

(3)

The 45-day 38-da� coverage continuation period

8.
8.

ll!-

provided in paragraph (1) (a) shall in no event be extended;

8.

19

and failure of actual notice to the policyholder of the

8.

20

insolvency of the insurer, of commencement of delinquency

21

proceedings, or of expiration of the extension period shall

8.

not affect such expiration.

8.

22

(4)

Benefits under pol1c1es of life or health

insurance or annuities and other coverages as defined in s.

1,
8.

631.713 shall continue in force for �uch per�od as provided
for bys. 631.717 or any applicable law governing a foreign

8.

guaranty association.
Section 20.
29

1

1

Subsection (4) of section 631.263, Florida

Statutes, 1982 supplement, is amended to read:
631.263

Transfers after petition.-25
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8.
8•
8.

la.21

'-i,

!

B.21

8.24
8.25
,L:· ,'i,=,t1ned u1

. Oll.11lll!�l--H-=tt, by an,' person

'8.26

'

8.28

I

: 8.29

I".
'

30

18.31
1: l..ie-:

8.35
!S.36
18.37
,8.38
I

1: l us

" I

:8.40
'8.41

8.46

170-420A-3-3
(c)

Class 3.

All claims under policies for losses

8.

incurred, including third party claims, all claims against the
insurer for liability for bodily inJury or for in7ury to or
destruction of tangible property which are not under policies,
and all claims of a guaranty association or foreign guaranty

8.

association. All claims under life insurance and annuity

8.

policies, whether for death proceeds, annuity proceeds, or

8.

investment values, shall be treated as loss claims.

That

8 .'

portion of any loss, indemnification for which is provided by
10

other benefits or advantages recovered by the claimant, shall

11

not be included 1.n this class, other than benefits or

12

advantages recovered or recoverable in discharge of familial

8.

13

obl1.qat1.ons of support or by way of succession at death or as

8.

1�

proceeds of 11.fe insurance, or as gratui ti.es.

1�

an employer to his employee shall be treated as a gratuity.

16

(di

Class 4.

No payment by

unearned premium or other premium refunds and claims of

18

general creditors,

"I
I
21

ll

21\

2, I
21 I
26 i

27

(el

8.
8.

Claims, including those of any governmental

8.

body for a penalty or forfeiture, shall be allowed in this

8.

class, but only to the extent of the necuniary loss sustained
from the act, transaction, or proceeding out of which the

8.

penalty or forfeiture arose, with reasonable and actual costs
occa3ioned thereby,

The remainder of such claims shall be

postponed to the class of claims under paragraph (h).
(fl

Class 6.

Claims filed after the time specified in

1B i s. 631.181(3) except when ordered otherwise by the court to
29

8.

Claims of the federal or any state or

Class 5.

local government.

8.

Claims under nonassessable policies for

17
19

8.

prevent manifest in1ust1.ce, or any claims other than claims

JO' under paragraphs (g) and (h).

31 I

27
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8.
1:
8.
8.

170-420A-3-J
7
I

J_J.L_i;'._L2.:,s '7.

Surplus or cont!. 1.oution notes, or

s1"1.11-ir ,.)l;l191t1:::>n.s, and premium refunds on assess3ble

i 1: lus
IB.69

8.70
8.71

'I
,
'i

i

owners.

l:lus

�___!l}_�_liqu1d�t1on proce'=d1nq 1nvol71ng one or more

rec101ocal stc1te.3, the <nd-�r of d1str1but1'.)n of the

18.72

, l: 1 us
8.73

J.orn1ci:.1-,ry 5tctte .;;fl.ill cont��l,_�s�l} claunc; nf 1.es1rlent!'o

8.75

All cl�1�s of residents of

rec1'Jrocal :;tates "'hall be given equal '?r1011ty of payment

\(

!

9 76

l!_,�11c_t_§.!__��0t_ r<?q,,i.Jl•�e,� o_[��-�uch :;i.:;�<2t.:; at<='
l::,cate0.__

' 1:los
, 8. '78
1

!

If

,,

1

8. 79
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: 8. 81

ls.a,

,8,83

1
,

e±a±'!l'3,

B.84
9.1

: 9. 2
'9.3
Sec'.:.ion 22.

Subse,,tion (3) is adrl.ed to s<:>ction

tdl.211, Floi::1,Ja .:;tatutes, 1982 S11pplement, to r�<l.d:
6Jl.281

OftseLS.--

28

:9.4
9.5
i9.6
9. 7

l70-420A-3-3
(3)

An agent who voluntarily pays the unearned portion

l:lui

of oremium to a policyholder shall succeed to the interest of

9.9

the policyholder as an assignee of the po licyholder's claim

9.10

against the receiver for the unearned portion of the premium
as of the effective date of cancellation of the policy.
Section 23.

Sections 631.291 and 631.301, Florida

9.11
9.12

Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 24.

9.11

Section 631.341, Florida Statutes, 1982

9.13

Supplement, 1s amended to read:
10

631.341

Notice of insolvency to policyholders by

insurer, general agent, or agent.--

II

(1)

12

The rece1ver shall, immediately after appointment

9.14
9.15
9.16

1n � delinquency pro ceeding �Peeeed¼R�s against an insurer

1: lo�

14 i

where the oolicies have been canceled, give wrttten notice of

9.19

16

agent of the insurer in Florida. Each general agent and

9.21

17

licensed agent of the insurer in Florida shall forthwith give

9.22

13

151 such proceeding �Peeeed�ft�S to each general agent and licensed

18

]Qi

written notice of such proceeding pPeeeee���e to all
subagents, producing agents, brokers, solicitors, and service

9.24

20 I

representatives writing business through quch general agent or

9,25

21

licensed agent, whether or not such subagents, producing

9.26

22'

agents, brokers, solicitors, and servicing representatives are

231

licensed or permitted by the insurer and whether or not

9.27

24'

operating under a written agency contract.

9.28

1(

such notice, all agents referred to in subsection (1) shall

251

( 2)

Unless, within 15 days subsequent to the date of

27, have either replaced or reinsured 1n a solvent authorized
28
29

insurer the insurance coverages placed by or through such
1

agent 1.n the delinquent insurer, such agents shall then, by

3o I registered or certified mail, send to the last known address
31 [

29
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i 9.36
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9.36
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9.37

19.38
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19.40

1'

9. 43

', 9.44

19.45
,9.46
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19.50
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ar

1

'L55

19. 56
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9.57

170-420A-3-3
(b)

Promptly to make available and deliver to the

department any books, accounts, documents, other records,
information, data processing software, or property of or

pertaining to the insurer and in his possession, custody, or

control; orT
{c)

To promptly provide access to all data proce ssing

records 1n hard copy and electronic form, and to data

8

processing facilities and services.

10

department in the conduct of any delinquency proceeding or any

(2)

11

No person shall obstruct or interfere with the

preliminary investigation or incidental thereto.

12

(3)

13

This section shall not prohibit any person from

seeking legal relief from a court when aggrieved by the

petition for liquidation or other delinquency proceedings or

14

15

other orders.

16

(4)

Any person referred to in subsection (1) who fails

17 to cooperate with the department or any other person who
j
18 obstructs or tnterferes with the department 10 the conduct of
19; any delinquency proceedings or any investigation preliminary

�I or incidental thereto, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the

9.5
9.6

9.6

9. E

9. E

9. E
9. E

9. E

9. E
9. E

9.E

9.�

9.�

21, first degree, punishable as provided ins. 775.082, or by fine ',9.�
22! of not more than $10,000 $�7€HHI.
231

Section 27.

25

631.395

Section 631.395, Florida Statutes, 1982

24, Supplement, 1s amended to read:
26

ltqu1.dation issued pursuant to s. 631.111 or s. 631.131 shall

authorize and direct the department as receiver to coordinate

27

28

Guaranty fund; orders of court.--Any order of

1

the operation of the receivership with the operation of any

insurance guaranty fund authorized to operate in this stateL

and may authorize the department to provide data processing
services for any appropriate guaranty fund.
31
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9.1
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9.81
9.82
(1)

9.82

Cl�lffi3 f 1les, tecorda, or documents p�rta1n1ng to

'

9.83

.i1 �_Lum.:; vn : .Lle ,11th the i.n-:;vl'lent 1nsur"r; and

9.84
Sectl•l'l 631.39"1, F'lor.Lda StatutPs, 12'

10.1
10. 2

creatt!d to rP:i,;1,
631 3'.J8

I

?rc·1ent1on of 1nsobe1!_c1e3.--To a1f1 1n the

l:lus
10.3

An·, m2m'J0r___ 1ns·1u:r, a9..Ent, Pmployee 01 member of

:10.s

.'J.9-_�r:i.n '" ·· a•� ,,J:;1,_1.t_1=._'2_Fl_JEl_::i..:i_ 'Tta:.-,; reoor ts anrl tecommendat1ons to

j10.6

(1)

: 10.7

7J

�0..aurer vr ,:i,�cl"�ne to the s0l·:E.nc, of an-r company seeking to

'10 .8

Jo an 1nsJr3n�e 0us1ness �n this state.

, 10 .9

E._�1-�l_(?_ll,'S...__'-,t r.

Such reoorts and

10.10

119.07(1\.

l:lus
10.12
10 13
10.14
10 .16

10.17
,10.18
'10. 20
32
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1nformat1on contained therein Shall be kept confidential by
the boards until such time as they are made 12ubl1.c by the

10,

de12artment or by any other lawful authority.
(c}

10,

Seek the advice and recommendations of the board

1: 1

of di.rectors of the a12pro12r1.ate insurance guaranty association

10,

concerning any matter affecting the department's duties and

10.

responsibilities regarding the financial condition of member
10.

companies and companies seeking admission to transact
insurance business in this state.
10

(3 )

The department shall, no later than the conclusion

10.

11

of any domestic insurer insolvency proceeding, prepare a

12

summary reoort containing such information 1n its possession

10.

relating to the history and causes of such insolvency,

10.

13
14

including a statement of the business practices of such

lj

insurer which led to such insolvency.
Section 29.

10.

17

Section 631.732, Florida Statutes, 1982

10.

Supplement, 1s renumbered as section 631.399 and amended to

10.

18

read:

16

19
20
21

22
24
25
26
27

29
30
31

631.399 63!T�a�

Receiver's right to recover

1:11
10.

distributions made to t:ieHt.:Eell½HEJ affiliate.-(1)

If an order for liquidation or rehabilitation of

10.

an insurer domiciled in this state has been entered, the
receiver appointed under such order shall have a right to

10.,

recover on behalf of the insurer, from any affiliate �ha�

10.•

eeH��elled-½�, the amount or value of distributions, other

10.,

than stock dividends paid by the insurer on its capital stock,

10.

made at any time during the 5 years preceding the petition for
liquidation or rehabilitation, subJect to the limitations of
subsections (2), (3), and (4).
(2)

I

1
1

The distributions Ne-sHek-S�vi9enS �hall be

recoverable unless ½£ the affiliate �flSH�e� shows that wfle�
33
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'

'1O. 66

10.67

10.69
10.71
10. 72
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•

10.77
lJ.79
L0.80
10.81
10. 8 ::'.
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0,_f1n1t,,:rn:.--;\s

10, 83

J"Pd 1n this p;11t:

,10.84
,11.2

1, 1: luo::

a: ,l l ','--Ct l
-L'

I

11. 4

11.s
11
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Section 31.

Subsection (4) of section 631.60, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read:
631.60
(4)

Effect of paid claims.--

Any release of the Florida Insurance Guaranty

Association and 1ts insured must clearly state whether or not
it walves any claim filed with the receiver in excess of the

assoclation's liability under s. 631.57 �H-efte-eYene-ehapee�

11.6

11.7
11.8

11.9

11.l

11.1
11.l

11.l
11

Section 32.

Subsections (3) and (6) of section 631.62,

11.l

Section 33.

Section 63L.68, Florida Statutes, 1982

11.l

12

Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.

14

Supplement, is amended to read:

13

15

631.68

Limitation; certain actions.--Ne�w-:1-His�afl�i:t'\'!f

161 aRy-e�he�-p�e¥t9i:6R-ei-ehapeeF-+±-�+GT-hawa-e€-��eFt8aT A

17j covered claim as defined herein with respect to which
18

settlement 1s not effected and suit 1s not instituted against

19

the insured of an insolvent insurer or the association within

20

l year after the deadline for f1l1ng cla1m'3, or any extension

21, thereof, with the receiver of the insolvent insur<:!r shall

22/ thenceforth be barred as a cla1m against the association and
23 '1 the insured.

24

I

I

Section 34.

Paragraf)h (d) 1s added to subsection (5)

2Sj of section 95.11, Florida Statutes, to read:

)6

27

95.11

Limitations other than for the recovery of real

property.--Actions other than for recovery of real property

28 ! shall be commenced as follows:
(5)

11. l

11.1
11.l
11.2
11.2

11. <

11.:

11.:;
11.:

11.:
11.

WITHIN ONE YEAR.--

35
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:I 1n=11�i 1nth the per10J running from the date- of the r:l.eadl1ne
S,•ctirm 35.

Paragraph (a) of s•ibaectlon (::!) o[ section

631.718, Flor1d3. StatuU•s, 1q32 SupplPment, 1s amended to
1ea..,

61].7LJ
( 2,

(a)

As.essment;.--

Theto sh3.ll be three cl3S3P3 of as�es3ments, as

I 11.34

'

11.35

'

I

lll.36

I l c. 3 7

11.40

('.lase:: A a3s,::ssme"1ts ::,hall he ma.de- by tlw ho:ud of

111. 42

3Pct:�n 3b.

Sect10� 631.723, Florida Statutes, 1982

S..ippl ,::,;r-2nt, 1s c1men.:led to read:

, ll.45

\11.46

J0t-2...,<;::�on ,:i,nd prev'c'nt1on of 1n::.urE>r 1nsolver1c1es Jr
11-10s
!

11. 5 2

:!,At>ti1"'c'-I;-· rlcl';'-H�-,3R-±lflf'a+t-ed. -8-l:--i:f!S0.l:Yt-'l"l4"-i:RSl:li"ei" T

f h +- --'l'd-f•H·fl t-.!h-./-9--1:tle- b"lat-•�-of-il't:!.'ee+.F1:!'"l-f!.fl':'-ava1::lP1Ble

11.50

I

11. 5 3

;.lA±1;-�ar-i-t-Wdt-R-l-A':!-'l!est"l-d>:'w .. l-asecl-fl'{-+.t'le-Na;o.tet\-ai--A.'i!�6e1:-ati:e'I"! ' 11. "'>4

rlf-± .... ':e>c!EdH ... t'-l-tHll'!l+-!:l':l±�fle-l!:'"'l-7--tpl'le-btHH''l-may- !:'l<Je-t:fle-±flfet'ffla.t:i:eR : l l. 55

I

36

11. 57

170-420A-3-3

11.!

11.E

11.E

11. E

11.E

filf�t

"

The board of directors may, upon maJor1ty vote,

make reports and recommendations to the department upon any

11

"I
13

"I

matter germane to the solvency, liquidation, rehabilitation,
or conservation of any member insurer or germane to the

solvency of any company seeking to do an insurance business 1n

this state.

Such reports and recommendations shall be

15: confidential and exempt from the provisions of s. 119.07(1).

filf4T

It shall be the duty of t�e board of directors,

upon a maJority vote, to notify the department of any

II

information indicating any member 1ns1Her may be an impaired

or insolvent insurer.
ilifSt

22

The board of directors may, upon maJor1ty vote,

request that the department order an examination of any member
insurer which the board in good faith believes may be an

231 impaired or insolvent insurer.
'

21

i

?8 �

11.6

11.6
11.7

11.7

11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7

11.7

11.7

W1 thin 30 days of the receipt

11.7

The examination may be conducted as a National Association of

11.8

of such request, the department shall begLn such examLnation.

'°'

l:lu

Insurance Commissioners examination or may be conducted by
such persons as the Insurance Commissioner designates.

The

cost of such examination shall be paid by the association, and

the examination report shall be treated tn a manner s1m1lar to

101 other examination reports.

In no event shall such examination

report be released to the board of directors prior to its
37
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Section 38.

Paragraph {g) is added to subsect1on (2)

of section 20.13, Florida Statutes, to read:
20.13

Department of Insurance.--There is created a

(2)

12.
12.
12.

Oepactment of Insurance •
5

12.

The following div1sions of the Department of

12.

Insurance are established:
(g)

D1vis1on of Rehabilitation and Liquidation.

Section 39.

Each section which is added to chapter

631, Florida Statutes, by this act 1s repealed on October 1,
10

1991, and shall be reviewed by the Leg1slature pursuant to s.

11

11.61, Florida Statutes.

Sect1on 40.

12

13

12.
12.
12.
12.

This act shall take effect upon becom1ng a

law.

14
15

16
17
f8

19

20

"

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
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12.

'

l:hbs

l:hbs

E!()USE SUMMA><Y

I

Upda.t,::s 1Hrt I of chapter 631, F.S., the Insut:et'">
Rehab1-l1til.t10n and �11u1dat1on Act, conc:ol1dates variou.;;
prov1s10ns th<:'reo( and clar1f1es ar1d coccects lan1n3ge.

PL1v1-J,�s £or ncitice to the Florida Life and Health
Gu�;ranLy As,nc1at1on of hear11,gs relq_ttng to 1nsolvency
of cl m8mber 1nsu1er. Prov1,lGs powerc, of the Depcirtment
of I�sw1c1nce �s dom1c1l1ary receiver with respect to the
10.:;urer. Pro 11dec; £01 cL:nms of n,.mres1dPnts against
1.nsui::er;; d�m1rilei'l ui this .;tat� and r..:la1ms of Florida
te31�0nts a3a1n3t LnaUrALS dom1c1led 1n reciprocal
statPS, Provsd�3 requirements Ear f1l1ng proof of claim
c.1.nd for late i1lings. prov1:les for a report by the
rec:e.L7<.'t on cla1m.s to the c.vurt. Provides for not lee to
cla1'TlantJ and for hear1n':JS on oliJect1ons. Pro11Jes for
d'::'t.erm1nat1on of valu,:a of :C:-?C'lr-1_ty held by a secured
cr,JJ1tor.
1'',

''

I I

Pr�v1des �or �ll�wanc•? of certdlr, Ll�i�s. Prnv1dPS that
f1 lJn,J vf a cla1t1 const1tlltes a relea3e of th!? insured
fr:,,m l1abi 11. ty tv the cL11mant ,;1nd provides l1m1 ts and
cond1t1ons, Piovtdf:'s fat di�p:is1t1-on of reinsurance
pr:s,cee:l.s. r-..::eni'.I, t1e ,::overa':JE" continuation period from
JO t:o 45 d,t_{s. Pr o,;1des for co4t1-nuat1.on w1 th respect to
pJli,01.<..3 rt', ,1• finr>c'.! ,.rnUer the f'lor.1.<l,:i Life ,1.nd He31th
Inc:Llt3ncc ,--;uaictnty /\.s£oc1.at1on Act. Pro·,1des for
pr:1nr1.t1 of c.la1..ns and l11111tat1nns th8reon. I'rov1des
r1Jnts of an ayent wh0 pa_,'.:. thP UTT!?dCied portion of
pre�lu� t0 B p0l1cyholder: with respect to the
policyhold�r•s cla1m aga1nst the rec01ver.

Proi;1des for not1f1c:.t1on by th� rec=1ver to agent2 of an
tns,Hcr ot U�ll'l�Llen,::;y ptOc'c!.,_dl'>';J-:'. against the 1.n.:,urer
wt1ere tol1c1e_, n.:1·,,0 been canc:el,:ed, and te\·:J.ses a penalty
the.:::eun<:-2r, R·�•113t.?.:; t11ov1.s1.ono reL:i.tLn'J t.o cooperation
w1'::,1 t�1e de;cpc:rt"Tl,,nt ,:,f off1ce:r� and ern?lOJ'ee:: of ,:in
Jnsut_r, S_•e,..:J..f1. ·.:ill__/ 1ncl11Je,� emplo�'<c'ea '.'t.nj lT"lepenient
contliCt•1r-,, 0•rov;::i2, for acceJ,., to Jc1ta pro1.ce-::;s1ng
f.:ic1l.1.'::1•�c; and r,.ccorUs, ilnd Jncr•.J.ses a p�nJ.lt'J
Lher:euni;:ir. Prov1dts for author1z;,,t1on for th"
riepartment to prov1J.e ,lata rrorJss1ny serv1cPS f:)r any
<J.'i,: 'i,-re>pr1ate ')Udrant J· fund.
Pi:-,,1t-l�:;; J.utti::.,; of in�urers, ct.gents, employe�a, board
'Tlernbccra, an,1 tl-1>2 d•�?ilctment .,,1th rr::gar::l to pr<;>11ent1.on nf
1.nsol:ensies. R�J1��s prov1.s1on� relatJng to rece1ver 1 3
Ll']ht t::i rcCch'•.cr '1latt1Lut1cin0 ma.de to a.ff1.l1ates, anJ
el1�1nc1.t�3 the req�1r�rnent that the affiliate be a
controllinJ dffilia.te.

Re ·1.->e.ci the def1n1t1or of "expen >cs 1n handling claimE,"
,.rndPt the Fl0r1cla Jnsur:::i.nce Guarr1nty As;c; <Jc1at1011 A,ct.
PE>qu1 r":..c tnat a rele....1,,e of the da2oc1ation must include a
st::i.tement reJar.J1nq waiver of certain cla1.m'3. Prov1.dcs a
l-.1e...ir lim1 t- ,,t1:in 01, certain act1ona aga1'l:.t a ')uarant/
a�sor1�t1on an::l the insured.
40
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Creates the D1v1s1on of Rehab1litat1on and L1qu1dat1on
within the Department of Insurance •
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